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Feb. 27, 1992
Greater
Portland's
weekly
Jo~rnal

of news,
arts and
opinion.
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Portland Stage loses its head
After six years as artistic director of Portland
Stage Co., Richard Hamburger is leaving
Portland fur a similar position with the Dallas
Theatre Company. Hamburger's exuberant
artistic vision and his taste for cutting edge
theatre have given PSC a nationwide reputation in theatre circles as an ambitious runt of
the litter.
What will become of PSC without him?
"I think that Portland Stage is a strong enough
institution that it will continue to grow without me
here," says Hamburger. "There'll be a new energy
that comes in and does something different...
I think it will be wonderful."
See page 21
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By Will Hall

page 14

~INNEWS:
• Jerry Brown was the big
winner in Portland,
South Portland and
Windham Democratic
caucuses on Feb. 23.
Statewide Brown and
Tsongas finished in a tie.
George Bush swept the
state GOP caucuses,
inc! uding Portland's
stealth caucus.
• BIDE's been busted for
lying about losing $15
grand after an undercover
drug deal went bad in a
Westbrook parking lot.
• Trustees of the Portland
Public Library responded
to public pressure and fired
three administrators in
order to preserve important
library services like the
Portland Room.
• State Sen. Dennis
Dutremble has proposed a
bill that would reimurse
Buxton, Biddeford and
Arundel for the money
they spent fending off the
Maine Waste Management
Agency'-s bungled search
for an ash dump.
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page 34 Solo by Will Hall, one of the winners in CBWs Relevant Fiction Competition. See page 9.
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harmanlkardon

BIDE lied,
$15K lost

HK 3300 AMIFM RECEIVER

LlST.$3S<f

$285
BEST

BUY

OPEN SUNDAY 12-4:30

---~e"T E~laRd

(207) ~83-4173

(Hi-Fi) Musie CompaRY

With ingredients like
Evening Primrose Oil,
Sandalwood
&
Lavender...

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: February 18 through 25, 1992_

Mai~ers

vote for diversity

Grassroots politics showed its face in Maine's Feb. 23
Democratic presidential caucuses, as more than 14,000 voters
gathered in 650 locations to plot the demise of George Bush. By
the time the last delegates had stood and been counted, Maine
had thrown a wrench into the two-man race that the national"
media had been hawking since January.

Brown seizes I?ortland, So Po & Windham
More than 1,200 Portland voters - the largest number in 12
years - flocked to Portland High School to choose city delegates for the state convention_ Most headed straight for the
comer of maverick Jerry Brown, handing him 43 percent of
Portland's 249 delegates. Brown, who drew more Portland
delegates than deSignated front-runners Paul Tsongas and Bill
Clinton combined, also beat the two handily in South Portland
and Windham.
.
Uncommitted delegates outnumbered every candidate's in
Westbrook. Clinton and Tsongas tied for a distant second, with
Brown finishing close behind them.
.
Tsongas took the more affluent suburbs of Cape Elizabeth,
Falmouth and Yarmouth; the two finished head-to-head in most
other local communities - always leaving Clinton and other
contenders far behind_
Statewide, Tsongas and Brown ended in a virtual tie, each
sending about 1,000 delegates to the state Democratic convention in May_

Why use
anything
butAVEDA?
• No petroleum products
• No animal by-products
• No animal te8tlng
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KATAHDIN
We recently sat down with one of our best waitresses to find out what
makes them ... wait. And now, a few words with a food transportation
specialist!
Q: SO what do you like most about working here at Katahdin?
A: Oh, definitely the people. I really enjoy meeting so many nice
folks, and they come from so many walks of life. Why, just last night I
helped a very nice couple celebrating their 50th anniversary, and next to
them was a young family celebrating their four year old's birthday. Oh, it
gets busy sometimes. Last summer was really hectic, with the tourists and
all. Now that it's a little slower, I have the chance to get to know the
people at my tables lot better.
Q: You sound very enthusiastic, but what's your pet peeve?
A: It's when peolpe ask "What's bad here?" I can honestly say that I
have n.ever had a single complaint about the food. Everyone loves our
home cookin'.lt's created not made. Our "product" is the result of a
group of talented people who have come together with enthusiasm, skill,
and love for what we do. It shows in our food, the atmosphere, and in
your waitress's smile.
Q: What's your favorite food here?
A: Well, I've recently returned from a trip down south to Baltimore
and I would have to say the Crabcakes. We sure give the state of
Maryland a run for their money.
Q: What's your most embarrassing moment?
A:. As long as you don'y give my name I'll tell you.
Q: You're granted complete anonymity. Now spill the beans_
A: (Laughs) It wasn't beans, it was chocolate. I'm a confirmed
chocoholic, and it almost got me into deep trouble when I first started
working here. I had beeen serving the house dessert, the Chocolate
Mountain, for a couple of weeks. The customers just raved how good it
was. Well, on this particular night I was suddenly overwhelmed by a
hankering for chocolate. I hate to admit it but I put in a false order for a
Chocolate Mountain, ran with it into the broom closet, and wolfed it
down. It was the most intense chocolate experience of my life! Satisfied
and feeling slightly guilty, I went about my business. That meant taking
a bowl of chowder to a little old lady in the non-smoking section. As I
put the bowl down she.handed me her napkin and said, "Dear, wipe that
chocolate off your face." I was mortified!
We turned to thank her for her time, but she was already across the
room at another table.
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service carrier.
"Amtrak is the nationally
recognized intercity passenger rail carrier," said Michael
Murray, MOOT's rail specialist. "In addition to equipment,
they bring marketing,
ticketing, a rail network and
transportation between North
and South stations in Boston."
Guilford Transportation
Industries Inc. of Massachusetts acquired Maine railroad
tracks when it bought the
Boston & Maine and the
Maine Central Railroad
during the 1980s. Under the
MOOT plan, Guilford would
be paid to upgrade and
maintain its own tracks,
grade crossings and switching equipment.
"If everything is successful, we're looking at starting
construction in spring of
1993," Murray said, "with
pOSSible service by late 1993
or early 1994."

Minor Insurgencies
Amidst the Jerry-mania, sizable numbers of disgruntled
Maine voters also congregated in the "uncommitted" comer or
the comers of other minor candidates who challenged the
entrenched Democratic Party.
In Portland, progressive dark horse Larry Agran grabbed
three delegates. Jesse Jackson, who won the city's 1988 caucus
but is not running this year, collected one delegate in a lastminute "draft Jackson" movement.
"N.E. Woman" - an insurgent effort to draft women
candidates - did receive one.
''There's a lot of sentiment that no matter how good the men
are, no matter how liberal they are, it's hard to count on them
on issues like sexual harassment and other women's issues," said Martha McCluskey, alternate delegate for drafting a
woman. "We wanted to send a message to the Democratic Party
to groom women for positions of power instead of just men.
Maybe we could even get a delegate for the national caucus,"
she said, noting that half the 500-plus "uncommitted" delegates
at the state Democratic convention will be women.
Portland will send 22 of those uncommitted delegates to
Bangor. Uncommitted delegates aren't pledged to vote for
anyone, and often begin insurgent draft movements at conventions.
The Maine Peace Campaign didn't endorse a candidate, but
the sea of blue signs and white hats filling the Portland High
School auditorium testified to its presence. The campaign's Real
Security '92 effort stressed. deep cuts in military spending and
the transfer of money to domestic programs. Campaign director
Eric Johnson said his group collected 4,000 signatures statewide.
''That will get this plank on the platform," he predicted.
Republican stealth caucus
Six days earlier, Portland Republicans had quietly held their
caucus in the same auditorium. Just 125 voters turned out to
choose 47 city delegates for the l,500-delegate state convention
later this spring. Though no official polling of Portland Republican delegates was taken, informal polls showed the vast
majority supporting George Bush.
''The real significance of this caucus was that the mainstream
of the party has recaptured control of the Portland delegation,"
said delegate (and candidate for U.S_ Congress) Tony Payne.
Payne said a competing delegation from Portland, led by
right-wing agitators paul Volle and Mark Finks, might protest
the clandestine caucus. The credentials committee of the state
Republican Party would decide such a dispute, Payne said.
About a dozen of Maine's Republican caucuses still have not
been held. South Portland's Republican caucus will take place
Friday, Flib. 28 at 7:30 p.m. in the Dyer Elementary School on
Alfred Street.

The Maine Bureau of
Intergovernmental Drug
Enforcement (BIDE) has come
under fire for losing $15,000
in a Westbrook drug buy,
then lying to the press about
the missing cash.
During the Nov. 19
operation, an undercover
BIDE agent paid the money
for seven pounds of marijuana in the Bradlees parking
lot last November. But
suspect Arthur Black ill
drove off before agents could
make an arrest, said Stephen
McCausland of the Maine
Department of Public Safety.
Black was rounded up the
next day - but the money
wasn't.
A BIDE spokesman later
denied the agency had lost
the cash.
"We need the full facts,"
said Democratic state Rep.
Patrick Paradis of Augusta.
"We hear one line, then
several weeks or several
months later find the truth,
and it's usually contradictory."
Both the Maine Legislature
and state Attorney General
Michael Carpenter are still
investigating allegations that
BIDE concocted phony drug
charges against District
Attorney Janet Mills, a critic
of BIDE.

Long Islanders
cry for freedom
Long Island residents
urged Portland city councilors and state lawmakers to let
them secede from the city in a
Feb. 24 hearing, but the
councilors still won't support
the effort.
''The legislators from
Augusta were reall y listening," said island storekeeper
Robert Jones of the packed
session. "The city councilors
didn't really have answers for
us, though."
''The state needs to keep in
mind the precedent this
would set," responded City
Councilor Anne B. Pringle.
"If one island secedes, they
might all follow." That could
spell trouble for the city,
Pringle said, because the
city's six islands make up 5
percent of the city's tax base.
"We're trying to be fair both
to the islanders' right of selfdetermination and the rest of
the citizens of Portland," she
said.
The Maine Legislature's
State and Local Government
Committee will soon consider
a bill outlining conditions for
a split. That bill, if passed. by
the full Legislature, would
allow for a November vote on
the secession.

Maine climbs
aboard Amtrak
The Maine Department of
Transportation (MOOT) has
chosen Amtrak to run a
proposed. Boston-Portland
rail line, passing over a
competing bid from the
state's longtime freight

You make the proposal ...

SUNDAY BRUNCH

162 Main St.,
Freeport, ME

(207) 86~9377
2 blocks north
of L.1. Bean

I'll make the rings.

Reservations Suggested
VISA, MC, AMEX

Cau now for your custom jewelry appointment
775-2468

Portland library
spares services
Portland Public Library
trustees voted to keep the
Portland Room open while
firing three administrators to
make up a $110,000 budget
shortfall. Library patrons
hailed the vote as a victory
for users over plans to trim
non-essential services
("Showdown among the
stacks," 2.6.92).
''This is a balance between
the purposes of a general
public library and the need to
keep a repository of history
in this community," said
library trustee John J. O'Leary
after the vote. "The final
budget reflects that balance. I
feel the budget process was a
very healthy examination of
where this library is going,
and I feel this resul t was the
correct one."
The understaffed general
reference desk will also get
extra staff help from the art
reference desk, which is used
less. Earlier this year, library
unions also agreed to delay
their 6 percent annual pay
raise to avoid trimming
services.

Westbrook chief's
wife booked

•

The wife of Westbrook's
police chief was arrested after
a frantic chase through
downtown Westbrook. It was
the second time in seven
months she'd led cops on a
high-speed chase.
Deborah Allanach, wife of
Westbrook Police Chief
Ronald Allanach, was
arrested in the parking lot of
the Westbrook police station
Feb. 7 and booked on charges
of aVOiding arrest, speeding
and assault of a police officer.
Police also found a loaded
.38 caliber revolver in the car
that wasn't registered to Mrs.
Allanach_
''There is an investigation
into the possibility that the
gun may have been stolen,"
said Assistant Att{)rney
General Lisa Pelkey
Marchesi, who is handling
Continued on page 5
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ON MARCH 1,
WE'LL SHOW YOU
100 WAYS TO DISCOVER
THE OU1DOORS
Introducing the Spring/Summer 1992
1.1. Bean Outdoor Discovery Program
"The outdoors can mean a hundred
different things to a hundred djfferent people.
\Xe've tried to make the Outdoor Discovery Program with something for everyone, ·no matter
what time of year or what you like to do.
"Our 'discoveries' are talks, slide shows,
Mike Perry, ojlhe
ksh
·
free, some
II Beall Outdoor wor
ops and
symposiums-some
Discovery Program. for a fee. Most are led by people from our staff
who have a real pass jon for being outdoors and who like to pass
that on. And whether a programs about shOWing a dad and his
daughter how to paddle a canoe or biking across the U.S., it's
about more than a particular activity or
destination. Its about enjoyment."

The L.L. Bean Outdoor Discovery
Program spring/Summer 1992 GUIde
contains a complete listing of informative
talks, workshops and symposiums about
the outdoors.
Lookfor our guide in the March 1 issue
of the Maine Sunday Telegram and the
Lewiston Sun Journal, or the Feb. 28 issue
of the Brunswick nmes Record Or Pick up
afree copy at our store on Main Street
in Freeport.

Join us for an elegant buffetfrom Belgian Waffles and
poached salmon to a carved
roast. The variety of dishes from
breakfast to dinner will add to
your dining enjoyment. And, to
top off your brunch, a selection
of our Pastry Chef's specialties.

$14.95 :~rson 11:30·2:30

\
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GETAWAYS
Gel away fr.11 all, and
lei Casco Bay Weekly
get you there.

But Don't Want to go Alone?
Make your trip More Affordable & More Fun. with guaranteed
low 'Share Rates' with SINGLE WORLD Cruises & Toursl

CALL YOUNG TRAVEL FOR DETAILS

Continued from page 3

• SINGLE WORLD
cruise director
• choice of age groups
• private shore excursions
• dining together

the case instead of Westbrook
police because the accused is
a ·relative of the police chief.

3·'4 day Cruises
CARNIVAL' REGENCY
• PRINCESS· ROYAL CARIBBEAN

9·15 day Europe Tours

LastJuly,~s.JUlanach

Spain/Portugal. Greece.
Egypt. Europe Leisurely
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148 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND, ME 774-8294

HALF-PRICE SIGHT
SEEING FLIGHTS!

Ilicyc/e aSki I
II Get your bOleyeIe

II
rea~ for SPRING I

I with. our early bird I
special
I' Wilh Ihis coupon
I

I receive $10. off
I a lune-up or
1$15. olfa

I complete
overhaul

I (offer expires
14/92)

I 1041
, Washlnglan
I Ave., POrIIand
L!~-I.!,4!.
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On top

of it all at
Sugarloaf/USA

A Hot And Soul Vacation For 1\vo.
Fly Delta Air lines to four fun-filled days and three dreamy nights
In fabulous New Orleans. Just come to DiMillo's on the waterfront
for lunch or dinner and sign up to win the grand prize.
And others too-sumptuous shore dinners, Ii.fiches. and more.
So easy to win the "big easy."

&tr.IE.1Jt
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'lbe Cesma 17l-SKYHAWK": Your Observation Platfonn.

DlMi'W.
FLOATING RESTAURANT

SEE PORTLAND
FROM THE AIR FOR
ONLY $10 PER PERSON

Great Sleaks, seafood. and Italian speCI8Ill8S-

And lhe parking IS lreel

(3 people, cash price)

with

FREEDOM AIR, INC.
-also-

Sugarloaf
Mountain
Hotel

;$1

$79
two

nigl\t minimum

Weekend/Vacation

«rfe1lt ij)fiRi GOl&t§S

I

INGODWETRUST

I

ALL OTHBIS FAY

I

CASH

$I!
I

AUTHORIZED BY

llilS IS NOT LEGAL
TENDER FOR ANY
DEIITS PUBLIC ,

Starting at $23!

packages from

$89.
ppdo per night

Call Now
1..800.. 527 ..9879

JONES NEWYORK

or write

FACTORY STORES

Sugarloaf
Mountain Hotel,
Carrabassett Valley,
Maine 04947

878-5540
1-800-439-3594
P.o. BOX 8423, PORTLAND, MAINE 04104

CALL FOR DETAILS TODAY!

Open seven days
31 Main StI9Ert -The Mikasa Building

Freedom Air reserves the right to
withdraw this offer without notice.

Freeport, ME - 865-3158

UMIT ONE COUPON (MAXIMUM SAVINGS S30) PEll FUGlIT

'0

We'" spring for e g,..., mHI help
111~i.~tilmr-ru" thru 'he final da,s of Wln'.r..•

FREE DINNER COUPON f
Receive one complimentary Lunch or Dinner Item with purchase of an equal
o.r greater value item . Not valid with Early Bird Dinners, Birthday Giveaways.
Birthday Bucks or any other promotional otteJr. Only one Coupon per table.
SOUTH PORTlAND

Market..

Portland unions
grab pay Increase,
risk layoffs
Two Portland labor unions
voted to take pay increases
the city owes them this year,
but some of them may be laid
off because of that decision.
The Labors and Trades
Union and the Supervisors
Union voted Feb. 19-20 not to
accept a city offer of job
protection in exchange for
delayed raises. Those unions
chiefly represent Portland's
public works employees and
workers at the Portland
International Jetport.
"I understand their
decision but I'm disappointed," said City Manager
Robert Ganley. "Departments
will now have to absorb these
raises into their own budgets.
In a lot of cases, that will
mean positions cut." Ganley
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Maine Bank &Trust boots Fleet
Maine Bank &: Trust will
open its South Portland
branch in aprominent
Knightville building cur·
rently leased by Fleet Bank,
said bank officials.
'1t is the most desirable of
all the branch offices over
there," said bank President
Wayne MtGarvey. "Fleet
Bank decided they were not
going to use it on a permanent basis. When they gave it
back to FDIC, there were
other bidders for this build·
ing. We were told that we
were the winning bidder."
Fleet acquired the Maine
National branch last July
when it was awarded the
bank by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
(FDIC). Fleet's short-term
lease of the building expires
the first week of June. Unless
Fleet vacates earlier than that
date, McGarvey said, Maine
Bank &: Trust won't open its
South Portland branch until
at least mid-June.
McGarvey said large
numbers of customers from
South Portland have inquired
about opening accounts with
his bank.

~PORTLAND'S BEST BREAKFAST" .
- CBW 1991 READER'S POLL

CONGRESS

ST· PORTLAND

fANautilus·
SPORTS MAnAESS

to defend itself against the
proposed dump site; the
town of Buxton spent about
$100,000 remOVing a different
site from the state's list.

-----------------------------,
'MW
FREEDOM FLYING FUNDS ~Avm ~ .

Midweek lifts ide
lodging & lift
packages from

A proposed bill would
reimburse Maine municipali.
ties for money they spent to
block dumps for incinerator
ash and other special wastes.
Democratic state Sen.
Dennis Dutremble of
Biddeford said his bill reflects
outrage by York County
residents who were forced to
dip into town coffers to
oppose dump sites they feel
never should have been
considered.
"Buxton, Biddeford and
Arundel ended up doing the
state's work," he said before
Introducing the bill in the
Legislature's Energy and
Natural Resources Commit.
tee. "That's not the way it's
supposed to be."
The bill would reimburse
towns for up to $50,000 in
defense costs, and also
change the search process to
include more remote sites.
But town officials want Illl
their costs paid back.
'1 think it should be full
(reimbursement)," said
Arundel Town Manager
Chuck Whiting. "We did (the
testing) only because the state
wouldn't do it themselves."

said the public works
employees' could have saved
the city up to $300.000 by
foregoing a pay raise; instead,
up to 15 jobs could now be
cut. '1t was strictly a prefer.
ence indicated by the employees about what was more
important to them - wages
or jobs," he said. "We have to
accept what they say."
Portland's two police
unions rejected the city deal
earlier this year, bu t the city
employees' union and Medcu
ambulance workers accepted
it Firemen, communications
workers, engineers and
planners have yet to vote on
the deal.

AJundelspentabout$65~

Save $30 on each a~d ev~ry sie;htse~ing flight
to include the Presldennal Mile HIgh Club.
You will fly more than a mile above the area of
Walkers Point in Kennebunkport, ME and
receive your personalized and authen~cated
Certificate signed by your FAA cernfied
commercial pilot.

·CRUISE WEAR IS IN!

ppdo per night,

ran several state police
roadblocks on Route 302.
Arrested after the chase, she
was charged with drunken
driving and aVOiding arrest.
Her driver's license was
suspended for 90 days after
the first chase but reinstated
Dec. 10.

State bill would
repay ashfill foes

r----~---.,
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'Solllewhere Exciting?!
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Pizza chain pays
$1 million for slice
of Maine Mall.
Owners of a Massachusetts pizza chain are building
a restaurant on a vacant acre
of Maine Mall land that cost
them nearly $1 million.
The lot, formerly occupied
by an Arby's Restaurant and
owned by a Miami Bead~
investor, sits at the corner of
Maine Mall Road !nd
Gorham Road. Purchased last
November for $960,000, it is
in the process of becoming a
Pizzeria Uno restaurant
"That's a very good
location," said Marc
Letender, marketing director
for the Maine Mall. "We're
certainly excited about the
Pizzeria Uno coming here. It
makes the whole area
stronger." Letender said he
expected a May opening.

Continued on ptlge 6
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EngIander4'1 now inrroducu the
8Jtc/usiwJ new Nautilus /tI Sports
A.«afrnMs ~ This innovative concept IS
designed especlB"y lor indiViduals
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ao.ty ___ Center Colla
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20 Year Umited Warranty
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Come in and see the
ALL NEW

Mattress Selections
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alitics
& other mistakes

What's better than Roses on your piano?

OPENING MARCH 5TH
CULINARY CALENDAR
THEME NIGHTS
COOKING CLASSES
WINE TASTING DINNERS
and LUNCHEONS

osprey

Continued from page 5

Last Somero
bldgs auctioned

10 stem bunch

Cash (l$ Carry
Come see/or yourself!
The best place to buy flowers in Portland.
Thun.

10

~

Sat.

5:3Q-9:OO
10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood
MariN: Center: Just offRIe 127 So.,

Roblnhood, Maine o4!5Jo
(207) 371-2530
Re.seroations Apprectaud

'.

'-f~
, ~R~ct~n'S

,

5i;t~~.~9N'S
Portland

774·5946

Westbrook

Fre. partiAl a1 bolil /ocariortS ,

854·2518

All major crwtJ;, card..l accepted Oil phoM orrUn.
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Reading The Affordable Luxury
N

BANGOR
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Bangor • Hanover • Portland

The Portland Campus
is offering Theological Study
for Laity and Oergy

Wednesday Non-Credit Workshops

noon

Contemplative Living - Carol L. Kerr
12:00
-1:30 PM E"rollmenl limiltll to 10
$150.00
March 4, 11, 18, 25; April 1, 8, 15,29; May 6, 13, 20,27

The Book of Psalms: A Call to Life - Harry Sky
2:00 - 4:00 PM
$75.00
March 4, 11,18,25; April 1, 8, 15, 29 Mi"im"," ,"rol/m,"I-12

Progoff Intensive Joumal Workshop: Life
(Sponoored jointly with Dialogue Housel
Context
- Linda Atkins Bennett

Local Author! Booksigning at Bookland
Downtown Friday, Feb, 28, Noon to 2 pm.

bool{land

5:30 -7:00 PM
$125.00
March 4, 11, 18, 25; April 1, 8, 15,22 Minim"m ... rol/mtnl·12

MalenesslMasculinity as Vocation: An
Invitation to Explore - Michael Dwinell
7:15-9:00 PM
$50.00
March 25; April 1, 8, 15 Enrol/menl:Minim"m 12·Muim"m 20

ojMaine

PortlR.nd: Downtown lind Northgllte, S. Port/lind: MII!1 PIIIUJ lind
Mill Creelt, Biddeford, Sileo, North ~ndhllm, Brunsw.d, lind BIIth.

FOIlnlormallOn arid registration forma call 774-6212 ext. 127

The last block of Parkside
apartment buildings once
managed by Roy and Linda
Somero were auctioned off
Feb. 19 for neilrly $2 million,
about 60 percent of the units'
assessed value, completing
foreclosure proceedings
against the Someros.
"We'll be doing some
major renovations," said
Kenneth Ray, a Falmouth
accountant who has purchased seven Parkside
buildings in two auctions.
''I'm working on that right
, now. It's a lot of work."
Ray said he wouldn't
enlarge or shrink individ ual
units.

Ooops ...
. In "How to Caucus"
(2.20.92), CBW misidentified
the chairwoman of the state
Democratic Party Committee
with whom House Speaker
Charles Pray and Senate
President Charles Pray won't
meet. She is Jo Karr of
Kittery. Keron Kerr of South
Portland is the former party
chair.
Also in last week's paper,
the profile of candidate Bob
Kerrey indicated that he
served in the Viet Congo Sen.
Kerrey, of course, served the
United States as part of an
elite Navy SEAL team. He
earned a Congressional
Medal of Honor after losing
his right leg to a grenade in
Vietnam.
CBW apologizes for the
errors. •
Reported by Paul Karr and
The Associated Press

Annual February Sale

Now 25%

OFF

STOREWIDE
SELECTED ITEMS
UP TO 60% OFF!
Mugs • Frames • Clocks • TV Trays • Bird
Houses • Cutting Boards • Oval Mirrors •
Rocking Chairs. Hardwood Stools •
Woodstock Chimes • Adult Puzzles & Games
• Custom Oak & Tile Tables • Maple, Oak &
Cherry Chairs. Kitchen Carts & Work Centers
• Stoneware Lamps & Dinnerware •
Occasional Oak & Tile Tables
And mUCh, much more ...
OPEN 7 DAYS ... WE SHIP ANYWHERE

37 Exchange St.

Portlandi 871-1484

Discover The
Difference Between
Floor Covering...

By Al Diamon

Hoping for a miracle

$8.99

Please call for spring
schedule of events,

,The

Tulips on
8pecial!

•

weird news
or A group of Mainers
angry over a Japanese
official's recent remarks
about American workers
vented their ire by bashing a
Toyota with splitting mauls.
"1' d ra ther push a
Chevrolet than drive a
Toyota," said Darren
Domonski, 26, who supplied
the Toyota pickup truck and
organized the bashing in
front of the Palmyra General
Store.

A couple of weeks ago we rated the Democratic gubernatorial candidates' chances of election. This week it's the Republicans' tum. This won't be pretty. Don't say we didn't warn you.
Rollin Ives. As close to a front-runner as the GOP can
muster. Ives is raising money, organizing like crazy and talking
to any group that'll listen. Trouble is, there's probably no worse
platform for running for higher office than state human services
commissioner. At any given time half the voting-age population
is angry at the commissioner either for cutting services to the
poor, sick and handicapped; or for being far too generous to the
lazy, deceitful and unworthy. Ives has managed to piss off both
gro'u ps at once. On the plus side Ives has a great sense of
humor, and takes himself only slightly more seriously than we
do. Make him a 50-to-1 shot for the Blaine House in 1994.
Pamela Cahill. Some moderate Republicans, recognizing
Ives' drawbacks, began casting around for an alternative.
Cahill, the Assistant Senate Minority Leader, is an experienced
political wheeler-dealer. She's also better than most moderates
at getting along with GOP conservatives like Minority Leader
Charles Webster. If the Republicans take control of the Senate
this fall, she'd become the new majority-leader, or, if she can
make a deal with Webster, Senate president. That would give
her the visibility she'd need, but would also make it tougher for
her to avoid the tairit of the politically tetminal McKernan
administration. Too many question marks. 75-to-1.
Tony Payne/Linda Bean/John Purcell. If any of these
congregational candidates survive the bruising 1st District
primary with a shred of political credibility, they become
automatic contenders at 100-to-1. If any of them get more than
40 percent against incumbent Democrat Tom Andrews, up the
odds to 50-to-l. If one of this creW should actually beat
Andrews, it's front-runner city at 10-to-1. (Dottie ChaissonMcGuirk is also in this congressional field, but figuring the
odds of her winning the governorship is impossible with my
calculator, which only has spaces for 10 zeros.)
Sumner Lipman. He's a prominent Augusta attorney
whose moderate social stands and conservative fiscal policies
helped him win a House seat in 1990. He plans to move up to
the state Senate this fall by knocking off incumbent Democrat
Beverly ("Open Mouth, Insert Foot") Bustin. House Speaker
John Martin really hates Lipman. That ought to be worth
something. 150-to-1.
Ted O'Meara. There must be some obscure legal requirement that O'Meara get on all lists of potential Republican
candidates for anything. How else Can we explain his presence
here? O'Meara is state party chairman, a lofty perch from which
he's overseen a running battle with GOP conservatives that has
done wonders for Republican unity. He's a close friend of
Governor McKernan, which has somewhat less attraction than
being a close friend of Gennifer Flowers. And he's already lost
one election to Joe Brennan. 200-to-1. And that's being generous.
Charles Webster. He knows in his heart he's too conservative to be elected governor. But he doesn't know it in his head.
500-to-I.
Jasper Wyman. At 1,000-to-l you might be inclined to write
the Christian Civic League director off as the dumbest possible
choice for a gubernatorial candidate. But you'd be wrong.
Olympia Snowe. Here's the scenario: She wins big this fall .
Her husband Jock straightens out the state's economy.
Westbrook becomes a world-renowned vacation resort. The Red
Sox win the World Series. 1,OOO,OOO- to-I.

A governor from Guy Gannett?
The Portland Newspapers are not being the least bit subtle in
their lobbying efforts for a blue ribbon commission to solve the
state's workers' comp crisis. The Guy Gannett papers have
editorialized endlessly for the commission, and seem to be
incapable of printing a single Statehouse story without some
mention of the idea. Gannett execs have even been seen lobbying at the Blaine House.
The conventional wisdom is that the newspapers will try to
grab the credit for whatever solution eventually emerges, and
hope they can parlay that into a Pulitzer Prize next year. But
that may not be the ultimate goal.
Lou Ureneck, executive director of the Portland Press Herald
and Maine Sunday Telegram, is rumored to be interested in
running for governor in 1994.
Ordinarily, we'd phone Ureneck to check out this
unsubstantiated report. But previous experience indicates our
calls tend to annoy Lou. And if he denied the rumor - as any
sensible person would - we'd be annoyed at losing this
excellent scoop. So in the interest of causing as little distress as
possible to all parties we'll just let this sleeping dog lie.
Tips on political, criminal or extraterrestrial activify gladly accepted.
Send them to this column CJlre of this paper, 551A Congress St,
Portland, ME 04101 .

And Floor
Fashion!
Anew Solarian®vinyl floor offers
virtually limitless design possibilities
fo~ your decor - with a wide
@ii ISbong
vanety of colors and patterns.
Come in today and we'll help you bring
fashion home ... in Solarian style.
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. 33 B;a~l<ett St. -Westbtook·.854-3833i:,·. i:S()O-439-0 109
. . , ' ·• 15% Off with this coupon/exp': 3/16/92.:·
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February Boredom Sale

ONE DAY ONLY!!!

We're bored with our stock! Come in and take it away! 0 cas
stuff your bored with and we'll trade ... or we'll give you cash! We'
musical !pr9viding you can get it through the doors without a

..,. ".~

~i~
\

Special Pricing
on just about everything in stock
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Buy! Sell! Trade! Beat February boredom with the best deals
of the season on the best names in the industry!
·,hal's March 1, Folksl

BUCKDANCER'S
CHOICE
--MUSIC COMPANY-Buy • Sell. Trade. Repair. Lessons
Union Station PlaIa, 270 St. John St., Portland, ME 04102
Take Exit 5A off I 295, turn right at first light
774·2219· 800-734-2219· Mon.-Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10-5, Sun . 12·5
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"When I get a little money,
I buy books, and if there is any
left, I buy food and clothes."
Godspeed
Portland. ME 04101
207-773-3275
Daily 1-6

Center For New
Age Studies
Bookstore
Thompson's PI. Bldg. 1A. Portland

775-7135
Mon. - Fri. 10AM - 5:30 PM Sal. 10 - 4
Credit cards accepted
Our bookstore offers a large variety
of metaphysical and
self-empowering literature. magical
crystals. crystal jewelry. flower
essences, essential oils, runes.
angel chimes, rain sticks,
inspirational new age cards. tapes,
incense, pottery, and Native
American crafts. We also offer a
Networking Center available to atl.

..... the finest eclectic collection
found anywhere' -New York City
Visilor. Children's (for all ages).
holistic health & healing, esoteric &
ancient teachings. global &
environmental consciousness.
Chinese temple bells. Russian
baskets, prints & cards, hand
crafted journals, Stock mar beeswax
crayons, massage & meditation
supplies. Special orders, mail
orders, quick turn around.
Recommended: Pimsleur Tapes Learn a language in car. All proceed
support our non-profit program.

207-774-2190
Mon. - Sat. 11AM - 6 PM

The ambience in this smalt intimate
bookstore encourages brOWSing and
meditation in your own private
world of 17,000 interesting and
uncommon used and out-of-print
books in various categories,
including history, art, architecture,
literature, music, travel, hunting,
fishing, a large coltection of
children'S books. and a miscellany
of scarce and unusual books. For
the books we don't have, we provide
asearch service.

Portland. ME 04101
761-3930
Hours: M-F 9:30-5.
W-Th 9:30-8, Sat 9:30-5. Sun 12-5

Classic and contemporary
literature. Small, University and
Alternative press titles. Hard to find
periodicals. Discounts for reading
groups and frequent buyers.
Speciat orders and shipping with a
smile. Recommended: Chalice and
the Blade, Declarations of
Independence, Hidden from
History, Your Child's Self-Esteem.

Annie's
Book Stop
Freeport Outlet

Subjects covered include
atcoholism, drug addiction,
compulsive eating, anorexia,
bulimia, nicotine addiction, .
gambling. sex and love addiction,
adult children of alcoholics,
codependence, physical and sexual
abuse,. and work addiction. We also
have bumper stickers and an
in-store library. We're across the
street from Portland Appliance.

Books Etc.

38 Exchange St. Old Port
774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10AM - 6 PM Sun. 12 - 5
Southern Maine's Literary Mecca.
Extensive collection of:
Fiction - classical & contemporary,
poetry. art & architecture, .
psychology & self-help, philosophy
& religion, mythology & folklore,
native american, nature, history &
politics. business. cooking,
nauticat, travel & maps, children's
books, etc. We special order any
book in print. Gift wrap and
shipping wortd wide. Corporate
inquiries welcome.

unle Nemo's
World
of Books
420 Fore St, Old Port

They enjoyed reading excerpts to each other

entries was, In DePew's words, "really fine,

so much that one suggested changing the

really strong."

name of Relevant Fiction to the "Things We

below. "It is wonderful to view the compli-

suggestion met with considerable hilarity

cated adult relationships In this story

and triggered a discussion -

through the eyes of a child," said Mosher.

about the meaning of Relevant Fiction.

Free greeting card of your chOice
with every $10.00 cash purchase.

not the first -

Folio emerged as the social conscience of

Johnsen's "Shoes," she added, is disturbing

the group, carefully weighing each story for

but engaging and thoroughly believable.

serious political and social Issues.

winners of the third annual Relevant Fiction

DePew noted that he would not soon forget

Competition. A record 87 stories were en-

the story's last image, the "army of middle-

likes to believe it, relevance ultimately comes

tered. The judges chose three they thought

aged women marching in Chinese shoes."

down to personal taste.

stood eloquently apart from the rest. They

"Solo," Will Hall's story of a father/son

DePew pointed out that although nobody

"For me," concluded Mosher, "all serious

also selected three stories for honorable

relationship, was "subtle and beautiful," said

fiction is relevant, so I wasn't looking for a

mention.

Mosher. Added folio: "Although seemingly

particular theme or social issue... I ignored

unemotional and reserved, ("Solo") tends to

relevance and went right to the good sto-

Portland School of Art and winner of the

haunt me, and raises deeper questions."

ries. "

1990 Flannery O'Connor Award for Short

The judges also chose "Bridges Home

Fiction; Tim Folio, owner of Raffles Cafe

Burned" by V. Brotherhood Haiss, "Hungry

Bookstore; and Harriet Mosher, director of .

Like a Wolf" by Michelle Dionetti and Terrell

The judges were Alfred DePew, teacher at

US Rt One
Freeport, 865-3406

Like To Hear Read Out loud Contest." The

We hope you'll do the same.
Arts Editor Ellen Liburt

Harbour Books

40A Lafayette St. (RI. 88)

Yarmouth. ME 04096
207-846-6306

A lovely setting, a very complete
selection and specialties in marine,
children'S and fiction books. Special
orders. Water side restaurant next
door. Just arrived: Helen Nearing's
Loving and Leaving the Good Life.
Hardcover bestsellers - always·
25% Off!

Basics

Allen
scon Books
89 Exchange SI.. Portland

Raffles Cafe
Bookstore
555 Congress SI.

':4 Recovery Bookstore"

Visit the
Independent
Booksellersthey're
the ones
who know
and
love books.

three agreed that the breadth of this year's

The world view of the narrator in Norma

-Desiderius Erasmus (1.4-65-1536)

Maybe
Someday
195 Congress SI.. Munjoy Hill

Hunter's "The Wall" for honorable mention.

Deidre Carr's "Things Italian" begins

Casco Bay Weekly is proud to present the

72 Portland SI. Portland
772-5706
Mon. - Sal. 9AM - 5PM

Maine Writers and Publishers' Alliance. All

9

537 Shore Road.
Cape Elizabeth. ME 04107
Mon.-Fri. 9-7
Sal. & Sun. 9-6

,
J

Health, New Age, Tarot,
Environmental, New & Used.
25% OFF, Month of March

207-874-2665
Winter: TueS.-Sal. 12-6
Summer: 7days 12-8

Gulf of Maine
Books
61 Main St.

A specialized stock including: art &
photographs, literature, picture
books, 19th century books & leather
bound books. Also an extensive
assortment of original hand-colored
antique maps and images. National
Search Service

Brunswick. ME 04011
729-5083
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00

Annie's
Book Stop
295 Forest Ave., Portland

Since 1979, Maine's independent
alternative. Specilaties-include
literary seminars, women's tif les,
regional and small press titles,
green and bioregional, Native
American poetry and children's
titles, mixed with hot sauce,
magazines and cards.

761-4474
Mon. - Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9 - 5, Sun. 12- 5

824 Roosevelt Trail, Windham
892-9366
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 - 6. Sat. 9:30 - 5. Sun.
12 -5
Recycleyour gent ly-read
paperbacks at Annie·s. We have
thousands of preread paperbacks
from currenl beslsellers to the
classics for readers of atl ages.
Come in March 21 and meet Anne
Brahms. She'll be at our Portland
store signing her latest book, Cloak
of Darkness.

Recycle
this
paper!

CBW illust1lltion(Toki Q;hima

e

11Ie
Bookworm
42 MainSt.. Gorham
B39-BOOK (2665)
Mon. - Fri.10-5,Sat 10-4

I

II'S AcademiC

We offer new and used paperbacks'
including a large selection of
chitdren's books. We also carry
pottery and crafts, greeting cards,
toys and gifts for all ages. Weare
happy to special order books for
you. Most are available in 7-10
days. Gif! certificates avaitable in
any amount. Bring in your gently
read paperbacks for credit.

134 Maine St.. Brunswick
207-725-8516
Mon.-Sat. 9-6. Sun. 12-3
"Booksellers for adventurous readers:
The best in contemporary and
classic fiction, history and
biography. From university presses
to chi Idren's books, art books and
bargain books, cards and
magazines.

Crisp) New "Cotton Classic"
Colors For Spring

46 Main Street, Yarmouth, ME
RETAIL . 846-9334 • CATALOG $2

By Deldre Carr

...

My mother's friend, Carleton, wears Italian
clothes. His shirts are silk and opened at his chest.
His pants flow from his hips to the tops of his shoes.
His feet look like they're in Baggies made of leather,
I can' t see any stitches. "The wonders of Italian
craftsmanship," says my mother when I ask how
this can be so.
I feel very heavy when we meet Carleton at the
Jetport. I'm wearing my down vest and Bean boots
and I notice my mother pulls off the scarf on her
head when she sees Carleton get off the plane, like
all of a sudden she knows it's wrong. It's cold and
damp for late spring, but Carleton wears just his
leather jacket, his silk shirt and pants. His skin looks
. pink and warm. Somehow everything he needs for

the week is in a small suede bag that hangs from his
shoulder. It's not like when we go on a trip with the
family and we're all carrying bags and tennis rackets
and my dad is cursing because he left his briefcase
somewhere, he always brings his briefcase. No, this
is very neat, and I guess, very Italian.
"How come his name is Carleton Ainsworth and
he's Italian?" I ask my mother when he goes to a
counter to check on his return flight. My sister,
Amy, is right on his heels, keeping track of a .
Bloomingdale's shopping bag he's got in his other
hand. There are some pink bows sticking out so it's
probably presents for us, not just food, like when
Grandma brings a shopping bag.
"Oh no, dear, he's not Italian, h e just thinks
Italian." My mother is checking her face in the little
mirror she keeps in her purse. "He lived in Italy
once for a couple of years, but that was quite a while

ago. It just suits him, I guess."
When we get home, my mother puts on water for
tea. Carleton lights a cigarette and my mother
d\?esn't say a word. Amy and I look at each other
because my dad has asthma and no one's supposed
to smoke in the house. Sometimes my mother
smokes out on the garden bench beyond the deck. "1
just really need this," she'll say as she grabs the pack
of cigarettes she keeps in the cupboard. She'll go out
right in the middle of winter and sit and smoke.
Now she gets an ashtray for Carleton from the
drawer without having to search for it, which makes
me think she probably smokes inside when Amy
and I are at school and Dad is at work.
"Do you mind if I have a drink, Anna?" Carleton
is sitting in t~e kitchen chair with arms, the one my
Continued on page 10
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THINGS ITALIAN
Continued from page 9

dad usually sits in. He's blowing smoke rings which
Amy is trying to put her finger through.
"Can we open the. presents now, Carleton?" Amy
asks. She's only 8 so nobody gets annoyed.
"Yeah, sure, Amy, go get the shopping bag."
Then he looks at me. "Abby, see if you can find me
vodka and some white creme de men the. Then get
me a big glass with lots of ice."
My mother has a mug of hot tea in her hands. The
steam is clouding up her face. I can guess her
forehead is probably wrinkled up like it gets when
she thinks something isn't right. "Abby, take care of
the glass and ice. I'll do the rest." She goes to the
cabinet in the dining room where Dad keeps the '
liquor. "Ah, yes, Carleton, the famous vodka stinger.
Bob stocked up on the creme de men the when I told
him you were coming." She brings the bottles to the
ki tchen coun ter where I left the glass filled with ice.
"Two parts, one part, right? God, I can't believe it's
been six years. The girls were just babies."
The drink is all clear, like a glass of water, but it
has a clean minty smell. It's what I smelled when
Carleton kissed me when he got off the plane, but
then I was concentrating on the tingle of his beard
on my face.
Amy has brought over the shopping bag and is
dancing in a circle around it. ."Ready, Carleton?"
"Yeah, sure, Amy." Carleton takes a big Sip of his
drink and lights a new cigarette with the old one.
There's a big box for both of us and a mediumsized box. Amy has the ribbon around her neck and
the larger box open in a second. First we have
jackets, really nice corduroy jackets, but they're big,
like for a woman. Amy puts hers on and the sleeves
reach past her knees. She flaps the arms around and
hugs herself. "If's cool, Carleton, I like it this way. I
can wear lots of sweaters underneath."
On me the jacket isn't too bad. Even though I'm
only 11., I have these really broad shoulders like my

dad. My mother says it's good to have broad
shoulders, they make clothes hang better. But she's
just being nice. I feel good in the jacket, it makes me
look old. I see that Amy's already into the other
package. In it there's a stuffed animal, a lamb. It's
cute but it's like for a baby. J feel bad for Carleton.
He doesn't have kids. I bet he couldn't remember
how old we were when he bought the stuff. But
Carleton doesn't seem depressed or anything. He
walks over to his bag and pulls out a big manila
envelope and dumps it out on the kitchen table. The
table gets covered with little plastic bags filled with
earrings. That's.what Carleton does, he designs
earrings and he's brought us tons of earrings right
from the factory. He may not be really Italian, but he
is definitely cool.
After a while my dad comes home. He has on his
suit and he has his
briefcase. I think he
looks like the
daddy doll in
Amy's doll house,
always dressed up,
last thing at night,
first thing in the
morning. When I look up at the kitchen ceiling light,
I can see there' s a big cloud of smoke, but Dad
doesn't say a word about it. He sees Carleton and he
runs over and gives him a hug. "Uncle Carleton," he
says, "you look terrific."
"Uncle Bob, what's new in the real world?" He
hugs Dad back and then they both start hugging my
mother and calling her Auntie Anna. Then they're
all holding hands and dancing around the braided
rug by the sink. It's nuts. They all went to college
together and J guess it's what they used to do. Me
and Amy go out into the family room and watch TV.
In the morning before Amy and I leave for school,
my mother sits at the kitchen table, drinking coffee
from' her "Super Mom" mug and making a list.
"Carleton's going to cook for us. He needs special
things." She shakes her head and laughs. "Wait till I
tell Mr. Healy at Day's Market I need espresso. Ha!"
At school I tell my friends that my mother's old

boyfriend is staying with us. That they are alone in
the house while my dad is at work. I say that he is a
designer in New York, and that he cooks. I even say
he is Italian. They want to come and look at him and
I say, "Sure, maybe after school." A bunch of them
do walk over later and peek at him from the edge of
the yard. Even Mrs. Hodges, Melissa's.mother,
walks by. When Carleton lifts his drink to her from
the deck she takes out these little clippers from her
jacket pocket and pretends she's trimming the
hedge. It doesn't even belong to her.
My dad comes home early because it's Friday.
Besides his briefcase, he's got a shopping bag, which
is unusual. He goes into the bedroom to change. My
mother and Carleton are drinking those clear drinks
on the deck and smoking and laughing. When Dad
comes back out he's got on this silly reCI and white
striped T-shirt. He grabs a beer, then goes out to join
them. He has a T-shirt, just like his, for my mother
and Carleton. "We're cooking Italian, right?" He
does a little dance step. "I thought we should all
look the part." I don't like it. Italian looks stupid on
my dad.
After a while they come into the kitchen and
Carleton starts telling everyone how to make dinner.
"Why don't you girls slice up these mushrooms?"
He hands me and Amy this bag of mushrooms and
two huge knives. I can't believe my mother doesn't
say anything. She usually tells us to be careful even
if we're just using a scissors.
There' s lots of steam coming off the stove. My
mother calls Carleton "Carlo" and my dad
"Roberto." They still call her Anna, which I guess is
the same in Italian. When we sit down to ea t,
everything looks pretty normal. But when I take a
bite of what I think is plain stuffing, my mouth is
full of black olives. Then it turns out that there are
also these little fish in there called anchovies. Why
would anyone do that to stuffing? Amy runs to the
sink to spit it out. "You girls can fix a bowl of cereal
and watch TV in my room if you like," says my
mother. The cereal tastes great to us. We have to
tum the sound way up on my mother's TV because
she and my dad and Carleton are laughing so loud

in the kitchen.
In the morning when I wake up and come into
the kitchen I see my mother's blue flannel robe at
the sink and I think she's making coffee. But when
the robe turns around I see Carleton's beard. My
~other's robe must have been hanging on the hook
10 the ~uest bathroom. It scares me that he is just the
same size as my mother. My dad could never fit into
that robe. "Can I fix you something, Abby?"
Carleton asks. I start to say OK, but then I worry
that .maybe they put anchovies in the eggs in Ita Iy,
so I Just shake my head no and go back to my room
Things are Italian all weekend. Amy and I eat a .
lot of cereal and peanut butter sandwiches. I notice
my dad starts taking some Alka-Seltzer after dinner
. and he brings his asthma inhaler to the table. I can
tell by the way she wrinkles up her forehead that my
mother is upset when Carleton won't try her special
salad dr~ssmg. He wants his salad with just olive oil
and lemon.
My dad starts telling Carleton about the money
my mother's been making by doing portraits of
people's houses. "She calls the business Foreside
Framework," he says. "Anna, tell him about that
terrific one you just did of that new Cape with the
people's black Lab out front. God, they loved it.
She s gotten three orders from their friends."
My mother looks kind of embarrassed and
Carleton shakes his head. "It's a shame, Anna. You
did such extraordinary stuff at schoo!."
Then Carleton glares at my dad. It's this old thing
between them. My mother says Carleton thinks she
stopped being serious about her art work when she
married my dad and they moved to Maine. "You
know, Carleton," my dad says in the voice I've
heard hi~ use on the phone to other lawyers, "I
really thmk doing house portraits is just as artistical!y relevant as designing earrings." It gets real
qUle.t. My mother grabs her cigarettes and goes
outSide. Carleton walks over to the liquor cabinet.
My dad gives himself a blast with his inhaler.
O.n S~nda~ af~rnoon my dad goes out to play
tenms Wlth hiS fnend, Mr. Whitney. It's really sunny
and my mother is sitting on the bench beyond the
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deck. I run out to talk to her, but when I get close I
see that Carleton's head is in her lap and from the
way his.shoulders move, I think he is crying. My
mother IS stroking his hair. She looks up for a
second and sees me. She smiles at me, but her eyes
tell me that I should go away.
That night when my mother, my dad and
Carleton are drinking coffee out of tiny cups with
lemon peel floating on top, the phone rings. I
~nswer it and a man with a very quiet voice says,
'May I speak to Carleton. He said I could reach him
at this number. Tell him it's Raymond."
Carleton comes to the phone very quickly. He

When we sit down to eat, everything looks pretty normal. But
when I take a bite of what I think is
plain stuffing, my mouth is full of
black olives. Then it turns out that
there are also these little fish in
there called anchovies. Why would
anyone do that to stuffing?
pulls the extension cord way out from the kitchen
into the back hall and closes the door. He talks for a
very long time. When he comes back he is happy
even though he'll have to cut his visi t short and
return to New York tomorrow. He makes another
one of those clear drinks. He sits on the kitchen floor
next to where Amy's playing jacks. He starts moving
his shoulders up and down and puckers up his
mouth like a fish. 'This is my impersonation of a
bubbling m~caroni and cheese casserole," he says.
Amy loves It and makes him do it about 10 more
times until my dad says why doesn't she go and
take a bath. Amy and I hear them being Italian again
after we're in bed. I'm not sure if it's a dream or if I
really hear my dad sing an Italian song. He's not too
bad at being Italian when I can only hear him and

don't have to look.
The next morning my mother is drinking coffee
from her "Super Mom" mug. She's already dressed .
She's back from driving Carleton to catch an early
plane. My dad comes out in his suit and his briefcase. He doesn't have coffee, but some more AlkaSeltzer. "Just broiled chicken for me tonight, Anna.
Baked potatoes, no butter." He kisses me and my
moth.er goodbye. Amy runs out in her pajamas, gets
her kiSS, and then settles down with toast and
cartoons before she has to get ready for school.
"Got to strip the beds," my mother says. She
heads down to the guest room and I follow her. I
like the guest room with the old spool bed and the
lacy curtains. It's already very neat, almost like
nobod y' s been there. The sheets are off the bed and
in a neat pile by the door. My mother starts to go
down to the laundry room with them when I see the
note by the pillows. "Look, Mom, I think Carleton
left something for you."
The note says, "Anna, I thought this would be
good with your eyes." Underneath is the most
beautiful Italian silk shirt of all. It's the one with
gold and purple swirled around, kind of like in
feathers. My mother picks it up and puts it to her
nose. I know she's not sniffing to see if it's clean like
~he does with my stuff and Amy's. Finally she puts
It on and poses back and forth in front of the guest
room dresser mirror. It fits her perfectly.
. "Bellissimo, no?" she asks the mirror.
I go out into the hall and call to Amy that she
better get dressed or we'll miss the bus. When I go
into the laundry room to get fresh underwear, I see
the red strip.ed shirts on top of the dirty clothes pile.
I push the door shut with my foot, then pick up one
of the shirts ane slip it on right over my nightgown.
I close my eyes and slowly run my hands up and
down my arms, squeezing the softness of the cloth
into my hands. "Bellissimo," I whisper, "bellissimo."
After playing the harp with the PortllJnd Symphony
<?,chestra for 12 years, Deidre Carr decided to fulfill her
lifel~~g ~rea~ of tw:hing, and is now completing her
certificatwn In EnglIsh at Deering High .

-You'll never ride in a 'Truck'
with MEDEC Ambulance
Natural Cherry
armchairs
$199.00

A lot of ambulance companies refer to their vehicles as "trucks."
Trucks are for haulling goods and livestock.

SOFA SPECIAL
$495.00

We don't deal with trucks at MEDEC.
We don't deal with livestock.
We deal with people.

24" or 30"
"Florida" Bar Stools
$79.00

All wood 72"
bookcases
$99.00

As a MEDEC patient, you are entitled to the utmost respect, dignity and consideration. You
are entitled to be given care consistent with the highest level of professional and clinical
competence.
A firm that calls its vehicles "trucks" says a lot about how
that firm feels about its patients.
We don't consider our patients cattle. They are persons,
individuals, the most important people in the world.

Ash spindle bed
Queen or Full
$389.00

A chair to compliment
contemporary settings
$49.00

Make life worth sitting!
Chair and Ottoman

You'll never ride in a "truck" with MEDEC.

$595

MEDEC
Ambulance

772-6000
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major credit cards • in store financing • free parking
PORTLAND
288 Fore Street
774·1322

BANGOR
170 Park Street
942·6880

ELLSWORTH
High Street
667.3615

• classic and contemporary furniture •
• office interiors • lighting • art •
• garden furniture • carpets •
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FAUX FINISHING

Learn sponging,
ragging, marbling
and more...
Saturday

March 28

BeginnersI

By Norma Johnsen
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MARTY O'CONNOR
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When you are at the bottom, you notice shoes. Ann has been
near the bottom for years. Now that the kids have left horne,
there's more time and money, but that's only luck, an accident.
Life is hard for most people, but Ann thinks women are at the
bottom of any pile. Whoever piles it, we're at the bottom, she
tells her husband Jim. He's a high school teacher. He nods,
turns the hot dogs in the pan (not for her, she's a vegetarian).
He's heard it all, and he stopped arguing years ago. He knows
she's right.
She is walking down the hall toward an aide waving to her
from a doorway. Past the patients' rooms, tiny scraps of lives.
When she catches a glimpse of herself passing by the mirror on
an open bathroom door, she thinks she looks Oriental- small,
yellow, opaque, the sort of middle-aged woman no one looks at
twice. She walks lightly and quickly down the corridor. She
wears Chinese shoes, absolutely flat, thin-soled, black, with a
strap across the instep. Third-world shoes, she thinks. She likes
her feet to feel the surfaces she walks on. Shoes, she thinks, tell
the truth. Truth is her obsession, these days. She once thought
she could change the system; now she Just tries to unaerstand
it. Lately, she feels like a guerrilla, or maybe a spy, gathering
information behind enemy lines. So she notices shoes. Pumps
with sharp, hard points like pistols; determined Cuban heels;
uncommitted Hush Puppies, committed Birkenstocks; friendly
Nikes, tennies, flip-flops; aggressive shiny patents; stiff
wingtips. She sees them all. The shoes her nursing horne
patients wear are the saddest jelly shoes, for feet that never
leave the wheelchairs.
As she walks, she points it out again to Jim. He's often in her
mind, her audience of one, nodding. It could be us on the street,
or in jail, or in that wheelchair or underneath that cardboard
box, she tells him. We're just lucky. Yes, he says, parking the
van. She wouldn't be surprised to see her own face, or Jim's or
Becky's or Peter's or Mary's, looking up at her from deep inside
the hood, on the nights they take sandwiches and coffee to the
people who live up under the bridge. It's that close, she tells
him. He sighs. Just recently she has realized that the people in
Augusta, in Washington, are in power because they like power.
The thought chills her.
Her face doesn't show these thoughts, though. Ann scares
some people because her expression is so controlled - pleasant, polite, but noncommittal. It's not the face she learned at
home or in school. She remembers the strain of her old face,
arranging it in front of the mirror, making it look right. But
what for? It took her a long time to figure that one out. Now
when she comes across those pictures of herself she's likely to
wonder, Who's that girl? Why is she smiling?
"Miz Ellis," begins the aide, a large brown woman in
running shoes. "Miz Beasley's son is really mad. He's yellin' at
me because her teeth are out."
Ann pats the woman's arm. "I'll talk to him," she says. She
has learned to handle bullies, and, in fact, she enjoys dealing
with them. She no longer argues. She sees herself as like those
Oriental self-defense masters, silently and deftly defles:ting the
opponent's blows back to himself. She has dealt with Mrs.
Beasley's liOn or his equivalent many times. He's probably
Ann's age, mid-50s, but his stomach spills over his belt, and his
face is red. He wears tight golf shirts with logos on the pockets,
and his pants have multiple wrinkles like diagonal sunbursts
up his grOin. Women peer up at him from their wheelchairs like
little spiders as he stalks down the corridor in cordovan
wingti ps. _ '
His mother wants to die. Ann knows this, without being
told. Many of their people do. She can tell by the eyes, something deep in the back. Ann wants to put her hand ~>n their
heads and slide it down to close their eyes. "OK," she wants to
say, '1eave." In the world as she would order it, people w.ho
wanted to die would be helped to die, people who wanted to
live would be helped to live, and so on. It would be that Simple.
Mrs. Beasley says the teeth hurt; she doesn't want to eat or
go down the hall to lunch or activities. She wants to sink back
and let gravity take her. Ann can see her melting, a bit of ice
slowly spreading and flattening into the grass. The hall is dim.
Ann is walking on green and brown tiles with a mottled pattern
that reminds her of an overgrown pasture or a pile of dead
leaves. As she walks, Ann thinks about placing her hands on
the ground, working her fingertips through the thatch and
feeling the chill, the stillness. She likes this dark, rather shabby
corridor. At sunrise and sunset, light from the windows at

"Mr. Beasley." She puts out her hand. ''I'm Ann Ellis, the
change nurse today. Can I help you?" Standing, Mr. Beasley
keeps his newspaper folded open in one hand. He co~s in
frequently to read the paper, as Ann sees it. Old Mrs. Beasley
wears a stiff-looking pink blouse, as if she were going somewhere, but she sprawls back on the bed with her swollen
fingers on the urine bag beside her. Someone has tied a ribbon
in what is left of her hair and rubbed a dot of blusher on each
cheek, but her face has folded, her jaw almost touching her
nose.
Mr. Beasley shakes Ann's hand reluctantly, quickly. His jaw
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either end throws a surprising nimbus around the dark silhouettes of old women leaning on their walkers and the aides and
nurses threading their way around them.
As Ann passes the rooms, each with the foot of a bed and a
television set visible through the doorway, she catches glimpses
of another world, glaring, neon, improbable. The president, his
square handsome face a bright pink, moves his hands in a
commanding gesture, close up, neatly framed. Frames always
lie, Ann thinks. They don't want you to see what else. Jim raises
his eyebrows. The next room is tuned to the same station they all are - and a newscaster with fluffy hair moves his
mouth.
Then it's the president again, swinging a gold club. He wears

She wears Chinese shoes, absolutely flat,
thin-soled, black, with a strap across the
instep. Third-world shoes, she thinks.
She likes her feet to feel the surfaces she
walks on. Shoes, she thinks, tell the truth.
the same golf shirt as Mr. Beasley, with some kind of insignia on
the pocket, but his body is trim. Because he plays games, Ann
knows she should be reassured. Or perhaps this is a fill-in, a
stunt man, who knows? She stops to watch. The camera takes a
tricky shot, from ground level, showing the trajectory of a white
ball disappearing into the blue. As the camera lingers at the
president's feet, Ann can see he wears heavy brown shoes wi th
cleats that dig into the grass. A sinister bit of truth, she thinks.
But in the next frame he is standing beside a white-haired
woman, holding her by the arm as if she might run away. Why
are they always holding on? she asks Jim. Why that grin, that
clutching? What do they want her to mean? Jim shrugs. She
moves on, and steps into the next room.

protrudes. She can see he is
determined not to be side-
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TWo great stylists at The Right Touch who specialize in
any kind of perm you want along with professional cuts,
colors and highlighting. Marie also offers manicures and
nail care. Waxing and conditioning treatments are
available as well.
The Right Touch specializes in professional hair care for
etlerybody!
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f sympath y for th'IS man. She

~owsheistrapped also,in
hIS rumpled red flesh. She
could peacefully coexist, if he
could. She knows he is afraid, and she understands he wants
his mother to live forever. Ann has met him before, many times.
He thinks because he wants something, it shpuld happen. He
begins, "Why isn't she wearing her teeth?" gaining in volume
as he goes. He has paid a lot of money for those teeth. Is it too
much to ask to have someone in this place see to it that his
mother puts her teeth in in the morning?
Ann listens expectantly, pleasantly. She hears: Make her
want to live, do something, fix this. At one time she would have
tried to explain that his mother could, must, make her own
choices. In another life, she used to argue. She remembers the
meetings, the marches, the speeches, the letters, the fights, the
old van, the bumper stickers - "Pro Choice," "Another Mother
for Peace." She remembers the streets, Becky in the stroller,
Peter and Mary one on each side holding signs, She remembers
the hearings, the briefcases, the business suits with lizard
loafers, with cowboy boots. She should have noticed what the
shoes were saying. Now that she knows, she plays a deeper
game.
"You're absolutely right," she exclaims when he has finished, without an edge in her heart or her voice. "Your mother
shoul~ be"we.aring her teeth. Thank you for bringing this to my
attention. HIS face crumples. She imagines the child inside,
tearing at the package. She sees him wondering, Was this what
I wanted? Will this make me happy? She will make sure his
mother is ready for him the next day and then the next, and by
t~e e~d of the week he will have forgotten; he will be forcing
hIS Wlll somewhere else. Ann turns away from him and touches
Mrs. Beasley's shoulder lightly, smoothes the edge of the sheet.
Mr. Beasley returns to his paper, coughing and rattling the
pages. Ann knows she has won this skirmish. Mrs. Beasley
sucks in her lips and melts against the pillow.
But nothing changes. The little victories are never enough.
When Ann walks back down the hall, she feels a familiar heat
under her ribs. Cut off at the knees, the grinning president
waves from a helicopter. It doesn't matter whether he's coming
or going - all that matters is the happy picture. Behind him the
white-haired old woman smiles, waiting. The heat in Ann's
body circles from heart to lungs to stomach to throat. It feels
like a trail of fire revolving faster and faster, and she knows she
will explode if it does not coalesce and move out of her body in
a lethal arrow, a bullet, a rocket. She stops in a doorway and
faces the television. From the center of her chest to the temple
of the grinning president is only a heartbeat.
He crumples and pitches backward, somersaulting heels
over head, revealing on the underside of his shoes the jagged
hidden cleats like snarling, angry teeth, Then a woman in blue
sneakers grabs the microphone. At long last, the revolution!
Ann has this vision often. As she looks down the hallway
toward the setting sun, she imagines an army of middle-aged
women marching in Chinese shoes. She sees them pass through
the bright light of the window and march over the housetops
and on to the fields and mountains beyond. Their feet feel the
rocks and the cold, but their soft shoes touch and leave without
a mark.
Ann tunis away. She feels ashamed of her violence. She tells
Jim, There's no other way. There just isn't. He nods, yes.

Specializing in African-American hair
539 Congress St.
Portland, ME
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Roasters to give you the best of Vermont. Come
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Norma Johnsen teaches English at the University of Maine at
Farmington. She lives in Wilton and has two grown daughters.
"Shoes" is her first published story.
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Introducing Bagels on wheels, Stuck at work but need a
nutritious meal for lunch? Use our fax sheet and fax in
your order. Choose from over 15 different sandwich
combinations on your choice of bagel. These aren't
ordinary bagels either, We make them fresh every day
right at the site. Stop in and watch the production
proc~ss for yourself, Everything from traditional plain,
onion, poPpy and sesame, to the exotic banana walnut,
hearty multi grain and spicy tomato dill.
EXPERIENCE THE BAGEL WORKS DIFFERENCE
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Alligator Records 20th
Anniversary Blues
Spectacular with 5 great acts
Thursday, March 5, 7:30pm,
USM GYM, Portland
Tickets: $15 at Amadeus
Music. Call 774-0465 for
more info.

LEAP OF

FAITH

Celebrating lhe
Life of the Spirit
in
Worship, the Arts &
Community Service

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04 103
(207) 772-8277

Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday
MagiaIl Music
ChiIdWre proWled
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Mercedes-Benz
Service
STRETCH

MOTORS
25 years
factory-trained.

$30/hour
,

865-4897
Community
Calble Network
waak oI2/28/D2
• COMMUNITY HEART"
SOUL: .
A Caring Community. (1 hr)
• LIVING TAPESTRIES:
Elder Images (1J2hr)
• SEBAGO MAGAZINE:
Living Wills (1J2hr)
• LINE UP WITH Al BEAN:
With guests E:d Flaherty.
USM Baseball Coach &
Stump Merrill (1J2h r)
• PEOPLE HELPING
PEOPLE:
Segments feature Alpha
One and DHRS (1I2hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7·1Dpm, and alll
repeatsd Sal· Mon.H & T·1Dprn and
Tues.• Wed .. & Thurs. 9am-noon.

Cable Channel 371" Portland. So. PortII.nd, Cape Blzabeth. Falmouth. & Scarborough. Channel varies In Gorham.

By Will Hall
That's my son out there. He's loosening up now, stretching,
nervous and trying not to show it. I can tell, because when I
look at his face he looks at his hands. Keep them warm before
you play, I told him, that way the muscles stay relaxed. It's a
trick I used in post-season, the year we won the Division ill
championship.
Jason wriggles his fingers again, makes two fists, and stuffs
them in the pockets of his corduroy sport coat. The gym's not
much warmer than the night outside. This will be my second
winter in Maine, and I still can't get used to these cold, soundless nights, the way people here learn to.
A few heads turn as the double doors marked "EXIT" swing
the wrong way for somebody's grandmother. Her shoes squeak
on the varnished yellow floor. Finally she sits down in the front
row next to a huge family of husbands, wives, aunts, uncles. I
watch as they talk and point to the stage, just a few yards away.
Then I look back at Jason, and smile in case he glances my way.
I don't know anyone else here.
A woman in a plaid skirt leans over from the folding chair
next to me. Which one is yours, she asks, in a New Jersey
accent.
The boy with the red hair. Near the back of the stage.
Oh, I see him, the woman says. She has pointed eyebrows
and quick, round eyes that never seem to blink, like some sort
of gigantic bird. A hawk, I think. She is alone, too.
He looks so serious, she- Whispers.
I think he's got a little stage fright.
The hawk woman pOints to a girl cleaning the mouthpiece of
a polished French hom. Now that's my daughter, Darlene. I
don't think she's ever heard of stage fright. Born performer. She
made All-Maine Junior Band this year, you know, but she had
to practice the entire summer.
A couple summers ago I tried to teach Jason how to throw a
football. We were still living in Baltimore then, and we played
in the street, after dinner, when the air was cool and filled with
invisible mosquitoes. At first we'd lob the ball back and forth,
but then we'd use this particular sidewalk as an end zone and
try to run patterns - a quick-out, a cross, a swing pass. When it
got too dark to see we went inside and sometimes I'd talk about
games I remembered.
But Jase never got the hang of throwing a spiral. He couldn't
snap his wrist at the last second, the way you have to in order to
give the ball that tight spin. You're pushing the ball, I told him,
now try throwing it. But it didn't do any good. Each pass sort of
wobbled into the air, like a bird with a busted wing. His longest
didn't make it more than 10 yards. Sorry, he always said. I'd jog
down the street to pick up the ball and he'd say it again: Sorry, I
didn't have a good grip that time.
In the fall, school began and my wife, Jensine, started a new
chemotherapy schedule. Jase and I stopped playing after
dinner. Just as well, Jensine said. You're always going to be the
quarterback in this house.
A wrinkled little man with long earlobes is walking up onto
the stage now. The overhead lights go down, and he points to
the piano, nods to the kids still standing there. It looks like
Jason's piano, a small upright, like any other piano. But it's all
glossy and black and you almost can believe it's a concert
grand. The kids return to their seats at the side of the stage, and
the earlobe man turns around to face the audience. That's what
I am now, a member of the audience, a face watching from the
third row.
Don't let the crowd get to you, I told Jason last night. Just
think about what you're playing. I think about it too.
Sometimes I feel I know jason's music almost as well as he
does. I listen to him practice through the kitchen door each
. night, after dinner when he thinks I'm loading the dishwasher.
I'll sit at the kitchen table and listen as long as he practices. Jase
doesn't like me to hear him play, and he stops if I come into the
living room.
Piano lessons were Jensine's idea. She thought they'd build
up his self-confidence. That's important for him, Jensine
explained to me. I remembered our games on the street,
remembered Jase apologizing every time he threw a pass.
You're right, I said.
We moved to Maine that August so Jensine would be closer
to her parents. In September, she started taking Jase to half-hour
lessons with Mrs. Randall, a widow from Portland who taught
piano and fed cats in her dusty living room. Every evening

in. But that isn't enough for Hawk. Encore, encore, she yells,
and a couple in the next row turn around to look at her. Hawk
tries to start a standing ovation, but the man with the long
earlobes is at the podium now, and glares at her. Slowly, she
sits down.
Darlene is usually much better than that. She hasn't been
feeling well, Hawk says, panting. I nod.
The man with the earlobes introduces a violinist, and Hawk
quiets down. I look for a program to find out when Jason is
playing, but there aren't any. The mimeograph machine is
broken, Hawk tells me. All I can do is listen closely each time
the earlobe man steps to the
podium. Two pianists come
next, but neither one is as good .
as Jason.
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Jensine sat on the piano bench as Jase practiced finger exercises,
scales, and Thompson's Primer for Pianoforte. I'd come home
from work and they'd be there, Jason walking his fingers across
the keyboard, Jensine tapping the side of the piano to keep time.
This is the way it was in our house all winter. The way I
expected it would be, for a while, anyway. But Jensine knew it
wouldn't. We both knew by March, when she began coughing
up those thick drops of blood in the sink again. By the end of
the spring, when she wasn't there to keep time, Jase was
practicing on his own.
The man with the long earlobes is smiling. Welcome to the
North Yarmouth Middle School Music Festival, he says, and
waits for the applause. Then he introduces Darlene, the French
hom player. She walks to a chair near the piano as the hawk
woman claps frantically. First, that's a good sign, Hawk whispers. We've spent a month getting ready for this, you know.
A month ago Jase wasn't even going to play in the festival.
Mrs. Randall said he wasn't ready for it, and Jason didn't think
he was either. Give it your best shot, I said. You might surprise
yourself.
Mrs. Randall thinks I ought to playa duet with one of the
other kids, Jason said, not looking at me. She told me I'm not
ready to play alone.
Why not?
Because you have to play from memory if you're solo.
Besides, she says my technique needs work.
You're the one who's going to be on stage, I said, not her.
It's like playing ball, I told him. Like the time I ran 89 yards
for a touchdown, the longest run of my college career. Of
course, I wasn't a starter yet, I said, I still had to get my plays
from the sidelines after every down. But that didn't make any
difference once I saw that hold open up in the defensive
secondary. Because as soon as I broke the play, as soon as I
crossed downfield, all alone, I knew the coach's signal didn't
matter. The only thing that did was how fast I could move.
Hawk is whispering again. I picked this piece myself, she
says. I've never heard Simon and Garfunkel played on a French
hom, but I nod and whisper, Good choice.
Jason's going to play "Contra-Dance in C" by Beethoven
tonight. I thought that was a good choice too. Everyone's heard
of Beethoven, right? That's the kind of music Jason should be
playing. I think Jensine would agree.
Darlene forgets the ending to "Bridge Over Troubled Water."
She blushes as she tries to pick up the melody again, but it's no
use. At last she trudges back to her seat. Her mother breaks into
another round of wild applause, and the rest of the crowd joins

Finally the earlobe man
reads, Jason Lambert, grade
seven. My stomach does a slow
roll-out to the left, but the earlobe man goes on: "Contra-Dance
in C," by Ludwig van Beethoven. Piano solo.
Jase doesn't smile as he walks to the piano, and I know he's
still nervous. He starts as soon as he sits down. Wait, you're
supposed to wait, remember? I told him that last night. Take a
second to get yourself together once you're at the piano, I said,
don't begin until you're ready. Remember, it's your play.
Jase plays "Contra-Dance in C" faster than I've ever heard
him before. Suddenly I want him to stop, but it's too late. The
chords click easily up, down, sharp and clear. I sit back in my
chair. This doesn't sound like the music I've heard through the
kitchen door.
Hawk starts to dig in her purse for something. I want to tell
her, Be quiet, he's coming to a hard part. But there, she's found
it. Kleenex. Jason's playing Beethoven and the woman next to
me is)'\'iping he~ nose.
Jase doesn't seem to mind. Look at him, up on the stage, his
head bent down close to the keyboard. He doesn't even seem to
know there's an audience out there. Hawk is folding her tissue,
the couple in front of me is whispering, but every note Jason
hits is exactly right. I think he knows it too. Look at his face. A
poker face. This is the way Beethoven's "Contra-Dance" is
supposed to be.
But it's not, I think. It's too fast, and I know Jason can't keep
up the tempo. You can do better next time, I'll be telling him
later on.
But Jason's already halfway through now, and the tempo
hasn't changed. He rolls off some big cl}ords I can't remember
hearing before with a flick of his wrist. Then he's into a smooth
melody that stretches all the way up to the keys on the right end
of the piano. He makes the notes bounce back and forth now,
and they're so soft you can hardly hear them.
Jason comes to the last part of "Contra-Dance in C," and the
arpeggios he's practiced again and again. Arpeggios are b.roken
chords played in quick succession, Mrs. Randall told me once,
and they cover three octaves here. That's 24 keys. Usually Jase
has to stop in the middle of this part. Tonight, his hands glide
up the keyboard, as smooth as running water.
I don't want it to be over, but it is now, and I'm clapping so
hard my hands sting. Jase, I knew you could do it, I want to
shout. But the words never get past my throat. He wouldn't
hear me anyway.
Jason stands up, smiling, and taKes a deep bow. Then the
earlobe man is at the podium, applauding for all of North
Yarmouth's talented young musicians who have such bright
futures ahead, and thank you for coming, ladies and gentlemen.
The lights come back up, parents and teachers are everywhere,
looking for children and shaking hands. Hawk swoops down
on Darlene, who sits on the stage, frowning at her white knee
socks.
That's what I want to do - go find Jason, congratulate him.
But he's standing at the piano, talking to a girl with a flute. One
of the spotlights is still shining o.n him. The girl finally leaves
with her parents, and Jason sits down as if he's going to start ,
playing again. He is alone at the piano now, in a clearing among
the crowd.
I want to go over there, I want to tell him how well he's
done. But I think he knows, and for now, I'm just going to wait.
Will Hall is a freelance public relations writer. He played the piano for 10
years before deciding that his fingers were better suited for a typewriter
than a piano keyboard. •
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(OTHER GOODIES TOO)

ULove on

a Half Shell"

FREE
OYSTERS!
t~~!'bL Everyday

in

TRENDSETIERS

February

During
Happy
Hour

Welcomes

4 to 7 pm

Cherilyn
Fenderson

Our Full Menu served
from llam to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

formerly of
Tres Emme Hair Styles

Cherilyn looks forward
to seeing "old and
new clients"
Call for an appointment!

Mixing Good People,
Good Food and Good

Drlnksfor 13 Years.

rREIi/) SffTER!

5 Portland Pier

------'-""'.. ..--..-,,-

Total;flatu,,(../' tafo.-r

772-4828

781-5500
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Casco Bay Professional Park. 367 U.S. Rt. 1. Falmouth

"More fun than humans should be allowed to have."

IlDprovisational
COlDedy Workshop
with TIm Ferrell
During the past 12 years Mr. Ferrell has taught improvisational comedy at New York
University and Juliard. He founded and directed the "Usual Suspects W Improv. C.
and was Artistic Director of the comedy club "Who's on First. W

This 8 weekworkshop begins on Saturday, March 14th. The
workshop will explore the fundamentals of improvisational comedy.
This relaxed participatory workshop is an excellent and enjoyable
way for performers and non-performers alike to learn improvisation
while increasing their confidence and spontaneity.

For more information call: 879-0070

For Men & Women
SPECIAL OFFER
Ililfiill\~IMi,.gli:Uijt'l

2 DAYS ONLY March 4th &5th

Fine hand tailored clothes from Hong Kong.
imported fabrics to choose from.
•
Save time & money.
Inflation fighter prices.

For Further Information Call
CUSTOMIQUE FASHIONS
(207) 773-5317
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HOLIDAY INN BY THE BAY
Spring Street, Portland
(207) 775-2311
Visit or call Mr. Ram Keswani
(ON SPECIAl TOUR open lOam to 8 pm)

and malling

March 4th & 5th
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Ring in the Downtown Improvement District
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The Portland City Council should waste no time in passing legislation to
create a Downtown Improvement District, because downtown Portland doesn't
have a business problem - it has an attitude problem.
. There's a small but vocal choir of Portlanders who just love to whine.
Among their favorite songs: "Large Employers Who Left Us for Another," "The
Ballad of Downtown Retail" and 'The Congress Street Blues."
Fortunately, the streets themselves are marching to a different beat. Key
employers like Maine Medical Center are not only still providing great jobs, but
helping to spin off fantastic young biotech companies like Idexx. Downtown
retail is not only holding on, but growing: At
least 16 new downtown retail businesses have
opened since November. And the slight loss of
car traffic on Congress Street has been more
than offset by the dramatic leap in traffic on Commercial Street - proof that
downtown is not withering, but simply evolving as this city begins to embrace
its waterfront.
.
True, the local economy has been quiet lately. Peqple are suffering. This
newspaper has reported their plight, and will continue to do so. But downtown
Portland's problems have very little to do with that.
The problem with downtown Portland is that people who don't live or
work in downtown Portland think there's a problem with downtown Portland.
The solution that Portland - and the entire region that looks to it as a
business and cultural focal point - needs is a clear voice for downtown. And
that voice should be a Downtown Improvement District.
The first order of business for a downtown district would be the marketing and promotion of this fine city. In addition, such a district would take care
of a myriad of housekeeping details - such as street cleaning, snow removal,
etc. - in an organized and cost-effective fashion. To pay for all of this, the
district would charge the owners of buildings within the district. The fee would
total about 4.5 percent of their present property tax bills.
Cue the whiners. Exaggerated and misleading alarms about a "discriminatory tax" abound:
• Some claim that the assessment for the Downtown Improvement
District will drive out small businesses. "All these small, struggling mom-andpop businesses don't need another tax assessment forced on them," cries David
Redmond, an Old Port mortgage and auction consultant.
• Others warble that within the district organization, the in terests of small
retailers will lose out against those of the huge corporations that own businesses or otherwise do business downtown.
• And still others, such as the grossly misguided Committee to Save
Portland Homeowners, are confusing the issue by harping on residential

property taxes.
Now hear the facts:
• Small businesses won't bear the brunt of paying for a downtown district,
but they would benefit.
For about the same cost as most are now paying for services like snow
removal and/or trash hauling, they would not only get those services- but
also the benefit of professional marketing campaigns and event promotion. And
those that are now voluntarily coughing up an extra few hundred dollars a year
to Intown Portland Exchange will wind up paying less.
at's also worth noting that many of those who are playing the violins for
small businesses - wind instruments like Redmond and Frank Akers; percussionists like Liberty Group, One City Center and New England Telephone - are
not exactly small business people.}
• Perhaps no aspect of the plan is more important than the coalescing of
large and small business interests.
The Downtown Improvement District would be run by a board of landowners and business people. That board would give the district a strong, clear
voice that would be heard in City Hall and the larger community.
That voice is exactly what the business people of Greater Portland need not a chamber of commerce designed to pit the interests of business against
those of the public at large, but a place where downtowners can plan their own
future. The district would be like a neighborhood group for businesses. And like
a neighborhood .sroup, it might find the process of working through its own
problems as important as the solutions.
• And a downtown district, by definition, would not levy taxes against
residential neighborhoods - despite the ludicrous claims made by the Committee to Save Portland Homeowners. In fact, the downtown district would save
money for residential taxpayers, because it would allow downtown businesses
to provide and pay for their own services rather than relying on the city to take
care of things.
The Downtown Improvement District is not asking the city or the state for
one penny. It is merely asking for the right to spend downtown business money
on projects that benefit downtown business.
Nor wo.uld such a district force unwanted or unneeded services on its
members. A district assessment is not a tax. The funds won't fatten city coffers.
Downtowners would choose and pay for only what they wanted, be it parking
or marketing, street-cleaning or street festivals.
The need is clear. Now the bell tolls for the Portland City Council: Pass the
Downtown Improvement District, and charge it with ensuring that business
does its part to rebuild our great, green city.
(MP)

letters
Thanks for
increasing
AIDS awareness
We wish to express out
appreciation to Casco Bay
Weekly for your latest feature
"Living with AIDS" (2.13.92).
By telling the stories and
showing the faces of real
people, you have made the
point that this illness affects all
of us. There is no "us" and
"them."
The AIDS Project provides
comprehensive case management and support services to
over 175 people of every race,
creed, gender and sexual
preference in Cumberland,
York, AndrOSCOggin and
Oxford counties from offices in
Portland and Lewiston.
We serve coun tless others in
our extensive preventive
education and outreach
programs, our support groups
and meal programs, our AIDS
Hotline and resource network,
as well as our anonymous HlVantibody counseling and
testing program.
Thank for increasing AIDS
awareness and helping to
engender community love and
support.

~ .... ~
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Sandy Titus, RN
The AIDS Project

Taking action
with ACT-UP
On Saturday, Feb. 15, I was
fortunate to take part in a
demonstration in Manchester,
N.H., sponsored by the activist
group ACT-UP which involved
over 2,000 people. Although
heterosexual, I felt an immediate affinity with the members
of this group on the issue of the
health care crisis in this
country, and the AIDS plague
in particular, which is affecting
us all. I found the members of
ACT-UP to be informed,
intelligent, spirited and
intensely dedicated to their
cause. I would encourage
anyone wishing to involve
themselves in these isues to
contact ACT-UP Portland.

under scrutiny was what kind
of library PPL will become
according to the vision and
agenda of the current director.
Establishing priorities in the
face of inadequate funding has
been the library's dilemma for
years, iong before current
economic hard times. Contrary
to c'o mments by the director
("Showdown among the
stacks," 2.6.92), the staff, who
see the effects of administrative
decisions in terms of service to
library users every day, have
only had token input concerning these decisions, and their
deep concern over the library's
quality have been lent little
credence in favor of the
singular vision of the director.
The director supports his
"market-oriented" philosophy
by referring to circulation
statistics that bear out that the
public is being "given what it
wants." It's important to
• remember that while best
sellers and two-day loan
videos will show high usage,
there are no statistics for
materials the public may not
have access to because they
didn't make the "priority cut":
new and updated reference
works, important works of
literature, one-of-a-kind
cultural works, unique local
historical works and other
"core" elements of any large
quality library. There is no
"frustration index" for what
patrons won't be able to access
because of the eroding of the
collections and services
available.
It is no coincidence that
recent comments, including
those at the Feb. 6 hearing,
have appealed directly to the
trustees. There is a prevalent
feeling that wh~t the library
needs is a director who, fiscal
difficulties aside, will commit
the PPL to the kind of philosophy people in southern Maine
value.
1did not get fired from PPL;
I left for a more lucrative
position in a corporate library.
Jeff Christiansen
Gorham

~~

Ken Gri~sley
Portland
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PPL needs a
new director
Having been a full-time staff
member at the Portland Public
Library from 1986 to 1990, I
welcomed the opportunity to
address those library trustees
present (about half of the total
26) at the Feb. 6 public hearing
at the library. Although
ostensibly the hearing's
purpose was to comment on
dealing with a budget shortfall,
it was clear that the real issue

Democratic presidential candidate Jerry Brown grants an interview
outside Portland High School before the caucus Feb. 23.
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Secession won't
cure Peaks' ills
Congratulations to Wayne
Curtis and Casco Bay Weekly for
a fine article and editorial
about the secession issue on
Peaks Island ("An island in
search of itself," 1.30.92).
In the late 1940s, when I was
in my early teens, it was a big
deal to go lobstering with "Old
Harry" Wallace. Being ready to
go at 6 a.m. from the sandy
beach where his outhaul was
located was no chore for a
gangly teenager. My grisly onboard job of poking the bait
hook through the eyes of hake
heads gave me the satisfaction
of being useful.
A summer or two later, I
took turns with a friend rowing
. for "Young Harry" Wallace
(captain of a tug in town) while
he hauled traps from a punt in
the early evenings. And I
would often get lobsters for my
family from Frank Finnerty
who kept his traps on my folks'
land that ran alongside his
house to the shore.
The year-round. population
of lobstermen on Peaks
probably outnumbered that of
lawyers by about 12-to-{)ne
then. Nowadays, the numbers
must be just about reversed.
Now, the thrill of adventure
is somehow lacking when I
arise daily at 5:15 to join a
horde of pink-collar, whitecollar and blue-collar commutes headed off the island to
work. From 1949-'51, I was one
of a handful of students from
Peaks going to Portland High
and Cheverus; we shared the
early commute with a few
mostly blue-rollar fathers who
worked off the island. The
demographics have changed
considerably, and so have 1.
Peaks is the place where I plan
to live the rest of my life, but it
seemed better when I was
younger.
Our insular secessionists say
that an independent government would save the homes of
the poor, prevent gentrification, get the government off
our backs, preserve our island
way of life, and cut our taxes in
half. Ah, how I wish it could be
true.
Secession is not a panacea
for the social ills that beset all
Maine communities. The world
has changed ... and will
continue to change. No
referend um will achieve "life
as it ought to be" on Peaks
Island. Only wishful thinking
and rolling back the clock 20,
30 or 70 years will bring back
the good old days for each of
us ... and then, only in our
minds.

,-J~«
Gene Taylor
Peaks Island

Pining on the
predominant
paradigm
I was quite enjoying Al
Diamon's article on the state
legislature's rank-and-file
revolution ("Does Maine's
good-old-boy leadership have
a prayer?" 1.16.92) - particularly the description of the
session in which Susan
Farnsworth successfully
offered her budget amendment
and the wonderful photograph
of Martin and Pray's reaction
- when I arrived at the bit
about Martin's refusing to
allow several normally loyal
Democrats who voted with the
rebels to leave the House
chamber to go to the bathroom.
I began to ponder the
appropriate response to such a
refusal and the indelicacies
involved were a woman to
attempt to urinate in public,
when it hit me! As a feminist
long pondering gender politics
and the appropriate role of
men and women in the
struggle for societal transformation, here it was! An
opportunity for men and
women to work together in full
complement! Indelicate as it
may be for a woman to urinate
in public, it's as easy as
whipping it out for our dearly
beloved brethren. And, if as
Camille Paglia asserts in an
essay originally published by
Harper's Magazine last year that "male urination is a kind
of accomplishment; an arc of
transcendence" - I thrill to
the trans formative potential of
our brothers-in-arms pissing
on the structures of the
predominant paradigm.

Ql~~
Alice Knapp
Richmond

CBWs helpful in

unexpected ways
Thank you for CBWs
"Complete guide t'o the major
democratic candidates"
(2.20.92). With all that is
written in the newspapers and
magazines, and broadcast on
radio and television, it is
difficult for one to obtain all
the facts in a single concise
article. However, with CBWs
"Thumbs up/thumbs down"
rating system all I had .to do is
count the candidate which
CBW gave the most thumbs
down to and I knew I had my
candidate, Gov. Bill Ointon.
Thanks again!
By the way, last I heard
Mario Cuomo was not a
candidate.

~~~Mark Malone
Portland

Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, SSlA Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

Change Portland's
form of
government
Portland could be a great
city. The people in charge stop
that from happening. We have
workers ready to ticket your
car for the tiniest infraction,
summons to court for your dog
running three feet in front of
you, boots for your car, car
towed for being on the wrong
side of the street. We now have
an appointed mayor politicking for a Democratic presidential candidate. We have a city
manager that spends thousands of dollars advertising
across the country for jobs such
as chief of police and top
person at Medcu. Probably
easier to boss an out-of-towner
than someone that has worked
for years on the way up to the
top of their profession.
We have people in charge of
rejuvenating downtown that
make decisions to give a
$200,000 rent break to a world
movie chain, remove signs they
feel are unsightly and who
knows what else. Can you
imagine the people in power
towing cars at the smallest of
snowstorms, so people already
financially hurting must pay
their Christmas money to get
their cars back? This city has
made at least one towing
company millions and the
owner is on one of the local
police departments. Give us a
break. Downtown is on its way
up with no help from master
plans. There is love for
Congress Street that runs deep
and time will prove good for
downtown. Put those ticket
books away and send those
Denver boots back to Denver.
This is no New York City, let
us park. We can shovel our
way out.
Portland is a big place. Let's
elect a strong mayor. Forget
having a mayor that is just
window dressing. It's time to
change our form of government. This city manager stuff
has gone too far.

z.,t::..,
Zoo Cain

Portland
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• Talking with spirits:
Education Outreach Coordinator Wes Lafountain will
present a gallery talk
exploring mask-making
traditions tonight at 5:30.
Using examples of African,
Haitian and Native American masks, laFountain will
tour the "Spirits" exhibi tion
while discussing masks,
non-Western art and ties to
early 20th-century
modernism.

It's
at the
Portland
Museum of Art,
7 Congress Square.
Call 775-{,;148 for
spirited details.

• Dean Velentgas Gallery
will host an opening
reception tonight from 5-8
for "Three Artists," abstract
works, mixed media and
assemblages of Lucy White,
Michael D. Ryus and Brian
Rutenberg. The gallery's
located at 60 Hampshire St.,
Portland. Call 772-2042 for
more info.

• Marguerite Juenemann,
Maine's pre-eminent jazz
vocalist, returns to the cafe
no tonight at 9. Juenemann,
who teaches vocal and
ensemble music at UMaine
Augusta will be accompanied by composer/guitarist
Gary Wittner, and by
Boston-based bassist Joe
Siefers. Admission is $5.
The cafe's located at 20

Danforth St. Call 772-8114
for more.
• An afternoon of fantasy:
Das Puppenspiel, a diversely talented theatre
ensemble, will present an
afternoon of fantasy and
magic as they bring to life
an imaginative journey
through childhood. It
happens today at 2 at
Lewiston Junior High
School. Call LA Arts at 7827228 for tix.

• "Changing Places": Betsy
Dunphy, who teaches dance
at Ram Island and USM, put
together Perennial Effects
Dance Collective over a
year ago. Perennial Effects
is an intergenerational
modern dance company
whose youngest member is
8 years old, and whose
oldest are in their 70s. Some
have danced all their lives,
others are new to dance.
"Perennial Effects" is also
the title piece of today's
show, which will feature 32
dancers. Dunphy says the
company doesn't rely as
much on perfect plies as
much as on what dancers
project of themselves and to
each other. The dancers, she '
says, aren't all perfect
looking people, but they're
strong and connected to
each other - a quality
which sometimes gets lost
in dance, which can be
beautiful but cold. Dunphy
and her dancers take
movement from the inside
out, she says, and choreograph collaboratively. See
them today at 3 p.m. at State
Street Church, 159 State SI.
Admission is $5, $3 for
seniors & students. Call 7993273 for reservations.

• "Theorizing Masculinity": Many have tried, few
have succeeded. USM

Women's Studies Program
will kick off its Women's
History Month Celebration
with this lecture about
gender and power by R.W.
Connell, visiting professor
at Harvard. Hear all about it
today at 4 in Room 205,
Payson Smith Hall, USM
Portland. The lecture is free.
Also of note: "Chicken
Ranch," a documentary film
about prostitution, the
subject of which is rumored
to be what "The Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas" was
based on. It shows March 4
at 9 a.m. in Room 310,
Luther Bonney Auditorium,
USM Portland. For other
events, see Sense. For more
info, call 78()..4289 .

• Reality check: Five local
speakers will look at public
policy issues that the city
still faces on the waterfront
and offer their views on the
steps that must be taken to
balance the pressures for
mixed use while protecting
marine interests. The panel
- which is the final program in Greater Portland
Landmarks' waterfront
lecture series - will be
moderated by Barbara A.
Vestal, partner in the finn of
Chester & Vestal and
associate director of the
Marine Law Institute of the
University of Maine Law
School. It's free, and will
take place at noon at the
First Parish Unitarian
Church, 425 Congress SI.
For 'm ore info, call 774-5561.

• Everyone needs an
"Audience": Tonight at 8,
Vintage Repertory Co. will
present a satire by Vaclav
Havel, dissident playwright
and president of Czechoslovakia, about his experience
as a "banned person" in his
own country. See it at cafe

no, 20 Danforth St., for $5.
Call 772~114 for more of an
audience.
• Amazing Grace Paley
will read and sign copies of
her books tonight at 8 at
The Theater Project, 12
School St., Brunswick.
Paley, who describes herself
as "a somewhat combative
pacifist and feminist," is the
recipient of the Award for
Short Story Writing from
the National Institute of
Arts and Letters and many
other awards. She has
taught at Columbia &
Syracuse Universities and at
Sarah Lawrence. Newsweek
critic Walter Oemons called
Paley "one of the best
writers alive." The reading
is free, and well worth the
drive. Call the Maine
Writers and Publishers
Alliance at 729-6333 for the
graceful details.

• Big blues review: Big
Sounds From All Ov:er is
throwing a marathon dance
party tonight featuring
some of the hottest names in
contemporary blues and
R&R: Koko Taylor & Her
Blues Machine, Elvin
Bishop, Lonnie Brooks,
Katie Webster and Lil' Ed &
the Blues Imperials. These
legends have come together
for a tour celebrating the
20th anniversary of Alligator Records, the country's
most prestigious blues label.
!he party begins at 7:30 in
USM Portland gymnasium.
Tix are available at the
Portland Performing Arts

Meet this short, squat personification of an egg
Saturday, Feb. 29.
box office - 25 Forest Ave.,
774-0465 - or at Amadeus
Music. Call Bau Graves at
761-0591 for further info.

• Barbara Higbie & Teresa
Trull, New Age songstresses extraordinaire, will
be performing together
tonight at 8 at the First
Parish Church, 425 Congress St. Tix are $12.50
advance, $14 at the door,
$17.50 reserved seating.
Call 929-3866 or 247-3461
. for more info.

Cheap thrill:
Friday Night Fever
Closet disco fans unite! Now that we
are firmly ensconced in the '90s, it's
safe to like the '70s (and maybe even
platform shoes). Groove to an all-out
night of polyester & disco beats Friday, Feb. 28 at 9 at Wherehouse, 29
Forest Ave. Admission is $2 with disco
garb, $3 without. Call 874-9770 for
the tacky details.

'9

arts education event held in
Maine. The ninth conference
will feature over 40 workshops in all the disciplines
of the arts, as well as
performances. Keynote
speakers are Leo Marx,
professor ~meritus at MIT &
author of "The Machine in
the Garden"; and Thomas
Cornell, Maine visual artist
and Bowdoin professor .
Katherine Porter is the
featured speaker. The
conference runs March 6 &
7 at the Holiday Inn by the
Bay (88 Spring St.) as well
as at the Portland Museum
of Art. Fees are $60 for one
day, $85 for two, including
lunch and all materials.
Scholarship funds are also
available. Call Kathy Nol;m
at 967-2617
details.

• ''Nature in the Arts and
Humanities," sponsored by
the Maine Alliance for Arts
Education, is the largest

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more
ways to be informed, get involved and stay amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior to
publication. Send your Calendar and listings
Information to Ellen Liburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

This man gives good logo. Hear him Thursday, March 5.
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Bagels &
Jazz Buffet

"Meet me
at Raffles"
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music
great beer & wine

100 Capuccino
with this od

• THURS 2·27

RAFFLES

FOR INFO&.

RESEINATlONS

C·A·F·E
BCX)KSTORE

CAU
729-6584
14 SCHOOl ST.
BRUNSWICK

MARGUERITE JUENEMANN
wI Gory W ittner-guitar.

Joe Slefers-bass
• FRI & SAT 2·28 & 2·29

THE TONY GABOURY
QUARTET
wI Ben street-boss
Jim Black- drums
Chris Speed-sox

NEW FACILITY!
OPEN l.Mll8 PM WED &. THURS
MON-fI<I H· SAT 9:3(}-5 . SUN 12-5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930

Saturday Afternoon Classes
Pottery for all ages & Levels
Classes Begin Mar. 9
For info call 772-4334
118 W.ashington Ave., PM

• WED 3·4

Vintage Repertory Co.
p erformance of
Vacla v Havel's "A UDr

open jazz jam sunday 4:30-8pm
reservations welcome

closed mondays
s•.• 772-81

Sun., March 1
1-4pm

Mystery
Musician(s)
Bagels,
Bottomless
Cup of Coffee
& JA72. all
for $6.50

126 North Boyd St.,
Portland, ME 04101
- UPCOMING EVENTS • FRI 2·28 & SAT 2·29
JENNY &
THE WOODMEN
• SUNDAY COMEDY
FEATURING
RICK BERETTA &
TEDDY BERGERON
• UPCOMING
TH and the WRECI<AGE
DEVONSOUARE
AND MORE •••
EVERY FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
$250 CASH GIVEAWAYI
Don', forget our FRIDAY
HAPPY HOURS and
NATIONAL HEADLINER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

New
at the
Westside •••

13intUflS
WE-QT
(..(}';P;-~ 19 IDE
.

RE&TAURANT
/!erving bf'C8kfB&. lunch.
dinner {J1 6unday brunch
58 Pine St., 773-8223

ACOU8TIC

DISCOVERED
BINTLIFF'S

YET?

If not. you haven't llvedl

DeUclous Homemade

BREAKfAST

Weekdays 6AM- t t :30 AM
Saturday 6 AM-2 PM
Sunday 8 AM-2 PM
LUNCH M-F t t :45-2 PM
Green Mt. Coffee served dallyl

98 Portland Street
Opposite Maln Post Offtce

Portland 773-2096

BLIND LEMONS
Formerly

Mr. fv\ojo's Band, BPM

2.
2

BROKEN
MEN

Portland's Favorite,9PM

....

,
20
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Ufe Is Sweat
The histO!Y of a suburban Engfish cook
and his farnly Is charted in this comedydrama about food and family. Directed by
Mike Leigh ("High Hopes'l
Medicine Man
Scientist Sean Connery searches in the
Brazilian jungle for the medicinal cure lor
The Addams Family
cancer. With Louise Bracco.
Mamolrs of an fnvfslble Man
~
-",..,.
,~""
part of a plot to loot the Addams' fam~y
Chevy Chase stars as a ~uy who g~ts
Continued to.- 10-dRy CALENDAR
fortune. Is he an impostor? As ~II: the
caught up In an accident whICh makes hIm
I'V'"
characters play as close to thelV Ot'!glnals
invisible. Thefederal govemment wants to
as poSsible, the initiate will savor thIS long
preserve him in that state to analyze him,
sitcom episode.
but all he wants are his molecules and the
Beauty and tha Beast
girl he falls for, played by Daryl Hannah.
Disney's new animated extravaganza
Mississippi Masafa
based on the fairy tale.
A sentimental, humorous but pu~gent
Black Robe
account of a cross-cultural love affair beJesu~ missionaries in 1634 Quebec attempt
Ole to scheduling changes after
tween a Uganda-born Indian woman and
to
bring
Christianity
to
the
region's
Indian
a black man from Mississippi. Directed by
CBW goes to press, moviegoers are
inhabitants. Mesmerizing and intelligent.
Mira Nair.
advised to confjrm times with
Bugay
Prince
of Tides
theaters.
Based on the life of the flamboyant gangA New York psychiatrist (Barbara
ster Bugsy Siegel. Driven by his love for.a
Streisand) and a South Carolina teacher
woman, he created a gambfing mecca "'
(Nick Nolte) are brought together by the
General Cinemas
the mid-'405 known as Las Vegas. Warren
attempted suicide of his sister, who hapMaine Mall
Beatty and Annette Bening star.
pens to be her patient. Directed by
Maine Mall Road,S, Portland
Cape Fa.r
Streisand, based on Pat Conroy's novel.
774-1022
An ex-<:an terrorizes the family of a lawyer Redlo Ryer
.
who faAed to keep him out of jail years
Dates effeCtive Feb 28-March 5
Two brothers being raised by an abuSIve
earlier. Star.l Robert De Niro,. Jessica
steplather build a flying machine out of
Hand That Rocks the Cradle (R)
Lange, Nick No~e and Robert MItchum.
their wagon and spare parts and let their
1:30,4:15,6:50,9:15
Fathar of tha BrIde
imagination run free.
Final Analysis (R)
Two parents oversee the frantic wedding Shining Through
1:OS, 3:45, 7, 9:35
of \heir daughter. Diane Keaton and Steve
Romantic spy thriner in which a secretary
Martin star.
Orand Canyon (R)
working in the OSS during WW II perFlevel G..... West
suades her boss to send heron a one-time
9:25
An immigrant mouse leaves the Big ~pple
mission to the Nazi heartland, wheresheis
Fried Green Tomatoes (R)
to find new friends and adventure In the
to infiltrate the house of a high-ranking
1:20,4:10,7:15,10
Wid West. Animated.
officer by posing as a housekeeper.
Shining Through (R)
I Melanie Griffith and Michael Douglas co1 :35, 4:25, 7:20, 10:05
star.
The Great Mouse Detective (G)
i Star Trek VI
The valiant crew of the Entelprise tries yet
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:30
again to make peace with the Klingons.Wayne's Wortd (PG-13)
with intergalactic overtones of the MId1,3:10,5:30, 7:35,9:45
east peace negotiations.
Stopl Or My Mom
Stop! Or My Mom Will Shoot
Comedy starring Sylvester Stanone as a
Will Shoot (PO·13)
Los Angeles cop who tearns up with the
1,3,5,7, g
witness of a murder - his own motherl
Twenty-One
Hoyts Clark's Pond
Patsy Kensit tells what- ~'s Ii~e to be a
young female in the 1990s: Her JUnky lover
333 Clark's Rd., S. por1land
is found dead in her bed, she goes to bed
879-1511
with her girHriend's husband, and ma~ies
Dates effeCtive Feb 28-March 5
a foreigner to keep him from deportation.
No 7 pm showing of
Shot in mock documentary fashion by
Dan Boyd, director of "sex,lies and videoRadio Flyer Fri & Sat
A forensic psychiatrist who routinely testitape."
Beauty and the Beast (G)
fies at criminallrials gets involved with a
Wayne's World
1 :40, 4:30, 6:50
schizophrenic female patient, whose sisA late-night cable show broadcast from a
ter seduces the unsuspecting shrink. The
Hook(PG)
basement, featuring Metal Heads Wayne
relationship triangle uncovers an other12:30,3:20
and Garth (of "Saturday Night Live'), who
wise perfect murder. With Richard Gere
make pronouncements on teen liIe and
Prince of Tides (R)
and Kim Basinger.
share fantasies about the lov~y babes
12:40,3:30,6:30,9:10
Tha Flshar King
from Babylonia.
Medicine Man (PG-13)
Jeff Bridges plays a cynical deejay at1 :20, 4:10, 7:10, 9:40
tempting to redeem himself with ~he ~P
of perry (Robin Williams), a charlsmallc,
Father of the Bride (PO)
visionary street person and former profes1 :10,3:50,7:20,9:35
sor of medieval history.
JFK(R)
Fried Green Tomatoes
.
7:40
An cwerweight and neglected housewIfe
befriends a lonely older woman living at a
Radio Flyer (PO-13)
rest home. They develop a close rei ation1,4,7,9:30
shipbasedontheelder'smemories-at~e
Memoirs of An Invisible
of two women friends In"the '305 -whIch
Man (PO·13)
helps to restore the housewife's joie de
1:30,4:20,7:30,9:45
-mrs. Flawed but interesting parallel tale
starring Kathy Bates, Jessica Tandy, Mary
Bugsy(R)
Louise Parker and Mary Stuarl Masterson.
9
Tha Gladiator
Mississippi Masala (R)
-AudienceForced by circumstances. a man enters the
Vintage Repertory Co. presents a satidcal
12:50, 3:40,6:40, 9:20
underground world of amateur boxing to
piece by the noted dissident playWright
The Gladiator (R)
cleartisfather'snarneandthefamily'shonor.
and current president of CzechoslovakIa
He
must
eventually
confront
a
man
with
a
7
about his experience as a "banned persimilar story, but friendship wins in the end.
son" in his own country. March 4,11 & 18
Grand Canyon
.
at8 pm, cafe no, 20 Danforth St, P.ortland.
The Movies
A black tow-truck driver rescues a while
$5 adrrission. Call772-8114 for Info.
10 Exchange St., portland
lawyer whose "ashy vehicle breaks down
-Babes in Arms·
In
a
poor
neighborhood,
before
~
k)(;al
772-9600
Lyric Theater's first production Is an upgang can do anything about ~. Their lIves
beat musical comedy about youngsters
Matinees Sat & Suft
intermingle and the predicaments of sevtrying to make it in summer stock. Wnllen
Twenty-One (R)
eral other characters at different ends of
by Rogers & Hart and directed by Mary
Feb 26-March 3
American society are revealed.
Lancey. Through March 1 - Fri & Sat, 8
Wed-Tues 7, 9
The Graat Mousa DetectJva
pm: Sun, 2:30 pm - at Cedric Thomas
Yet another Disney classic in which ,....
Sat-Sun 1,3
Playhouse, 176 Sawyer St, S. Portland.
nowned mouse detective Basil matches
Ti~ : $12 eve performances, $10 rrnllnees .
LHe Is S - ' (PO)
wits with Ilis evil nemesis Professor
Call 799-1421 or 6509.
March 4-10
Ratigan.
"The Breman Town Musicians·
Wed-Tues 7, 9
Hand Thst Rocks the Cradta
.
.
The Young People's Theater performs an
Sat-Sun 1,3
A gynecologist is accused of haras~lng hIS
original adaptation of this wonder1ul tale,
patient and opts for suicide. His wife sufas directed by Lym McGhee. Through
fers a miscarriage, goes mad and bla~
Feb 28 and March 7 -schooldays, 4 pm:
Nickelodeon
everything on the patient and her famly.
Sat, 10:30am;Sun,2pm-atTheTheater
Temple and Middle streets,
She becomes the nanny of the patient's
Project, 14 School St, Brunswick. Forresdaughter and e~ecutes her vicious plans.
Por1land
ervatiorlS call 729-8584.
772-9751
.
Hook
.'
h' h .Changing Places·
A roodern version of "Peter Pan '" w IC
Perennial Effects Dance Collective preDates effective Feb 28-March 5
Peter's grown up and wants to return to
sents live music and dance, directed by
Seccnd showing (except The Asher
Nevernever Land. Directed by Steven
Betsy Dunphy, March 1 -3 pm-atState
King) Sat & Sun
Spielberg, starrin9 Robin Williams as PeStreet Church, 159 State St, Portland .
ter, Julia Roberts as Tinkerbell and DustIn
The Fisher King (R)
Admission: $5, $3fseniors & students. For
Holfman as Captain Hook.
6:45,9:25
reservations call 799-3273.
JFK
Comediana Tim FalTall,Joanna Cheasla
Cape Fear (R)
Director Oflver Stone rehashes the s.tory
and Kavin Shona lova:
12:50, 4, 6:50,9:25
that unceasingly captivates the Annencan
bad lV, political coups, poetry, extreme
The Addams Family (PO·13)
Imagination. Kevin Costnerplays JIm Garemotional displays, big hair, religious eprison, the DA who believes he h~s uncov1,4:10,7:10,9:20
ics, tabloid joumalism. contorted bod~s,
ered the truth about the consp'~~ surStar Trek VI (PG)
phony foreign tongue, obscure hlstoncal
rounding the president's assassination.
references, grotesque celebrities, and
1 :15, 4:15, 7, 9:15
Tha Last BoY8<'out
sma. children with puppies. They transFlevel Ooes West (G)
Bruce Willis plays an ex-CIA agent who
form these passions and any passions
1:30,4:30
teams up with a brmer footooN player
you might suggest Into a two-hour com(Damon Wayans) to solve a murderinvolvBlack Robe (R)
edy bonanza. Just ~kesnowflakes, no two
109 the athlete's gir1friend. U~imately the
shows are a6ke. This comedy rriracle un1:20,4:30,7:15,9:35
pair uncoV9l'll a web of intrigue.surr~
folds at 8 pm every Thursday al the ~e
The Last Boyscout (R)
Ing crooked politicians and vanous cnmt(29 Forest Ave, right next to lootI). J~t
1 :10,4:20,7:20,9:30
naI elements attempting to legafiza pro
bring $3 and Tim. Joanne and Kevin WI.
IootOOI garrbling.
take you from there. CaM 87~0070.
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SATURDAY" FEBRUARY 29 • 8PM
SUNDAY • MARCH 1 " 3PM
This is a rare opportunity to hear live
the flamboyant, Grammy awaid·winning
performer and musical director of
"The Tonight Show:' Don't miss
Doc Severinscn in concert with the PSO,
in a program of great jan and pops!

TICKETS: $12, $19, $25, $30
(Half.price student tickets available)

PORnAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM

ALLIGATOR RECORDS 20th ANNIVERSARY

SCREEN

11,lrDm """ "''''

.... "

WHAT'S WHERE

l'

Sf'~

c: TA(VLAR

KOKO TAYLOR and
her BLUES MACHINE
ELVIN BISHOP
KATIE WEBSTER
THE LONNIE BROOKS BLUES BAND
LlL'ED and the BLUES IMPERIALS
Thursday. March 5. 7:30p.m.
USM Gym. 96 Falmouth St., Portland
Tickets: $15, Call 774-0465 .
Available at Amadeus Records.
Sponsored by WMPG and the Moine Times.
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STAGE

Photo/David A. Rodgers
Charlotte Maler and Jesse Andrews Ellison (I. to r.) starred In PSC's
production of "Miss Julie" In Jan. of 1991.

Hamburger leaves a legacy
at Portland Stage Company
Richard Hamburger, artistic director of Portland Stage Company, will be leaving us shortly to join the Dallas Theatre Company
in Dallas, Texas, where he will be doing the same sort of workwith a much bigger budget and audience, of course.
Richard came to Portland in 1987 from the Great Lakes Theatre
Festival in Oeveland, Ohio, where he was an assOciate director for
four years. This next step represents a natural evolution for
Richardj he has earned a higher place, and we wish him well.
I had a chance to speak to Richard about his tenure at Portland
Stage recently. This is a portion of that conversation:
WD: What have you learned in Portland?
Hamburger: I have learned to be a social entity - to work with
a city, to work with a board, co-supervising staff, to be the person
who is responsible for all of the
artists and production team.
You learn a lot about yourselfyour limitations and your
hidden strengths - when
you're in charge. I've had to wear so many different hats here, so
I've explored so many different facets of my personality, and I
hope I've grown.
WD: Which Portland Stage production did you enjoy the most?
Hamburger: My own favorite of my work here is probably
"Miss Julie" (by August Strindberg). There was a completeness
about the conception of it. It wasn't a totally fulfilled production in
some aspects, but the conception of it was strong, and the design
and the direction worked very cohesively together.
WD: Is there anything about the play itself that stands out to
you?
Hamburger: I love working on such a great play, you know. It's
a seminal work. It feeds you for years. I'd done Ibsen and I was
ready to do Strindberg, which was just slightly more irrational. It's
really 2Oth-<entury writing, in which there's a certain amount of
unpredictable chaos. It's got a subconscious flow that you have to
find.
WD: What sums up your tenure at PSC? What was it ultimately
about?
Hamburger: I think PS in the last five years has been about
excellence - I hope - artistic excellence, providing a wonderful
environment for actors and designers and administrators and
directors to explore themselves and wonderful material. It was
about maintaining a certain level of production excellence.
It was about the growth of an audience. I think we have showed
in the last five years many of the different possibilities of what
theatre is and what theatre can do. I think the audience has a much
broader sense of all the different possibilities.
There was the audience discussion after 'The Mandrake" that
was really something to me. I led the discussion with the actors,
and it was rea\1y amazing. This has always been a pro: 3sive
audience, but there was no discussion of the foul language or the
sexual situations. It was all on a very high level of discourse - a
great curiosity about Machiavelli as a philosopher and a political
scientist, and who was this man who wrote this play in 1518?
I feel in some ineffable way that Portland audiences have been
very quietly changed here, and that their concerns are not at all
petty. They're more willing to take a chance on plays, much more
willing to meet writers halfway, and more willing to sit and listen
to more challenging and demanding work.
WD: What, if anything, is lacking in Portland theatre?
Hamburger: I think there needs to be more fiduciary support
from the city and state, and more ownership of the theater. I would
like to see more people in Portland take further ownership of it.
Many do, and it has many supporters, but it's good for business if
there's a wonderful theatre here. People in the middle of winter
who come to work for companies or colleges or banks have a
theatre to go to. It's wonderful for their children. I think there has
to be more recognition of that.
It's not just Portland Stage, it's Mad Horse and the symphony
and the museum and chamber groups. The arts are very important
to the spiritual and working life of the city, and that recognition
•
translates into dollars and cents.
WD: Is there anything you'd like to add?
Hamburger: I'd just like to say that I think that Portland Stage is
a strong enough institution that it will continue to grow without
me here. There'll be a new energy that comes in and does something different, but I think it'll be wonderful.
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"Da. PuppeftSpfal" or ·PIctu .... at an
exhibition"
is a journey through childhood spanned
with the help of puppetry drama,
Moussorgsky's music and rich visuals,
Feb 29, at 2 pm, at Lewiston Junior High
School, Lewiston. Cost $6 adults, $4 children & seniors. For details call 782-7228.
·Foof for Lova"
PorUand Stage Company presents Sam
Shepard's raw story of love and obsession in a seedy motel on the edge of the
Mojave Desert. Through March 1 - TuesThurs, 7:30 pm: Fri, 8 pm; Sat, 5 & 9 pm;
Sun, 2 pm - at Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portfand. nx:
$12-$26.50. For reservations, 774-0465.
·1 Ain't Yo' Uncle·
San Francisco Mime Troupe perfORm revised version of H. B. Stowe's "Uncle
Tom's Cabin." Now iI's a political comedy
using rap, gospel, soul and R&B. Directed
by Donal<:' Chumley. Feb28-;8pm-at
The MuSIC Hall, 28 Chestnut S~ Portsmouth. rlX: $16-$20. For reservations, call
(603) 436-2400.
·In ParpatultyThroughoutthe Unlve ......•
Mad Horse Theatre Company presents a
tala of racism and propaganda set in the
glittering world of New York City publish- .
ing. Through March 1 - Thurs-Sat, 8 pm;
Sun, 7 pm - at Mad Horse Theater, 955
ForestAve, Portland. For reservations caD
797-3338.
·The Magic Island"
The Children's Theatre of Maine presents
a story about a young girl'sencounterwith
a goblin and their ensuing friendship.
March 7-22-Sat, 10:30am& 1 pm; Sun,
1 & 3 pm - at King Middle School, 92
Deering Ave, Portland. Tix: $4/kids, $51
adults. For reservations call 874.()371 .
·Melody Hour Murders·
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre,
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore
SI. Portland" Shows every Saturday at 8.
For info and reservations call 693-3063 or
1-800-834-3063.
IfIIMousetrap·
City Theater stages a play based on one of
Agatha Christie's whodunntts. Through
March 8 - Fri & Sat, 8 pm; SUn, 2 pmat City Theater, 205 Main St, Biddeford.
rllc $12, $10 for seniors & students. Ring
282-0849 for reservations.
·Tha Odd Couple"
Studio Theaterof Bath stages Nei Simon's
popular comedy in which incompatibility
and closeness combine to create havoc
for two roommates. Through March 1 Fri & Sat, 8 pm; Sat (Feb 29) & Sun, 3 pm
- at The Chocolate Church, Curtis litHe
Theater, 804 Washington St, Bath. Tix:
$10, $8. For reservations call 442-B455.
Paradigm Performers
is a new dance company which seeks to
unite people by proposing a review and
change of old patterns of behavior. Its first
work is called "Celebration of Life." and
will take place Feb 29, at 2 pm, at the
Schoolhouse Arts Center, Route 114,
Sebago Lake (Standish). Ca1l7f30.4767 .
·Story Theater"
Schoolhouse Arts Center presents a series of humorous vignettes inspired by
fables and fairy-tales. Through March 1Fri&Sat, 8 pm;Sun,2 pm-on Route 114,
Sebago Lake. Tix: $6 adults, $5 youth,
students and senior.l, piUS special family
discounts. For more info call 642-3743.
"Woman In a Sultca.. •
Julie Goal! gives a unique perforrrnnce of
her solo work Feb 29 - 7:30 pm - at
University of Southern Maine, Corthen
Music Hall, Gorham. Tix: $SIgeneral admission, $3fseniors& students. Forreservations call 637- 2265.
·You Can't Take It With You"
Second Stage Productions treats you to
the wacky and farcical world of the Sycamore family, in the play by Moss Hart
and George S. Kaufman. Through March 8
- Thurs.-Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 2 pm - at The
Theater Project, 14 School St, Brunswick.
nx: $8, $5 senior.l & students. For reservations can 729-8584.

AUDITIONS
Tha American Ranafssance Theatar
is holdin9 auditions for its upcoming production of "Henry IV, Part II." This production is the third in the War of the Roses
series of history plays. Volunteers for costuming and set design are also needed.
March I, from 7-9 pm, althe Wherehouse,
29 Forest Ave, PorUand. Call 871-9325.
Performors 10r Summer In the Parka
The City of Portland's recreation division
is looking for original musical artists to
apply to this program by submitting demo
tapesor info by March 21 to: Ted Musgrave,
PorUand Recreation, PorUand City Hall,
389Congress St, Portland. Call 874-8793.

Continutt! on page 22
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BARBARA THERESA
HIGBIE & TRULL
Friday, Mach 6, 1992 at 8pm

FlIst P<JI1sh Church
425 Congress St • Portlcnd. ME
Tix at: Amadeus Music, W::Ilkabout
and The Whole Grocer In Por11ond.
Mocbeom Music n Brunswlclc. JKS
Copypmters In Baros! ood Rock
Bottom Records n PoItsmouth. NH

SI2.50/0dv0nce. S14/door
GENERAl. ADMISSION
For nfo: (207) 247-3461
1.
or (207) 92Q-3866

0.

'MU Iris PrrxiuctWns, Inc.
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BEST BURGERS
AROUND
Canadian Bacon
Burger wI Jack
cheese & fries $3.95

Come in
Saturday Night
far Dinner & Stay far
'THE PETER
GUNNBAND'
Nocooer

P.O. Box 17 • West Buxton, ME 040Q3

.-

FRI MARCH 28 & WED MARCH 4 e 9-2 ALL AGES
LOOK OUT! CHUCKLEHEAD RETURNS! FRI MARCH 6

WE'RE LOOKING
FOR A FEW GO·OO
·BREWERS
CALL FOR CLASS DATES

OPEN THIS WEEK
WATCH FOR OUR UPCOMING CLIP & SAVE COUPONSI
-EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR BREWMASTER & ENOlOGIST
• FINEST GRAINS, HOPS, YEAST, AND ACCESSORIES
• DRAUGHT SYSTEMS' HARD-TO-FIND ITEMS

879-MALT (879-6258)
HARBOR HOME BREW & WINE SUPPLY
47B INDIA STREET· PORTLAND

.

.
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Entertainment SATURDAY 2.29
Contin~ from

.. Blue printing services
.. High VoIumelHigh Quality Photocopies
.. Quick Retum on "Ale JobII"

CLUBS
THURSDAY 2.27

Restoration and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976-

Margu.rtte Ju.n.mann Oazz) cale no, 20
Danlorth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Bamboo Taxi (reggae fusion) The College
floomPlb, 96FalrrouthSt, Portland. 874-

We carry supplies and glass
Jor the stained glass artisan.
630 Forest Avenue
Portland. ME

6598.
D. J. Landry (acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown
St, Portland. 772-7891.
Th. Wony Dolls (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444 .
Blind Lemon. (blues) Raoul's Roadside
AttractJon, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
Bande... (rock) Spring Point Cale, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
D.eJay Gr.g Pow.... (laser karaoke)
TIpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S.
Portland. 775-6161.
Jim Ganant (acoustic) Wollle's, 193 Middle,
Portland. 773-3501.
Opon Mlc Night with Bill Cameron
(acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

774-4154

-

.,. .

BALLET CHICAGO.
Thursday February 27, 7:30 pm
A spectacular company making its
Portland debut! Featured will be
Gordon Peirce Schmidt's "By Django,"
a smooth, lively trip back to the Jazz
Age by way of a salute to '20s
composer Django Reinhardt.
Sponsored by

E~i

TONIGHT
llcke!S:
$10, $16, $21. $25
Students and group
rates available.

Richard

p<l8t 21

STOLTZMAN
Clarinet

Thesday, March 3, 7:30

FRIDAY 2.28
~

.... u Moore (acoustic) Bramt,al Pub. 7$
Congress S~ Portland. 773-9873.
Th. Tony Gaboury Quartet (jazz) cale no.
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Th. Bany Arvin-Young Band (rock)
Geno's. 13 BrownSI, Portland. 772-7891.
Christopher Robin (rock) Moose Alley. 46,
Market St. p"ortIand. 774-5246.
Th. Worry Dolls (rock) Old PortTavem. 11
Moulton SI, PorUand. 774-0444.
Brok.n M.n (acoustic) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction. 865 FarestAve. Portland. 7736886.
P.ter Gunn (rock) Spring Point Cale. 175
Pickell SI, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Jenny &the Woodmen (rock) T -Birds. 126
N. Boyd S~ Portland. 773-8040.
Champagn. (dance) Tipperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 7756161.
Dave Dempsey (jazz sax) Verrillo's Convention Center. Turnpike Exit 8. Riverside
St. Portland. 846-9741 .
Th. Chedboum. Brothe... (rock) The
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Bilfiards. 39
Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.

SUNDAY 3.1
Open Jam Session (jazz) cale no. 20
Danforth S~ I'9rtland. 772-8114.
Taboo (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton
St. Portland. 774-{)4.44.
ComadyNlghtwlth Rick Baretta & Teddy
Bargeron (stand-up) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd
St. Portland. 773-8040.
K.n·. Triumphant Retum (acoustic)
. Wharf's End. 52 Wharf St. Portland. 7730093.
Lany Brown (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port BUilards. 39 Foresl Ave.
Portland. 775-1944.

MONDAY 3.2

.... u Moore (acoustic) Bramhal Pub, 7$
Congress S~ Portland. 773-9873.
Taboo (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton
Th. Tony Gaboury Quartet (jazz) cale no,
St. Portland. 774-{)4.44.
20 Danforth S~ Portland. 772-8114.
Open Mic Night with Randy Morabito
Wild Hearts & Th. Jigsaws (rockabNIy)
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul's Roadside Attraction.
Geno's,13Brown~Portland. 772-7891.
865 Farest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Chrlstoph.r Robin (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Open Mic Nightwith K.n Grlmal.y(b.y.o.
Markel St, Portland. 774-5246.
jam) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland.
Th.WonyDolIs(rock)OIdPortTavem,11
77'J..0093.
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
Brok.n Men (acoustic) Raoul's Roadside
AtllllctJon,865 Forest Ave. Portland. 7736886.
Band .... (rock) Spring Point Cale, 175
_ Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Jenny & the Woodmen (rock) Old Port
J.nny & the Woodmen (rock) T-Birds. 126
Tavern. 11 Moulton St •. Portland. 774N. Boyd S~ Portland. 773-8040.
0444.
Ami. Schualer (acoustic) TIpperary Pub. Troubador Tuesday (acoustic) Raoul's
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775RoadsideAllraction. 865 ForestAve. Port6161.
land. 77'J..6886.
Th. Chadboum. Brothe... (rock) The Open MIc Night with Peter Gleason
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billards. 39
(b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cale. 175 Pickell
Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.
St. S. Portland. 767-4627.

Vintage R.pertory Company's "Audl·
.nc." (Vaclav Havel play) cale no. 20
Danforth S~ Portland. 772-8114.
Bach.lo ...• Night (topless) Moose Alley .46
Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Jenny & the Woodmen (rock) Old Port
Tavern. 11 Moutton St. Portland. 7740444.
Blcycl. Thl_ (rock) Raoul's Roadside
AtIIlIctJon. 865 FarestAve. Portland. 7736886.
Crazy Train (rock) Spring Point Cale. 175
Pickell SI, S. Portland. 767-4627.
....u Moore & Jeremy L_er (acoustic)
Wharf's End. 52 Wharf St. Portland. 773-

0093.
Open Mlc Night with Th. Cool Whips
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland.
775-1944.

DANCING
Gotts Dane.. InC., Thompson's Point.
Second floor Bldg 1A, Portland. Srrokeand chern-free dances with swing. Latin &
ballroom musiC Fridayslrom 9-12 pm &
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
Th. Moon. 425 Fore S~ Portland. Open
nightly. 8 pm on... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Cover: $2. Thursday's are coilegealtemative night. No cover with conege 10. $1
without. 871-0063.
Selutes, 20 Milk SI, Portland. Open nightly
untU 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T·Blrd·s, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Sun:
football afternoon. comedy night; Mon.
chem-free; Wed. local bands; Thurs. college night; Fri& Sa~ bands andlor deejay.
ail contemporary dance rrusic. 773-8040.
Wherehouse Dance Club. 29 Forest Ave.
Portland. Progressive rrusic. Fri. Groove
Academy with deejay duo Spence & AI;
Sat. women's night from 9-1 with deejay
Deb. 874-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Wed: chernfree; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejay/iive music; Sat: cutting edge dance; Sun: request
night. 773-8187.

'I

CON

Tony Gaboury and Ben Street (front to back)
pull strings at cafe no.

UPCDMING
Koko Taylor & Her Blue Machine. Elvin
Bishop, Lanni. Brooks, Katie Webster,
UI' Ed & Blues Imperial.
315192 (bIues)7:30 pm. UniversityolSouihem Maine gym, 96 Falmouth St. Portland.
TIx; $15. 761-0591 .
Barbara Higbie & T.resa Trull
31&92 (New l\Je pop) 8 pm. First Parish
Church. 425 Congress St. Portland. TIx:
$12.50 advance. $14 attha door. $17.50
reserved seating. 929-3866 or 247-3461 .

I THE CHIEFTAINS
Saturday, March 14, 8:00 pm
Celebrate SL Patrick's day with The Chieftains.
You've seen them on

SATURDAY 2.29

the ''Tonight Show"
and "Saturday Night
Uve." Now see them

Doc Severlnsen
2129192 & 311/92 ijazz & big band tunes) 8
pm on Sat & 3 pm on Sun. Portland City

live on City Hall
Auditorium Stagel
llckets:
$10,$14.$18.$22
Student and
group rates
available.

~

FI•• ,Sank

Performances in
PORTLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM

Portland Concert Association
262 Cumberland Avenue. Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772·8630 800-639·2707
(IOO...-douodbJLq-NoIIb)

HaN Aud~orium. 30 Myrtle St. Portland .

r",: $12·$30. 773-6191 .

Heather Robbins, Hazel Richardson and Brett Johnson (I. to r.)
prove that eccentrklty Can be endearing.

·You Can't Take It with You, by Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman, opens
Feb. 27 as a production of Second Stage, the community theater arm of the
Theater Project in Brunswick. The play focuses on a couple of weeks in the
lives of the gentle, eccentric Vanderhof family in NYC. The Vant1erhofs are a
slightly off-center bunch of ballerinas, rocket scientists and musicians.
"Everyone in the family has a passion,· says Director Lee Kennett Paige,
Hand everyone is accepted, regardless of who they might be.· The play runs
through March 8 - Thursdays through Saturdays at 8 p.m., Sundays at 2.
Tix are $5/$8. Call729-8584 for reserwtions.
H

SUNDAY 3.1
Music Dept ctallllical Guitar Stud.nts
311/92 (guitar) 3 pm. University 01 Southem Maine. Corthell Concert Hall. Gorham.
Free adrrission. 780-5265.

TUESDAY 3.3
Richard stoltzman
313'92 (clarinet) 7:30 pm at Portland City
HaN Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St. Portland.
TIx:$10-$25.groupandstudentdiscounts
available. 772-8630. ·' -.

The Baxt.r Gall.ry
Portland School ot Art. 619 Congress St.

Raise Your Bed To New Heights !
Add space to your home or apartment by
having a durable, sturdy, low cost loft or
bunk. bed custom built. Call 799-0678
KNOnYBED co. CAPE ELIZABETH, ME.

PORTLAND LYRIC THEATER

e:J

"BABES IN ARMS"
A musicai by Rogers & Hart

Feb. 14-16. 21-2~. 28. 29 Be March 1.
Box Office: For members only: Feb. 5 Be 6
Open to the public: Fri. Feb. 7. Mon.-Sat. 10-2, Sun. 12:W-2;!\O
For reservations call 799-1421 or 799-6509, 176 Sawyer St .• So.Portland

WHO
HAS.

OUT OF TOWN
Bate. Colleg. Museum of Art
Ofin Arts Center. Lewiston. '"The Graphic
Work 01 John Heagan Eames," waterco~
ors. etchings and drawings 01 architec·
ture and landscapes by the Wiscasset
print maker. Showing through March 8.
Gallery hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-S pm. Sun
1-5 pm. Free admisSion. 786-6156.
Bowdoin Colleg. Museum of Art
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin Conege.
Bnmwlck. The museum is open to the
public !roo 01 charge. Hours: Tues-Sat. 10
am-5 pm; Sun. 2-5 pm. Call 725,-3275.
"Ann. Minich
First solo exhibition showing mixed media constructions which explore feelings
01 longing within an ecclesiastical Iramework. Showing through April 5.
"From Studio to Studiolo: Florentine
Draftsmanship Under the First Medici
Grand Dukes
Late 16th-century Florentine drawings
influenced by the taste olthe Medici court .
Through March 15.
"The Photography 01 Todd Webb
Images drawn from themuseum's permanent collection. span the career of one of
therrost distinguished American contemporary photographers. Thru March 1.

Portland. "Imperiled Shores." an exhibitton focusing on environmental issues
through the works of Helen Mayer
Harrison. Christy Rupp. Christopher
Horton. Gordon Carlyle. Rob Reaps. Newton Harrison and MierieLaderman Ukeles.
On view through March 8. Gallery hours:
Tues. Wed. Fri-Sun. 11-4; Thurs. 11 -9.
775-5152.
Congress Square Gallery
42 Exchange St. Portland. Selection of
works by gallery artists - including Philip
Barter. MargaretGerding. Ellen Gulekunst.
Brita Holmquist. Michael Lewis & Chris
VanDusen - on view thru March. Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat. 10:30-5.774-3369.
Danforth Gallery
34 Danlorth St. Portland. "Love Show:
I mages oltha Heart." a photography show
of2O Northeastern artists curated by Betsy
Evans. Stuart Nudelman Steve Bross and
Steven Halpert. Through March 14. Gal- -Art about Transformation"
Karen Gilg. a college teacher 01
lery hours: Thurs-Sat. 11-5. 846-4721.
printmaking. drawing and design. will
Frost Gully Gallery
show slides 01 her work Feb 28 at 7 pm. at
411 Congress St. Portland. A group exhithe Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance.
bition featuring the works 01 all gallery
12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. Call 799-5150
artists. including oils. watercolor. pastels.
and sculpture In a wide range of styles
lor lurther info.
and subjectsl>j DalavI pcar. DeWitlHardy. Art Historian Malcolm Campbell
Eric Green. Laurenze Sisson. Alfred
wil deliver a slide lecture on the role of
Chadboume. Martha Groome. Sharon
drawing in the design process in late
Yates. Cabot Lyford and John Laurent.
16th-century Florence. The lecture is
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri. 12-6 pm. or by
planned around the exhibition "From Stuappointment. 773-2555.
dio to StOOolo: Florentine Draftsmanship
under the First Medici Grand Dukes." Feb
Greenhut Galleries
27 at 7:30 pm. in Beam Classroom. Visual
146 MiddleS~ Portland. Artwork by Esther
ArtsCenter, Bowdoin College. Brunswick.
Eder. Ed Douglas. Leo Brooks. Peyton
For lurther info call 725-3275.
Higgison and estate etChings of Linwood
Easton through the first week in March.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30. Sat 115:30. 772-2693.
Huuon College South
222 St. John St. Suite 240. Portland. Oil
paintings by artisVteacher Helene Poulin
throughout March. Gallery hours: TuesFri 10 am-2 pm. 724-2895.
Portiand Public Library
5 Monument Square. Portland "Discoveries"; the paintings. prints. handmade pa- "Art to Wea"
per.I and fabric designs of 20 comrrunity
The Maine Crafts Association is a nonartists. On view through March 30. Galprofit arts service organization which is .
lery hours: Mon. Wed & Fri. 9 -6; Tues &
also actively engaged in coordinating eduThurs. 000n-9; Sat 9 -5. 871-1710.
cational programs. ltsannual extravaganza
The Pin. Tree Shop .nd Bayvl_ Ga~ery
takes place Feb 29. at Northland. Two
75 Market St. Portland. Gallery group exPortland Square. Portland. The program
hibit featuring new work by Neal Parent.
includes an open house (noon-S pm).
Carol Sebold. Robert Stebleton. Helen SI.
where clothes and accessories can be
Clair. Matthew Smith. David Clough. TIna
purchased; an evening reception (7-9 pm)
Ingraham, Sean Morrissey. Bear Blake &
and stage show highlighting special creMary Brosnan. Through March. Gallery
ations; a Sadie Hawkins Day Dance perhours: Moo-Sat. 10-6; Sundays. 12-5.
lormancelollowing the stage show. Cost:
through Christmas. 773-3007.
$101evenlng events. otherwise Iree. For
additional Info call 348-9943.

FRESH PROOUCE ... HERBS ... CHEESES ... EGGS ... CHICKEN ... BEEF ... lAMB ... PORK. ..
COFFEE BEANS ... SOUPS ... mws ... DESSERTS ... QUICHES ... BREADS ... HOT FRESH
CAPPUCINO ... AND FRESHLY PREPARED DINNERS TO TAKE HOME AFTER ALONG DAY?

OTHER

FRIDAY 2.28
Devonsquare & Schoon.r Fare
(10Ik) 8 pm. Ho~day Inn by the Bay. 88
Spring St. Portland. Thirteenth annual reunion concert. TIx: $12.50. 767-2992.
N.w World String Quart.t
(chamber) 8 pm. Bates College. Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall. Lewiston. Dvorak's
"American" Quartet as well as works by
Barber. Harbison and Gershwin. r",: $10
& $5. 786-6135.
Scott Reeve. & USM Jazz faculty
(jazz) 8 pm, at USM's Corthell Concert
Han. Gorham. TIx: $alpubllc. $4Istudents.
seniors. faculty and staff. 780-5555.

PhofD/Mtryl Troop

He's ba-QQCk ... Bassist and Portland native Ben Street returns to the cafe no
Feb. 28 & 29 as a member of the Tony Gaboury Quartet. The group will also
feature "Human Feel" drummer Jim Black and tenor phenom Chris Speed.
Street and Gaboury are longtime ccllaborators whose sympathetic styles and
approaches to the modern jazz idiom make for an atmosphere of exhilarating
ccmplementarity. Sets are at 9 & 11. Admission's $8 at the door of 20
Danforth St. CAll 772-8114 for more info.

CERTS

Tickets: $10. $16, $21, $25
Students and group
rates available.

Spo'N>fcd by

WEDNESDAY 3.4

TUESDAY 3.3

The San Francisco
Chronicle calls him
:'the greatest
clarinetist of the
century."

Portland Museum of Art
Seven CongressSquare. Portland. Hours:
Tues. Wed. Fri & Sat. 10 am-S pm; Thurs
10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Adrrission:
adutts $3.50. senior citizens and students
with ID $2.50. children under 18 $1. group
rate $3. Museumadrrission is free lOamf)oon Saturday. 773-2787.
"Contemporary Visions
Nine artists from the rruseum's American
collection interpret landscape with styles
ranging from realism to abstraction. Fea·
tured artists from Maine and around the
nation include Reuben Tam. Usa ADen •
WUliam Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth.
-Showing through May 24 .
"SpIrits: Selections from the Collec.
tlon of Geoffrey Holder .nd Carman
deLavaliad.
Angels and demons. Christ fogures and
voodoo legends exist side by side in a
celebration 01 conterTl>Orary folk artlrom
Alrica. the Caribbean and North America.
Morethan 1SO sculptures. paintings.carvings and masks illuminate the potent validity 01 non-Western arts and rituals.
"Leonard Baskln's Angels to the Jews
A haunting group 01 spectacularly colored. larger-than-lile angels are leatured
in both sculpture and In prints. The angels
incorporate a lun range 01 themes common to Baskin's work: religion. mythological symbolism, and the grace and
mystery 01 the human spirit. Through
March 29.
The stein Gallery
20 MHk St. Portland. Crystal constructions by Jon Wolfe through March 31.
Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri. 11 am-6 pm; Sat
12-5 pm. Sun 11-4. 772-9072.
Sun Gallery
496 Congress St. Portland. "Triangulation," an exhibit featuring Charlene M .
Barton's bronze sculptures. Rilda Love
Rebmann's woven works and works on
paper by LauriTwitcheli. On view through
March 14. Gallery hours: Wed-Sat 11-6.
or by appointment: 773-8816.

foreign Film Nite (rrovie) Wharf's End. 52
Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093.

ARTOPENING
Art Gallery at SIx Deering Street
Portland. Opening reception Feb 281rom
6-9 pm lor "Sixth Season at Six," an
exhibit displaying recent oil and watercolor paintings by Cape Ann impressionist T. M. Nichols. On view through March
28. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat. 11 am-S pm.
lor first two weeks of March; afterwards
by appointment. 772-9605.
Dean Velentgas Gall.ry
60 Hampshire St. Portland. Opening reception Feb 28 from 5-6 pm lor "Three
Artists.. an exhibition of abstract works.
mixed media and assemblages by Lucy
White. Michaei D. Ryus and Brian
Rutenberg. Showing through March 29.
Gallery hours: Thurs. noon-8; Fri & Sat.
noo0-5; Sun. noon-4; and by appointment: 772-2042.

AROUND TOWN
Art Gallery st the Phoenix
630 Foresl Ave. Portland. A show 01 mixed
mediumwooksfeaturingTomBehon.Dana
Johnson. Lea Ring. Lou Mastro. Ashley
Lenartson. Jell Perron. Garrey Thenien
and Edward Parker. On view through
March 7. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat. 10
am-S pm. 774-4154 . •

Continued on 1"'8t 24
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THE

STAFF
OF PORT
BAKEHOUSE
IS ABOUT TO

MAKE

I.IFE EASIER
BY HAVING

THEIR

BREAD AT THE

FOLLOWING
SHOP N' SAVE STORES:
Forest Avenue,
.. . :. .Maine Mall. s.P.
:'.~.:·:.:::":;:BXit 8, Westbrook·.·.::':;"-.:;. '

St-

: : :?//.& Cottage Rd., s.p/?Xt.Y'-.... . .
.~,:.:.~.... ... : ... . :.;..;:.; .;;.;>~:~:;/:.:: : .::.
... .....
~
,

Port Bake House

263 St. John St•• 773.5466 • 205 Commercial St. 773.2217
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772-4080

Schooner Fare/Devonsquare
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()" tHN~TTO"
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ART

UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

3 Views is offering an adult intro to painting Monday nights from 7-9:30 pm starting in March. Cost is $40 per month or
$12.50 per class. Ongoing children's
classes: painting/drawing Tues from 3:305 pm; 3-D design Wed from 3:30-5, same
cost as above. Call Judy at 781 -4291.
has scheduled a nurrber of one-day workshops focusing on a different subiect.
including The Single Signature Book.
March 7. Classes on jewelry ,
metalsmithing. drawing, illustration.
graphic design, printmaking, ceramics and
more, for grades 7-12, start Feb 29-and
continue for 10 weeks - at a cost of $135.
For details call 775-3052.
3 VIew. Oallery
is looking for wot"ks that generate their

• GRAND OPENING SALE •
VISIT OUR NEW LOCAnON IN THE
LAFAYETTE CENTER, DOWNTOWN
KENNEBUNK
4oz toothpaste irregulcu;s
•Peppermint baking soda 'Spearmint 'Fennel
'Onnamint 'Ch~drer"s toothpaste

I

,~I

I"

52 .19

I

!
Tom's of Maine Factory Outlet
Lafayette Center IUS Rt 1 and Stones St)
Kennebunk, ME • 1207) 985-3874
open Mon-Sat 9 :30 to 5:00

t,
1

i

f

!

j

1 1f
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SENSE
"An Affair of the Heart"

a charity dinner-and·dance event held
March 7 at Sonesta Hotel's Stateol Maine
BaDroom (157 High, Portiand) wiD benefit
YMCA Teen Parent Services Program.
Cost $5OIperson. $100 or morl>'corporation. Call 774-5781 for further details.
Art & eo.....,.rc.
Portiand School of Art Is sponsoring a
liberal arts lecture series on the COMeclion between art and commerce. UpcomIng: "A Mutually Advantageous Arrangement: Patron. Artist and Image," by Professor Peggy Shaffer, March 5 from 7:30
pm. at Baxter Auditorium. 619 Congress
St, Portland. For info call 775-5152.
"Coastal Roota Both Old & New'
Lecture in The Wells Reserve series caled
"00 Fish Pay Taxes?" presented by Dr.
Emerson Baker and an oral history panel
with people from several southern Maine
towns. Feb 27. from 7·9 pm, at Laudhom
Farm, RR # 2. Wells. Oonation: $2. Call
646-1555 for more info.
"Ethics In Journalism"

,I
~

reg . retail

1

I

)

79C

own intemal energies. to initiate a series
of on&-to-Iwo person shows. Exhibits wil
hang IoIX to s« weeks. All media encouraged. Send slides. photos or bring actual
pieces before March 15 and SASE included. to thegale<y located at 112 High
St, Portland. ME 04101. For further info
call 772-1961. The gallery is also seeking
works for an environmental art exhibit on
the theme of air quality. Interested artists
should send a SASE to the exhibition's
coordinator - Roy Rike, Box 489.
Brunswick. ME 04011 .

-.of

will address a number or issues of relevance to joumalists and to the public al
large, including deception in reporting.
anonymous sources, boundaries of privacy and the role or iournalists in society.
Runs eight Wednesdays, beginning March
4, from 7-9 pm, University of Southern
Maine, 165 Science Bldg, Portland. Tuition: $75. For further Inlo call 874-6500.
Freeport Historical Society
w~1 hold a noon lecture series during the
months of Feb & March. Kathy Haye. a
local bask91 maker and collector, wi. discuss the history of basket making and
give a demonstration using traditional
methods. Feb 27 at noon, at the Harrington
House. 4S Main St. Freeport. For more
info cal 865-3170.
"Oetting Started"

Ficllon-writing workshop concentrating
on generating Ideas. the creallon of characters and the significance of revision.
Feb 29 from 10 am-3pm. at Maine Writers
& Publishers Alliance. 12 Pleasant St.
Brunswick. Forreservations caJI729-6333.
"Global Warming, Technology and Politics: Nexus for the 21st Century"
Lecture by Michael Oppenheimer. the
annual Edmund S. Muskie environmental
guest lecturer. March 2 at 7:30 pm. at
Bates College, MuskieArchives. Lewiston.
For more Info call 786-6330.
"Th. Maine Clipper Snow Squall Rescue and Research"
Lecture sponsored by the Maine Center
for Archaeolog leal Studies & Spring Point
Museum. In which the museum's Nicholas Dean wil speak Feb 27 at 7 pm. at
Southern Maine Technical College. Jewell
Hal Auditorium. S. Portland. Call 7~
633~.for more info.
Continued on poge 26
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8:00 p.m., Friday, February 28, 1992
Holiday Inn by the Bay, Portland, Maine

Pater Shellenberger'S leopards are one of a series of photographs
from the Museum of Natural History, 1988.

Whales and Quayles and fish on
platters wait for Air Force One
Animal photos reveal human heart of darkness
And now for the flip side. While the "Love: Images of the Heart"
show is warming hearts at the Danforth Gallery, another photography show has been gathered up at a brand new space on Congress
Street. This show is about the darker side of the human heart, and it
is surprisingly complex, both artistically and philosophically.
Fourteen photographers are represented, and they address the
potentially limited subject matter of dead animals from surprisingly
diverse angles. Jerry Siotta shakes up some sacred cows in an
unsettling juxtaposition of two photographs, one of Santa Claus and
three reindeer suspended in black outline from a clothesline against
a dark sky. The other is of three deer hanging by their necks off
someone's porch. They too are outlined in black against a dark sky.
Peter Shellenberger's shots of leopards and rhinoceroses aim to
deceive. Extremely realistic, but in a strange, unnatural light, they
cause in the viewer a long pause before he realizes that these are
stuffed animals in the Museum of Natural History, set in "natural"
settings. The message here is that in order for city dwellers actually
to see such animals, they need not move; instead the animals are
hunted, killed, stuffed, and brought to the city to be put in display
cases for ed ucational reasons.
Tonee Harbert shows animals dead for reasons of negligence or,
worse, to make a joke for the president. His road-kill deer has
superimposed upon it a road map of the area where he saw the deer.
The network of tarred roads crisscrossing the animal's body
suggests that wild animals have
little chance of running without
encountering, everywhere they
turn. roads and more roads. The
joke for the president is particu"Images of Dead Animals"
larly
chilling. Air Force One
at The Photography Co-op,
stands grandly in the back547A Congress St.
Showing through March 20 ground. Vice PresidenE Quayle
and other dignitaries stand with
barely concealed boredom on the tannac awaiting Bush. In front of
them, on a silver platter, which in turn is on a white-clothed table
that disturbingly resembles a stretcher, is a dead fish - fawning
homage to His Eminence's taste for fishing.
Paul D' Amato brings humor as well as artistic liveliness to the
show by portraying animals dead for reasons of extinction. Emerging from the primal ooze of a muddy beach are wonderful little
yellow plastic dinosaurs which cast long, ominous shadows. They're
emerging from the waters lil>e original life forms, and they seem to
be full of messages to mankind . For one thing they're made of
plastic (real dinosaur flesh no longer being available). And plastic,
some say, may eventually bring about the extinction of the human.
D' Amato's photos are beautifully colored and compositional images.
Although Curtis Harvey's '!At the Meat Market, Corfu, Greece"
shows - with its goats hanging, heads down and throats slit - the
transformation of a living animal into a food "product," it also
shows how far Americans have removed themselves, by comparison, from the reality of the m eat that they buy.
So Christine Hofling takes it upon herself to show us the abattoir
from the point of view of the p ig and the horse. She does this subtly
rather than graphically. And in the subtlety of her images she
conveys a powerful impressio n. The blurry image of a whole pig
appears, under water. It's in a boiling vat, having its hair boiled off.
Frightened horses stand in line, no ses on rumps, incarcerated by
iron gates and cement walls, waiting their tum to die. Hofling's
images are bleak and stark without being frankly gross. The final
image of her series is of a giant meat scale. Beside it, hung up at the
end of the day, is a blood-spattered apron. Beneath both is a portable
radio which suggests that to workers, slaughtering animals is just
work, like fixing cars. She has a subtle approach to a strong subject.
Monika Anderson's images are also powerful. The starkness of
her dead whale on a beach bespeaks an absence of compassion. This
animal has died. It's by itself, it's desolate, there's nobody present,
although there is a crowding of footprints in the sand around it.
Even the ocean from which it came has become absent - glossed
over and empty. Everyone' s gone home and left the whale to endure
its fate. It's a powerful, gray image.
George Harvey Jr. presents the show's coda. In a highly colorful
studio portrait titled NFreedom" he presents a romanesque, statuelike human male, crouched in a primeval position. His eyes are cast
heavenward, in either glorification or supplication, and spreading
from his neck are the wings of a b ird. Cloaked in gold a nd aqua
cloth, this image seems to suggest that, after all, there is a commonality between man and his beasts.
Margot BTVWrI McWilliams

Stephen Mackenzie
can help

Tickets $12.50 - Call 839·6339 or purchase at:
Buckdancer's Choice, Union Station, st. John Street, Portland
Ireland's Crystal & Crafts, Old Port Exchange ~
Strawberries. Mallside Plaza, So. Portland
~
Charlie Beigg's, Route 302, No. Windham
MacBean's, Maine Street, Brunswick
Carroll's Music, Lewiston
JMMF

Portland School of Art

56 Main St. Freeport, ME 865-6369

U N ION

An evening of music, memories and laughter
to benefit the Jack McPhillips Memorial Fund

Intm to Painting

Winter Clearance Going on Now!

..!

R E

775-0028

'7

WOMEN'S
HEALTH FAIR DAY
• Pap Smear
• Breast Examination
• Blood Pressure

• Cholesterol Screening

• AJI Examinations done
by licensed physician

DATE: Saturday. March 14th {over-flOW date: March 28th!
LOCATION: Gwendolyn O·Guin, D.O., Family Practice
222 St. John St.Suite 322, Portland, Maine

MARCH AID
or

COST: $60. Excludes pathology Services for reading Pap
Smear. Approx. SI 8.

WE[)'1lJES 7, 9

SAT, SUN MAT 1, 3

LIFE IS

Call 871-1300 for appointment. Send·check or money order
for $6U before March 10 to reserve appointment Make
check payable to Gwendolyn O'Guin D.O.

Sweet

",-Offer good only for "Women's Health Day,· March 14, 1992'./~

Hearty Fare That's Light on Your VVallet

PORTLANDIS lEST
COPIEDIY
THE REST!
THREE·DOILAR DEWEY'S INC.
~

--

Voted
"BEST BAR"·
in Maine Times
& Maine Sunday
Telegram

I
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Continlad from page 24

Visit our new
downstairs
after-season
store for20% OFF
our already
1/2 priced
winter clothing.

Thurs, Fri &Sat,
Feb 27,28 & 29

10 - 20% OFF

'Traditional
Outfitters for
men and
women_'"

New Spring
Fashions

260 Main St, Saco' 283-1400 • WINl1!RHOURS: MON-SAT9-51HURS & FRI 'l1L 6

USED

CAMERA

SA

The following used cameras are tested and
ready to go! Subject to prior sale.

,

'f
~~
r ,
I

• f I

• Nikon FA Camera Body .. . $295.
• Nikon F2 w/meter & 35mm lens ... 429.95
• Nikon F2 w/meter & 50mm lens .. . 499.95
• Nikon 2000 w/50mm Nikon lens
& SB15 flash & Kiron 70-210 zoom .. . 299.95
• Nikon lens Zoom 50-135m 'clean' ... 269.
• Nikon EMCamera w/ Nikon 1.8 lens ... 119.95
• Nikon FCamera w/50mm f2.0 .. . 200.
• Nikon lenses 50mm f1.4, 43-86 zoom,
300mm, 28mm 13.5
• Nikkormat FT3 w/50mm lens .. . 269.95
'III~
• Canon AE-1 Camera & 50mm lens ... 239.95 IIIIIlI
• Canon 850 w/50mm lens AF ... 239.95
• Canon 75-200 lens Zoom .. . 125.95
• Olympus Om10 wllens auto ... 134.95
• Olympus Om10 wllens auto/manual... 169.95
• Pentax ME wllens auto/manual. .. 149.95

fotoshops

• instant passports
• repairs

517 Congress SI. Portland. MC, VISA I Amex accepted

,
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I
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TREK"uSA
American Bicycle Technology

I

The 700 is an entry level sport bicycle that
teams a smooth, comfortable ride with a
winning price. Shimano components make it
an unbeatable value.

Sizes: 15, 17, 19,21&23';ladies 17'
FramefFork: Cro.rnolyiHigh.Tensile steel
Drivetrain: Shirnano IDOGS, HyperGlide
&SuperGlide w/Grip Shift
Hubset Shirnano 36 hole w/QR
Rims:Araya PX-4S, 700c
TIfeS: Mattix Multi-Track. 700 x35c
Brakeset: Shirnano IDOGS low profile
cantilevers
Freewheel: Shirnano HyperGlide, 12-28,

7speed cassette

1

~I

I
Quality Bicycle Sales
and Service since 1981
59 Federal Street

I

!

Portland. ME 04101
. (207) n4-2933
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Monday-Friday 10-5:30
Saturday 10-5:00

BEHIND LEVINSKY'S. PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

SENSE
MaIne Writers & Publishers Alliance
will hold a series of workshops this winter
include "Getting Started with Fiction" with
Elizabeth Cooke, a day-long workshop
Feb 29, from 10 am-3 pm, at the Waynflete
School, Portland, $30 memt>ern. $35 others. Preregistration compulsory for all
workshops. Limited enrollment. Maine
Wrilern Center Is located at 12 Pleasant
St, BrunSwick. For ·info on other workshops call 729-6333.
"Making Better U. . pI Studio Joumals"
Workshop designed to Investigatedreams,
Images and the creative process, employIng techniques such as written dialogue.
Feb 29 from 11 am-4pm,atMaineWr~ers
& Publishers Alliance, 12 Pleasant St,
Brunswick. Call 737-4749 for Info.
Th. Mythology of Rape
Mary R. Leflowitz, Andrew W. Menon Professor in the Humanities at Wellesley College, will lecture March 2 at4 pm ihn Beam
Class,oom. Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Cal 725-3275.
Neo-Shlngle In Maine
Contemporary interpretations of the
shingle style tradition by Earle
ShetUeworth Jr, director of Maine H...
toric PreseMltion Comrrission. March 2
at 7 pm in Beam Classroom, VISUal Arts
Center, Bowdoin CoRage, Brunswick. For
more info call 725-3275.
Grace Paley Reading
Hear contemporary AmerIcan writer Paley
March 4 at 8 pm, at The Theater Project.
12 School St, Brunswick. It's free. CaN
729-6333 for details.
Peace & Justice Center
meeting on March 4 at7 pm at the ResidenceBldg, Cheverus High School, Ocean
Avenue. Portland. This is the second
meeting of a group working to establish a
multi-issue Peace & Justice Center for
southem Maine. Your input and help can
make a difference. Call 874-Q579 for more
info. or just show up.
"Psyche & Film"
Workshop exploring the individuation process through moving imeges led by Bruce
A Riegel, D.Min. and Karen Waldman,
L.M.S.W., who wi! examine Woody Allen's
·Another Woman." Feb 29, from 9 am-2
pm. at the Eveningstar Cinema, Tontine
Mall, BtUlswick. Cost; $40. For further
info caD 725-7022.
Women'. History Month Celebration
USM Womens' Studies program welcomes the public to a series of free lectures held throughout the month of March
in the twin USM ca"l'uses. Among others: "Theorizing Masculinity." March 2 at
4 pm, 205 Payson Smith, Portland; "Not
Before Homosexuality: The Materiality of
Gays and Lesbians in Ancient Rome,"
March 3 at 12 :30 pm. 321 Bailey, Gorham;
·Chicken Ranch" film and discussion.
March 4 at 9 am, 310 Luther Bonney,
Portland; "Listening to Gay and Lesbian
Teenagers." Ma,ch 5 at 12:30 pm, 206
BaUey, Gorham. For info call78~4289.

WELL
NESS
Affordable Dental Hyglen.
Co~ehensiw care & exarrinations by
students under faculty supervision. Ongoing serAce at Westbrook College Dental Hygiene Clinic, Stevens Ave, Portland.
For an appointment, call 797-8999.
Buddhist-Oriented Meditation
Group meets every Sunday, from 1~ 11
am, at 1040 Broadway, S. Portiand. SmaD
donation. For more info, call 839-4897.
Community Health Servlc. .
w~1 conO.Jct well-d1ild clinics in a variety
of locations throughout March. UpcomIng: March 3, 9 am-noon, at First GongregationalChurch, Main St. Fryeburg; March
6, 9 am-noon, at the Methodist Church,
School St, Gorham. Call 775-7231 .
Fr. . St..... Management Worlt:ahop
covers stl'8S9 tests, coping and relaxation
skiDs, stress management, etc. Tues eves
at 7 pm, 2063 Congl'8S9 St, Portland. Cal
879-5433 for details.

Continued on page 28
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A Chinese doctor's healing exercises restore
balance to the sick and the stressed

Dr. Zhao Mei will hold an open house from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. on March 14
at her High Street office. Call 775-1142 for more details.

I

DRY CLEANING

Circling back toward health
Sitting in her spare but homey downtown office, Dr. Zhao Mei's
eyes sparkle when she greets a visitor. Her skin is wrinkle-free, her
demeanor is calm and confident as she cartwheels fluidly around the
room. Stopping to rest, her breathing is normal. She looks to be a
woman in her mid-JOs.
She is, in fact, more than SO years old.
A former Chinese gynecologist and specialist in breast cancer
research, Mei came to Portland last year with one mission - to heal
multiple sclerosis patients by teaching them the art she says keeps
her young: qigong (pronounced chee-goong').
Qigong, she explained, works on the principle that the body's qi
(chee) energy must be freed up and strengthened through repeated
breathing exercises and holding
of postures. The exercises give an
internal massage to organs
(particularly the spleen, kidneys
and liver), and also open
channels of energy that get blocked when muscles and organs are
tense. Once concentrated and increased, the energy heals emotional
and physical problems.
.
"It isn't easy, just like growing a tree isn't easy," she said _"U the
roots are strong, the body will be strong. But it still takes time."
Mei should know. She learned the art of qigong from a master she
met in the rice fields where she was sent during the Cultural
Revolution because she was an intellectual. When she was not
bringing in the laundry, this woman with a medical degree was
sitting in contemplative postures,
How, I wondered, can simply standing in a certain position heal
someone?
"No motion is better than motion," Mei explained patiently,
continuing her lecture. "Any wushu (martial arts) fighter learns
qigong first, to gain strength for the fighting. It helps balance
emotions and overcome difficulties. If something goes wrong in a
river, if it gets stirred up too much, the river gets muddy. The body
is like that too. Qigong strengthens your energy again, makes the
river clean."
Then it was time to take my first lesson.
I've practiced a little martial arts before, so I relaxed whe~ Dr.
Mei told me to stand with my feet spaced apart, shoulder-wIde, toes
pointing straight fOlWard.
"Imagine a string pulling your head toward the sky,~' she said.
That was a little harder. Then, "Keep your nose level WIth your
navel.ll'
I noticed that I was starting to sweat.
She came around behind me and bent my knees slightly, ad justing my hands and arms until she was satisfied they were in the right
position. She fussed with my back and my head, which - I suddenly realized - I'd habitually kept at a slight angle since childhood. Dr. Mei backed away and took the beginning position herself.
Almost immediately, the muscles in my legs began to quiver from
the unusual position they were in. I tried to imagine qi flowing in
circles through my body and focusing in my belly, just as she'd
instructed me_Concentrating was difficult because of the pain. Mei
seemed unperturbed, though; her eyes closed serenely, she held the
position long after I was forced to give it up.
Uiter, Mei showed me how to practice the exercises while sitting,
walking or lying down. '1t makes no difference, as long as you do
them," she said. Sitting down seemed much more comfortable; after
a few minutes, I began to feel the circulation in my hands and feet
improving. When she helped me through a position called "Dragon
Flies, Points to Water," I understood that my previous trainingbased on straight lines, like forceful kicks and punches - was
incomplete. That was exciting.
.
What's really exciting, though, is the astonishing success Dr. Mel
has had working with people who are afflicted with multiple
sclerosis - and even AIDS.
"She has nused me up," says a former doctor who takes massive
doses of chemotherapy for his AIDS-and cancer. "Before I met Dr.
Mei, I was not able to leave my apartment. Just walking from my
bedroom to my den was hard. Now I can get up, get dressed, go out
and get things done. Everything Western medicine does to me
makes me sicker, but she is counteracting those side effects."
Local MS patients swear by Mei's techniques, too.
For those who are both healthy and healing, Dr. Mei also gives
classes on Chinese massage (she has an American license). She'll be
teaching a class on women's health soon; qigong instruction is
ongoing.
See you at the still point in the center_
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FREE WINGS

Bring this coupon and receive
ADDITIONAL BONUS!

10% OFF

~Iffiet

.

Regularly marked
merchandise.

'

'a!rJz f/i

~

Purchase any s i z e . . . . . .
order of wings, get.
a single size for FREE!
554 Co
S Exp 1I1219:l
Quality Yarn at
ngress I.,
.
I
Reasonable Prices.

Accent

FRIf D8.JVERY 879·0403

190 Riverside SI. Ptld, 8284633

.

I

'Witli tft.i.s coupon receive
20%

off any Camp.

Offer t'l]Jire.s MQI'cn. 7.

Country potpourri
1

coCkctiDCts . ftatu{ crafts· fo£k..QI't _
2 Wharf Street ·In the Old Port· 772-7490 Open daily 10-5, Sun. 12-5

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ( - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. -

25 OFF
%

WeelxJk, and more!
"WHERE LITILE FEET ARE LOVED"

t>:j>irtl:

30% OFF

~~~~~
$10 OFF VCR CLEANING
Uruversuy, Kens, WIl1its,

i\..
.:.. .;..!
/. ~ A

2/~192 - ciD<S not irv:~ sak il<mS

wall.:aboul
II.!

Men's & Women's
Tennis Warm .. ups

Reg. $29.95 - Now $19.95, with this coupon.

505'
Ocean St.
(Rt.77).
s. Portland pnly ~ 112 mt ties

Wich tho wupon. Exp. 3-1.92

Mar~~P;;~S{992

,..-, 1

A

~.a

.
Factory Outlet. Freeport Fashion Mall
rom own own
~
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 86S-0462
---------------______________
L _____________________________
L ____________________________
_
337 Forest Ave • Portland, ME
04101 • 207-773-6601
767·65
Portland.
.lo
M. Sat 10.6 • Sun 11 • 6

00

~\ ~ lULL TAYLOa Sit
,,~
$2 OFF
O~

~ Tire Warehouse
...

CUlT pureh•• III llU. ad

HQUALITY TIRES FOR LESS"

300/0

Off

m

FULL SERVICE

t

$9.95 Reg, $6,99 wI this coupon

~

I\)

A" Tires Lower Than.Wholesale Club Pricing

Rt. 1 Scarborough 883·5308

---------------------------,

s

S3.00
OFF

with this coupon • expires march 31. 1992

HAIRCUT

with
head, neck & shoulder massage

$15

Open Sun 12-4
Ton tor : $4 each visit,
II appolnlment
. .A:l>
$25 for ten visits.
~~. $60 for thirty visits, made by Sal.
~if:,
$100 for a full year membership

Xanli

s :J{air Center

NEXT TO OSCAR BENOITS (DOWNSTAIRS)
,','

I . - - ___

365 Fore Street, Portland· 761 -5811

:: .i: ';: :: ;; ;.:

-----------------------~~-~--------------------

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
presents :

______ _

-----------------------------1

BEFORE
AFTER
AND

iiii,~i!!l}

tim terrell
joanne chessie
keVin shone

a movie at the Nick that is (right around the corner) or
whenever you want a good meal and a good deal.
Buy any entree from 5pm til close, any nipht of the week
and get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE! _,'
WITH THIS COUPON.

~$

¥~

WOLFIE'-~df~

...every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored by:n{U.Hl'I

~~-~g;g

IW44n[!J

193 Middle Street
Old Port • 773-3501

EXPIRES 2129192
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Marc:h Madn_ Volleyball Toumey
Sponsored by USM Ute6ne and consistIng of intermediate and advanced level.,
tha toumey will be ptayed March 7 at USM
Portland Gym. 96 Falmouth St, Portland.
Registration deadlina Is Feb 28! For details call 780-4170.

Mualc lor KI...
Is a place to go if you have a health
They'll leam note reading, sollege, singconcern or medical problem, need a
ing, keyboard prep and more, following
sports/school physlcat done, or have birth
the Yamaha Music Education System.
control issues to deal with- Open to anyFree demo for preschoolers Feb 27 at
one 13-21, every Monday from 4-8 pm, at
3:30 pm. Classes begin March 4 . Cal
Maina Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St,
775-2733 or 675-3216 for more info.
Portland. Can 871-2783 for an appointPortland Public LIbrary's Children'.
ment. Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm.
Room Sc:hedule
Yoga: ReVItalIze RespIratory Function
for the week.of Feb 27: Tales lor Twos,
for peoplewithchronic lung disease. Open
Feb 28, 10:30am; Movies lor all ages, Feb
Omtin.ud {rom pt'ge 26
to the general public. Feb 29, Irom 8:3029, 10:30 am; March 2 & 4, 10:30 am,
10:30 am, at 616 Congress St, Portland.
Preschool Story TIme for 3-5 year olds;
Cost $17. For more Inlo cal 797-5684.
March 4, 9:30 am, Finger Fun lor Babies.
Five Monument Square, PorUand. For
more inlormation, call 871-1700.
Portland Symphony Orc:hestra Youth
Concerts
will introduce third-sixth graders to the
lile and music of Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart. In costume, actor/ mime Benny
Reehl will take on the guise of Mozart to
host and narrate the concert March 2, at
9:30 & 11 am, at Por1land Cily Hall AudiChIldbIrth CIa•••• Childbirth
torium, 30 Myrtle SI. Portland. AdmisDiscovery Education offers six-week presion: $2. For reservations and more info,
pared childbirth classes including
call 773-8191.
anatomy & physiology of labor, relaxation
Imaging Your Futur.
& breathing techniques, pain manage- Riverton Public Ubrary Activities
is a workshop designed to help you get in
Toddler TIme lor 1- to 2-year-olds inment options during labor, role of coach
touch with innermost yeamlngs In order
cludes games, stories and songs, Wed at
or
support
person,
physical
&
emotional
to gain useful insights lor what lies ahead.
10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool
changes after birth, and much more .
March 7, from 9 am-4 pm, at Friends
Story hour lor ages 3- to 5-year-oids will
Classes are held Mon or Tues eves Irom
Meeting House, 1837 Forest Ave, Port- MaIn. Audubon Socl.ty
take place Fri at 10:30 am. The library's
7-9 lor six weeks. Cost: $60, including
invites you to participate in a number 01
land. Fee: $45. For nfo call 442-7260.
located at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. For
handbook,
gift
packs
and
articles.
To
upcoming
events:
a
four-week
course
-Love Your Backadditional inlo call 797- 2915.
register call 797 -4096.
the
Soul
Through
Nacalled
"Tracking
USM Ufelineoffers thls program designed
Young P.ople'. Theater of BrunswIck
ture,· exalTining the mysticism-natLXe ~nk, The Children'. Museum 01 MaIn.
for individuals who have a history 01 back
is offering three classes this spring that
starts March 17, cost is $551members,
invites all kiddos to its Entertainment and
problems, March 2, from 5-6:30 pm Two
locus on circus tife, on creating and im$75 non-members; a slnglEKIay workWorkshop Series. Preschool workshop
eight-week sessions 01 Youth Fitness
provising a story and on bringing to lile
shop, "Eating Fresh from you Garden
'Collections" Feb 27, 11 am; Discovery
begin March 2 & 3, at a cost 01 $65.
Italian storybook characters. Designed
Year-Round,' begins April 11 at a cost 01
Site Bunker Hill: Hands onArtilacts, March
Preregistration required . USM Campus
for junior high school age and older, "The
3 at 10 am; preschool early show movie,
$4OJmembers, $45 non-rnenbers. Tosign
Gym, 96 Falmouth St, Portland. For more
Circus is Ufe" runs first, March 2 through
up caD 781-2330.
March 4 at 11 am; preschool workshop
inlo can 780-4170.
April 13, from 3:3G-5 pm, at The Choco·Wind is Wonclerlul." March 5 at 11 am.
Maine
Audubon
Soc:lety
WInter
EcolM.dltatlon-In-Motlon
late Church, 804 WaShington St, Bath.
Museum is located at 746 Stevens Ave,
ogyWalke
Free meditation every Tuesday from 12-1
Fee: $75. For more inlo call 729-8584.
Portland. Free with regular admission ot
will take place through March 27, bepm; come as you are. Kripalu yoga nooll$2.50. Ring 797-5483 for more details.
tween 8:30 am-3:30 pm, at 60-acre
time class evert Thursday from 12- 1 pm
Gilsland
FarmSanctuary
in
Falmouth.
The
Creative
Writing Workshops
- $1 O. Ongoing schedule 01 Kripalu yoga
1112-hourwalk is open toany group. Fee!
A series lor children grades 3-5 concenclasses and Phoenix Rising yoga therapy
$3 per person or ITinimum 01 $15 per
trates on mythology and myths 01 cresessions. All upstairs at 10 Exchange St,
ation. Lessons start Feb 27 and continue
group. Reservations must be made in
Studio 202. Call Kim Chandler at 874Thursdays until March 12, from 3:30advance. Call Carol at 781-2330_
2341 lor more Inlo.
.
. . ,
4:30,atThaRiverton Branch Library, 1600
MaIn. Outdoor Adventur. Club (MOAC)
Planned Parenthood
Forest Ave, Portland. Call 797 -2915.
brings together people who enjoy the
01 Northern New England can help teen'. '
. . ",
.. "
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events Main. Stat. Park & Historic: SIte Post.r
agers at its Walk-In Oinc Fridays from 1Cont.st
to
people
of
all
skill
levels,
beginner
to
4:30 pm. at 500 Forest Ave, Portland.
is intendled to encourage participation in
expert. Monthly meeting, highlighted by a
Confidential selVices include: birth COl)the bureau's sotid waste reduction and
slide presentation about south-central
trol, pregnancy texts, pap smears, STU
recycling program. Open to children in
Alaska, on March 4 at 7 pm, at N. Deering
screening and treatmenl Fees based on
Grades K-8: all posters to be drawn horiCongregational Church, 1364 Washingabilily to pay. For Info call IT2-6521.
zontally on 9 x 12 or 8112 x 11 inch paper
ton Ave, Portland. Upcoming events:
Relkll & " Worbhope
with crayon or colored pencil. Work must
snowshoe bushwhacking in Bethel area,
deal with the universal ile energy found
Feb 29-March 1 (774-0074). Ongoing:
be freehand artwork and lettering. Artist's Maine Crlck..t Club
within every living being and how to actiis seeking experienced players and curievery Tues (6 pm) & Thur (6:30 pm), after
name, grade, school, its address and tel it
vate it lor regaining the body's abilily to
must be written on the back. Deadline is
ous begimers lor its 1992 season. Games
wor1<
leg
stretch
around
BaxterBlvd,leave
heal physical ailments. Feb 29 & March 1.
March 15, and entries should be posted
already scheduled. Call 76Hl678 forinlo .
at 6:30 pm Irom Payson Park. For upFor time, place and lee, call 773- 1644 or
to : Maine Bureau 01 Parks and Recre- Morning Swimming
dated trip info, call the Outdoor Hotline at
244-7020.
ation, Station 22, Aug usta, ME 04333. For
774-1118. For club & membership Inlo,
Registration is now being accepted for
call Carey at 772-9831.
more inlo call 289-3821 .
1O-week spring sessions beginning March
7. A Red Cross water safely Instructor
course starts March 9 and a lileguard
training course begins March 11 . Preregistration Is required. For Inlo on pools,
times and lees, caA 874-8456.
Portland R",,'. Adult Volleyball
offers pick-up games every Tues & Thurs
from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reiche Communily
Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland. Cost:
$2 for residents, $3 for non-residents.
'I-IA-.I-\A" 5tH· SA",(S AND As~ /""'IRL
Can 874-8793 for more inlo.
WHT;\l.~ sttt'"~ GOING AND MAlh':lS
Portland R",,'. M.n'. B-ball
offers pick-up games every Mon & Wed,
~-=~~:-::-:~~~:;-:~;::;;-~~~~~m ~LABS HE? ENTIRE \..IFE STOP.';l PLvS
from 5:15-7 pm; and Sat from 2-4. Fee is
f/I"'( ENTll?-E L.tFE SToR.'j pLVS OV~
$2 tor residents, $3 lor noll-residents.
FReDDY GHS THE WIN DOW I 6ET ntE
{VIOMS. St-tE TEI..LS THE FAr LADY HW
Reiche Commmity Center, 166 Brackett
AISl.E" MARv~s GETS TlH: ontt'"R. 'wINSt, Portland.
/'110M DIRtiED VS BlJf NOW WANTS
Portland
R",,'s Co-ed T_n B-ball
DoW AND A FAT l-A{)Y lS SITTING BEVS 13AC.l« BuT SHe Doe.sN'T SAY ·
through March 26, King gym Tues & Thurs
SIDE MAR\..~s AND MARl.~S SAIO "'~E
\)1TC.HeD, THATS MY wo~o. ATTth
6-8 pm, Jack gym Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm.
GOING TD HAVe A BI\SY!AND nt~
Cost: 50 cents each night. Call 874-8793.
FI/aST STOP
F .....T \..AD~ Bv':1S
I
SenIor Fitness for Men & Women 55+
L"'OI) $AID'6000 600 No HONEY THATS
MA\4I..':JS A C"INO':j N~C.KL.A(.£ oN.-..f>I
USM Lifeline offers classes Mondays,
ALL Me HA- riA" t>,ND SHE" LooK S
HA!>TI( STRING.
Wednesdays & Fridays Irom 10:30-11:15
A&l\)NO· AT n-tT; orneR. Bvs PASSfNl>t:IU.1
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
' D ..
Falmouth Street. Program consists 01 progressive exercises. Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170 lor more inlo .
·Sld the NIght for Sight"
lor an unbeatable price while helping out
the Maine Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired. Skiers register a lour-membar team for $10 apiece and raise an
additional $25 each in pledges - then ski
from 3 pm-midnlgh~ Prizes given to those
raising largest amount of money, plus a
HE
FINA\..\.Y
SAYS
HE
WANTS
11)
sir
~ 1 BET '(01111. MAMA IS GOIN 6 w BE
free gear bag awaits those reaching $200
WITH MAP. \.YS , TWO KIDS IN ONE" SeAT
SO I-\APP"'( TO SH ",<ou." SAYS il-IE
mark above registration fee. Event win
BY ThE 1"",,1' LADY AND RIGHT NoW
happen Marc h 7 at Shawnee Peak. Call
fAT \.AD'1' AND MA?L~S SAYS YeS_
774-62.73 for details.
THE~ "'it£: A\.\.. AS L6EP. FP..e DD';! IN
IvIA?L~> $.1'1'1'$ S itT; WOVI.D 'OFT HeR
ThE MIDD \"E L E "" N IN G ON mE L..AlP Y
fWE !>OLlA~S Tt\AT MOM wl\..L BE
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n.. T_nlYoulIII Adult Clinic

By Lynda Barry
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tlA?P,<_ nlEN Sl-+E $~OWS T\-te FAT
"ADY \i"eR. fIVE" DOL\.AR. Ell.\.. Sl-te
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ACT UPlMaln. (AIDS eoalltlon To UnI.ash Pow."
is a diverse group 01 volunteers united in
anger and comrritted to nonviolent, d~
reet action to end the AI OS crisis. ACT UP
meets every Monday from 7-9 pm at 72
Pine St, Por1land (Andrews Square Building). New members ere always welcome.
Wheelchair accessible. For more inlormation, write to ACT UPlMalne, P.O. Box
5267, Portland 04101, tel . IT4- 5082 or
871 -0959.

ACT UP/Portland
is a diverse, grassroots, direct action organization dedicated to creating positive
changes around AIDS in federal and local
goverrments, the media, and the medical, pharmaceutical and insurance Industries through nonviolent public protests.
Meetings: Sundays at 7 pm at the YWCA,
87 Spring St, Portland. The meeting space
is wheelchair accessible. For more inlo
call 772-6810 or 774-8475. ·We will ACT
UP as long as people continue to die 01
AIDS."
Adult Dnrwlng and Waterc:olor Classes
are being offered by S. Portland Recreation during the month of March. Registration is now being accepted. Beginning
Drawing is scheduled for March 2, 9,16 &
23; Beginning Watercolors for March 5,
12,19 & 26. Both courses are scheduled
to start at 7 pm in the Recreation Center,
21 Nelson Road, S. Portland, at a cost 01
$40, including materials. Call 767-7650.
The AFDC AdvIsory Council
is a non-profit coalition of advocacy and
education service providers and AFDC
constituents, focusing on issues of il'Tr
portsnce to low-income communities in
Maine. AI are welcome. For more inlo,
call 871-1475 or 882-5490.
"AIDS Health
at the Cro ... roads·
tells the story of how coalitions in 11 cities
worked to meet the challenge ot AIDS.
This report Is available gratis and can be
procured from The Intelligent Services,
1115 Parkway Ave, Trenton, NJ 08628.
American Red Cross COU!1leS
in Standard First Aid and Lileguard Trailling are offered throughout March andApriJ
at the Portland Boys & Girls Club, 277
Cumberland Ave, Portland. For registration and inlo, call 874-1070.
The BuildIng MaterIals Bank
is a non-profit recycling organization which
seeks leftovers or used building materials
to help low-income homeowners rehabilitate their homes to meet safe and
sanitary standards. Donations are sought
from contractors, stores and individuals.
I! you would like to contribute or iust seek
into, call 892-1069.
Bualn.s.& Prol• •lonal Women'. Club
monthly meeting. are open to all women;
interested non-members are encouraged
to attend. Meeting March 2 at 7 pm. at the
Animal Relugeleague, 449 Stroudwater
St, Westbrook. For reservations and more
info, call 797-6548.
Call to P.rformers
Join IPE's Old Port Festival, in which vlsual art, children's entertainment and a
variely 01 musical events contribute to
over a hundred hours 01 activities. Vendors are welcome to apply, and will be
selected on qualily of product ottered and
the set-up. Applications lor entertainers
and vendors are avaiable Irom IPE, 4IT
Congress St, Portland. Call 772-6828.
Casc:o Bay Greens'
monthly business meetings are held the
third Wed 01 every month at 7 pm. 72 Pine
St. Cal IT4-4599, for further Inlo.

Sent"'.

Ch~erLunch80n.

Including fish chowder, cold slaw,
combread, dessert and beverage, are
here again. Feb 28, from 11 :30 am-1 pm,
at the South Freeport Church Vestry in
Freeport. Cost: $4.50 all you can eat,
$3.50 for take-outs. Cal 865-3659.
Contra Danc.
lea turing Ellen and the Sea Slugs, to benelit the New Country School, Feb 29, 7
pm, at Dancemore, Route 113, West
Baldwin. Admission: $5/adults, $2/children. For more inlo call 625-8184.
Enriched Golden Age Club
invites men & women over 60 years 01 age
to Wed luncheons. An Ash Wednesday
observance is scheduled lor March 4 .
Located at the ground level of the Salvation Army Bldg. Donation: $2.50/1uncheons. For times and further info, call
774-6974.
February Antiques Market
will offer a selection 01 19th- and 20thcentury collectibles, including furniture,
pattern glass, books, silver, china, toys,
trains, jewelry, postcards, linen and textiles. Feb 291rom 10 am-4 pm, at the Elks
Lodge, 1945 Congress St, Portland. Admission is $2.50. For inlocaIl767-3967.
HoUine lor Teens
Ingraham Volunteer.; offers a hotline lor
teens where they can call to talk about
birth control, sexual abuse, loneliness,
drugs, depression, a nd the like. The spring
Dial KIDS training class, for those interested in becolTing counselors, begins
AprIf6. For an application and more info,
call 874-1055.
"How To ReallrStartYourOwn Bu.ln...•
Semnar sponsored by SCORE, a volunteer organization supporting small bus~
ness. Discussion will cover budgeting ,
marketing, recordkeeping, etc. March 3,
from 1-4 pm, at 66 Pearl St, Room 210,
Portland. For reservations and more inlo,
call IT2-1147.
Hunt.r Salety
Register now with Portland Rec. Course
runs March 3 from 6:3G-9 pm, for six
consecutive Tuesdays and continuing lor
six consecutive Tues, at Memorial MiCidle
School in S. Portland. For additional info
call 767 -7650.
The MaIne Stat. Housing Authority
can beol assistance to low-income people
in search 01 affordable housing and rightlui subsidies. The toll- Iree holline is 1800-452-4668 (il deal, call 1-800-45246(3).

·Ma....ge Th.rapy a. EducatIon"
Presentation by therapist Eliott Cherry 10cusing on awareness 01 tension and the
possibility 01 relaxation. Feb 29 at 10:30
am, at Basics Natural Foods Store, 537
Shore Road, Cape Eizabeth. Cal IT22442 for more inlo.
Mallovlc:h Soc:lety Lec:turo
Becky Birtha, radical femlnist,lesbian and
Quaker poet will address racism and
homophobia through a reading of her
book "The Forbidden Poems," Feb 27 at
7:30 pm, Portland Public Library, Rines
Auditorium. 5 Monument Square, Portland . Free, but seating is tirnited. For more
inlo call 773-4444.
Names Project/AIDS Memorial Quilt
holds a panel-making workshop the first
and third Sun of each month. The next
gathering is March 1, from 2-5 pm, at the
Sawing Shop, 481 Stevens Ave, Portland.
For more info call 774-2198.
National AssocIation 01 Working
Women
will answer queries concerning healthcare coverage, maternity leave and salary
levels upon your return, lavors and harassment, etc. Dial the 9-t0-5 Job Survival Hotline at 1-800-522-0925.
NatIonal Nutrition Month
Find answers to your queries about wholesome diets and ideal body weight Feb 29,
from 9:30 am-4 pm, at the Maine Mall, S.
Portland. For more into call 879-3597.
A N.w .Graduate Directory 01 Portland
High Sc:hool
is in the making. You can help by supplying names and addresses of former classmates. Send info to The Graduate Connection, Box 5037, White Plains, NY
10602. For more info call 874-8250.
The Portland Folk Ctub
is sponsoring an old-time coffee house to
benefit the club and Swedenborgian
Church. Mellow tunes and eclectic poetry
by the talented, Feb 29 at 7:30 pm. The
church is Iocaled at 302 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Cost: $5Iadvance, $6/at the
door, children half price. For more inlo
call 773-9549.
Portland Rossini Club
presents a musical gala celebrating the
Italian composer's 200th birthday. Members and guest musicians will perform.
Formal attire is encouraged and worth a
$2 rebate off ticket price. Feb 29, at 7:30
pm. Trinily Episcopal Church, Forest Ave,
Portland. Admission: $10. Call 767-2351
for further info.
Sampl. Nutritional Products
at a Iree Health & Wealth workshop, and
find out how you can get paid monthly lor
something you might already be doing.
Feb 28 at 10 am, at Basic Natural Market
Place, 537 Shore Road, Cape Elizabeth.
For more inlo call 767-2803.
Sesame Str.et Presc:hool Educational
Program
is a project funded by MPBN & WCBB in
lewiston, which will make available on
loan two speciany designed car seats to
lamilies with children· with temporary or
permanent spinal disabilities. If your child
requires a seat, contact the Maine State
Bureau of Children with Special Needs at
941-4400.
Sufi Danc.s 01 Unlv.rsal Peac:e
celebrate the unily 01 rerogious ideals,
based on the world's spiritual traditions.
First & second Sat 01 every month, 7-9
pm, at the SWedenborgian Church, 302
Stevens Ave, Portland. For more inlo, call
846-6039.
Summer Res.arch F.llo.... hip.
for science and medical students intending to -pursue careers in cardiovascular
research, offered by American Heart Association. Awards are between $1 ,600$2,000. The postmark deadline is April 1.
For application packet and more details,
call 1-800-244-4202.
A Train Riders Exhibit
launched by a non- profit group is promoting the return of passenger train service to
Downeasl leam more! Get involved Feb 29, during shopping hours, at the
Maine Mall , 364 Maine Man Road, South
Portland. Call 828-2063 for info.
Vet,rans' Support Service.
provide vets with the opportunily to s0cialize & gather in rela xed setting. Dinner
served Thursday nights, open to lhe put>lic. located at 151 NewburySt, Portland.
For more inlo call 871-CJ911 .
Visual Aid ·Sprlng lor Ule"
ThesixthannualVisualAlDArtAuctionwili
be held Saturday, March 14. All proceeds
will benefit The AIDS Project, which provides AlDSlHIV support services & preventive education in Cumberland, York,
Androscoggin and Oxlord counties. The
auction will take place at One City Center,
Portland. Preview begins at noon, the
auction's at 8. For further details, please
call 774-6877. •

BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?
FAMILY
GATHERINGS?
Need a Private
Dining Room with
Great Food G Ambiance?

29

CHEESE
-Vermont Marcarpone
in is oz. tubs
-Fresh Camembert -Roul!ette -Pepperjack '
St.Andre ·Fresh GOat Cheese

PATE

Call for menu information.

·f'el!gie ·gOO6e
·salmon -duck
-chicken -country

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortahle price, quality dining
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm

Delicious Homemade Soups Daily
·Tel: 772-4647 - Fax 772-5294
168 Middle St. in Portland's Old Port

Winter Hours:
I
Mon-Sat: 9:30 - 5:30
Friday: Open 'til 6 I

~-------------------~

~

~
JENNIFER LUND JOINS
KITIY COLLOPY AT

LOSE WEIGHT!

LIGHTEN UP FOR SPRING
LET THE REAL YOU EMERGE

)

With
(

LIFE DESIGN
Dr, Katherine Moody
Certified Clinical Hypnotherepist

207 -828-4849

KUTZ
86 MIDDLE ST PORTLAND ME
773·9717

free initial consultation
through March 31 st
CALL NOW!

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide

SAUCE
AND LOTS OF IT

EVERYDAY VVE OFFER SIX DIFFERENT SAUCES TO TRY WITH
OUR DELICIOUS HOMEMADE PASTAS. ~19!P.!'"

4nill- :...;:=====:

TRY ONE FOR LUNCH & TAKE
A DIFFERENT ONE HOME!

-Wff"t'Wlllj.

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773.7146
Open everyday: Mon. - Sat. 11-6:30

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABUSHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
• • • WE PAY CASH. • •

A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction-for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
. to do and what not to do, Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D_, who has a private
psychotherapy practice In
Portland, and hosts "Healthline,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

Good Parenting Guide,
p.a, Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

CARAVAN
BEADS, INC
THE BEST SELECTION OF BEADS
& BEADING SUPPLIES IN MAINE!

Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95 per gram

BlrY·SELL-T1UUDE
4 Stores to SelVe You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932
330 U.bon St., Lewiaton
155 Front St., !lath
177 Water St.,
Augwta

SEED BEAD CLASSES
starting March 10.
Call or stop by for info & registration forms
Hours: Thursday 4:30-8pm;
Saturday 10-6; Sunday noon-4pm
Across from Capisic

SI. - same building as Sirictly Kilchen s

891 Brighton Ave, (2nd floor), Portland· 761-2503

30

OIsro &y Wakly

Fel1rUllry 27, 1992
DEERING AREA COLONIAL seeks third professional 25+. G.uest room, 2 baths, large
yard, ample parking, WID, fireplace. Largest
bedroom available. Busline, antique furnished, pets negotiable. $2651mo.+ security.878-2312.
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CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD
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DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA, LM.I, Licensed Massage Therapist
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, neck
and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation,
athletic performance. By appointmen~ 8650672.
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an opponents
force to control it TAl CHI is a Huid system
based on meditation in movement. Excellent
for spiritual growth, radiant physical health
and unequaled in reducing the effects of
stress and tension in ones life. Beginners
through advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome, For information
call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
LIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- An in-depth
forecast of what's in store for you in 1992.
All cards. 1-800-824-3456, ext. T72 or 1900-903-9911, $2.99Imin.
OPENINGS IN ON-GOING WOMEN'S DIVORCE SUPPORT group that meets Wednesday mornings. Diane Paige, psychotherapist
specializing in divorce and women's issues,
leads the group. Call 828-0526 for more
information.
The art of being yourself. Mark Nakell- Psychotherapist, T73-4413.
MONEY, HEALTH, LOVE, CAREER? Astrological or Tarol readings. Phone, mail, or in
person. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Jan
Moody, Certified Astrologer and Psychic.
207 -725-8226.
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GROUP FORMING FOR WOMEN SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE. Family Institute
of Maine, Portland. Time to be determined.
Facilitators: SteffafTie Shapiro LCSW, Robin
McCarthy MSW (candidate). Call for information 773-6658.
BACK IN BALANCE- Your poor posture and
stress are causing your back pain! Change
your ways through this ingenious corrective
exercise method. Instructor Craig
Williamson. Thursdays 6:30-7:45. $56/8
wks.799·5749.
GROUPS FOR CHILDREN OF DIVORCE- For
elementary, junior high, and high school
aged children. Family Instilute of Maine,
Portland. Tuesdays, 4-5:30pm. Call formore
info, 773-6658.
CELEBRATE THE DREAM! WORKSHOP.
March 27, (evening) & March 28. Opportunity to understand and integrateyourdreams
in a theoretical, experiential and practical
way. Call Barbara Hare Noonan for brochure
& registration. 772-1896.
IF YOU COULD BRING ENOUGH RELAXATION just to where it hurts so that most of
the pain goes away for a long time, would
you like that? Free recorded message gives
details. 772-1209, ext. 200.
HERBAL FACIALS- Herbs chosen according
to skin type, whether oily, acne, normal or
dry. Special S20 per hour sessions until
March 14. Call Melissa Oliphant, LMT,8791572.

TREATING ACUTE AND CHRONIC PAIN,
stress-related disorders, stop smoking, immune disfunction, more. Call Scott Whitney,
Licensed Acupuncturist, 729-2849,
Brunswick. Discounts to seniors, students,
unemployed.

AUTHENTIC ADULT MALENESS. A group
for men who know that there is more to life
than their own well being. Thursdays, beginning April 2, 1992. For more information
call: Michael Dwinell at 799-1024.

BODYWORK: CREATE NEW FREEDOM of
breath, thought and movement through
therapeutic massage, breath work, and bodymind repatterning. Andrea E. Price, LMJ.,
871-0121. Sliding ~cale, barter possible.

RECOVERING FROM ADDICTION OR CHILDHOOD abuse? Individual and group therapy
toward new seH-esteem and serenity. Specialties sex and relationship dependencies,
eating disorders. Call Keziah Hinchen, LSAC.
846-4748. Yarmouth.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION - TM, the
most scientifically researched, effective technique to remove stress and to unfold full
potential. Classes can be offered in your
home. Call 865-3467 for more information.

[tI]
~
~

ON BECOMING THEOLOGICAL- 8-week
seminar beginning Thursday, February 20th.
Forfurtherinformation call: Michael Dwinell
at 799-1024.

t

II

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, aching, stiff muscles while improving circulation and soothing tension. Sliding scale.
Call Pam Richards, A.B .M.P. Certified. 7756636.

BECOME A
WINNER

add'i

weeks

up to 30 words

$9

$6

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

each additional word .25¢
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit

DEADLINES
Une ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

D body & soul
Droommates
D apts/rent
Dhouaee/rent
D offices/rent
D studios/rent
D seasonal/rent
D real estate
Dauction8
Dchildcare
D help wanted
D jobs wanted
D bU8ines8 services
D business opportunities

Love your

job?
It's hard to believe, but many
people don't. Find your dream
job. Discover the link between
dreams and a career. For more
information, call now.

"We will help you look &
feel Great!"

Call

1'- ~ ~I

1-800-395-4619

207/799-3344

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

.:.

772-6411

~==========::::',.
PORTlAND YOGA STUDIO

roommates
BE HEALTHY, LIVE IN BALANCE. Irs agroovy
co-operative home! Looking for 4 progressive, sprilual, relatively neat folks to live in
beautiful home. Portland. About $2oo/mo.
596-1025.
ROOM FURNISHED OR NOT- in comfortable, charming Victorian home, with WID,
woodstove & private yard, on quiet street in
Portland's West End. Available for quiet,
responsible, independent N/s with positive
atitude. Mature professional woman praferred . Available immediately. S320/mo. includes utilities. References and sec. dep.

IYENGAR YOGA

please. 772-1831 .
YOU GET BOTH: CLEAN LIVING & lowered
Yoga & Respiratory Health
Saturday Workshop. February 29 ~t ' rent! S250+ for large West End 2 BR with all
Elaine" F,.nC;. McGimatddy
. the flXin's. Ready when you are (FEB or
797.5684 • 616 <Ang'"'' ST
MAR). 773-1782.
CERTIFIED

.:.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

--~--------------------

OPEN HOUSE
Lecture, Demonstration
& Participation

FREE INTRODUCTION

KIM MATTHEWS
ATTORNEY AT LAW
.Sexual HarassmenVAbuse
• Divorce, Custody, Support
• Wills, Probate
• Environmental Law

772-2790

Kinesiology Based One Brain
System - Training, Workshop
and Individual Opporrunities to
experience compelling Stress
Management and Learning
Enhancement Program for Adults
and Children.
Balancing Mind, Body,
Emotions and Spirit.
Director Kavi David Cohen, M.S.
One Brain Center of Maine
Tues. March 3, 7pm
65 Wells tone Dr. Portland

OOB NEAR SCARBOROUGH L1NE- N/s professional to share 2 BR townhouse, cathedral ceilings, fireplace, WID, deck, Quiet
wooded area, 10 min. walk to beach. $300/
mo. plus 112 utils. Avail. 4/1 . 934-3811 .
HOME, HOME ON THE RANGE- GORHAMSemi-rural, share apt. with 33 y.o. professional GM, seeking NIS, MIF, gay/straight,
roommate. $265/mo. includes utilities, piano. 892-5356.
SCARBOROUGH AREA- House to share with
large yard, deck, woodstove, and laundry.
Minutes to Mall and O.O.B. Coming soon:
access to lakefront retreat close to Sugarloaf.
$270/mo. plus utils. 1-929-3413.

Call 761-0840
for info or directions

CLEAN, RESPONSIBLE, ADULT roommate
wanted to share beautiful home with. WID,
deck, wood stove, DIW, and 1-1/2 BA. We
are 1male, 1female, and 1male child. $235/
mo. +1/3 utils. 879-0725.

FAX FREE

FORD? No, uh, VW?, No, umm, GM? Yeah,
that's the ticket! GM and shaggy dog seek
responsible N/s roommate for large Portland apartment. $250/mo. plus 1/2 utilities.
874-7475.

(off o uter Ocean Ave.

Wellsto ne Co ndominiums,
2nd building on ft. , guest parking)

THURSDAY I
45 words & Personal CallI!!)

FREE BY FAX Thursday Only

775-1815

775-6601

WALK TO USM- Responsible female N/s
wanted to share large, sunny 4 BR with
modern couple(musicians). Parking, balconies, WID, oil heal, cats, computer use.
$250/mo. +1/3 utils. (cheap!) 773-7701 .

ORDER FORM

Your classified ad: __________-.:_________________________________
D dating services
D stuff for sale
[] garage/yard 8ale8
Dwanted
D mU8iclinetruments
Dwheels
D theater arts
Dleaming
D publications
Danimale
D 108t & found (free)
D legal notices
D bulletin board

Name: _________________________
Address ·~

__

~~

Total WOfds: _____________
1st week: _____________

_______________

_____ add'i weeks at: _____________
Total:_____________

Telephone·=--_____________________

PHONE IT IN: 207-775-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order

Claeelfted ada muot be paid for in aa"ance wfth cash,
peraonat check, money Older, VISa or Mastercard. l.06t
& Found ftemo listed
CIaseified ada are

""0.

non-refundabill. Cf1N shall not be liable for any
omissiona, or changee In the

ad which do not affect the value or content, '"
substantially change the meaning of the ad. Cred~ wil
be ieeued when a viable error fae been determined
w~tin one week of publication. Tear sheets available
for $2/00py.

PARK AVE. -Beautiful 3 bedroom, hardwood
ROOMMATE WANTED-RESPONSIBLE MA- floors, sunny, dining room, overlooks park,
TURE, MIF 30+ desired to share apart~ent freshly painted, oil heat, responsive landwith nice view with 2 males on Tyng Streetin lord. $550/mo. plus utilities. 233-8210 or
Portland. $170/mo. + 1/3 utilities. Call Scon 892-8871.
871-0126.
DEERING ST.- 1 BR, newly renovated in
GREAT SOUTH PORTLAND HOUSE TO historic brick building. Original master bathSHARE with one person and cat Willard room, large bay windows, sunny, refinished
Beach area. WID, cable, lots of ammenities. hardwood floors. Heat, HW, off-street parkNlS please.$3SO/mo. includes utilities.767- ing included. S475/mo. 799-7916.
4459, leave message.
ARLINGTON ST. Baxter Blvd. area, sunny, 2
MUNJOY HILL- MIF WANTED TO SHARE bedroom, 2nd floor,lovely Victorian. Large
great large apartment with porch, view of livingroom, large kitchen, carpeted, stove/
bay, yard, and parking. I am female, easy- refrigerator, washer/dryer hookup, many
going and smoke cigs. $275/mo. inciudes closets, storage, parking. Heat included.
heat. 775-3405.
$595/mo.772-4365.

.

(t'~rtland
~urt

SOUTH PORTLAND- Large 1 BR, LR, DR,
great location, sunny, large yard, parking,
storage, beach access. $5301mo., heat &
HW included. 799-0697.

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa Of Mastercard

MAlLlWAlK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St.,

Porttand, ME 04101

o Visa

0 Mastercard
Credit Card #: ___________________
Exp.date';.·_____________

Apt._

NEAR MAINE MALL
295 & 1-95
Modern Spacious 2 Bedrooms.
Heated or Unheated.

GORHAM HOUSEAND COUNTRY-Available
MarCh, April only. Just $4OO/mo. Possible
work/rent exchange. Cozy chalet in private
setting. Woodstove, sauna and other amenities. Call 549-3916 before 9 pm.
WESTERN PROM AREA- One bedroom
townhouse· style condo with high ceilings '·
and paddle fan. Parking, no pets. $4SO/mo.'
+ security and utilities. 773-6453.
WOODFORDS EFFICIENCY APARTMENT$300/mo. utilities included, parking, WID.
Cats ok. Call 774-7850.

~~

• All modern appliances.
olncls. Microwave
• DishwasherlDisposal.
• Self cleaning oven.
• Frost free refrigerator
• Lg. la.undry facility on
premises
• WIW Carpeting
• Priv~te balconies

M - F: 9-6, Sun: 12-5

seasonal/rent
REMOTE, RUSTIC, MOUNTAIN LAKEFRONT
. log cabins- ideal get-a-way for artists, writers, photgraphers, etc. Nature lovers paradise! Free color brochure. The Last Rso~
P.O. Box 777CB, Jackman, ME 04945. 207-

668-5091

real estate
WEST END- 3 BR, 1.5 bath. Recently renovated house with hardwood floors and spacious feeling. Fenced-in yard, off-street parking. Excellent investment as home or rental.
$79,000. Bruce Gingrich, Century21 Balfour,
774-2121.
BY OWNER- 5 bedroom, 2 bath split. New
family room with vaulted ceiling, skylights.
Multi-level deck, master bedroom suite overlooks woods and stream. Can section off to
accomodate part-time/blended family .
$136,000. 775-0092.

EAST END- 5 SUNNY, LARGE ROOMS, first
761-2881
Professionally managed
floor, 2-3 BRs, hardwoodlioors,S475/mo.+ WEST END: BRICK CARRIAGE HOUSE, first
by DOLBEN, INC.
utils. OR- 3 rooms, 1 BR, harbor views, floor apt. Quiet, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, new WI
W
rugs,
laundry
hook-ups,
own
entrance,
2
parking, yard, storage, S425/mo. heated.
DOUBLEWIDE MOBILE- Many extras. Skyparking spaces. $SSO/mo. includes heat
172-7916.
light, stained glass windows on a great lot.
Call772-o114.
Call for further information. Elizabeth
Mif SHARE WINDHAM HOME with working 3-ROOM APT.- NORTH DEERING AREAMeehan,
King's Grant Realty, 774-3800, or
WESTBROOKSunny,
quiet,
renovated,
mature male. ~rivate entrance, 2 BR, 112 Under new renovation (new bathroom,
bath, den- all yours. Share: garage, deck, kitchen Hoor, all else carpeted). Comes with small 1 BR, parking, dead-end street, yard, FORRENT:3BEDROOMWESTENDHOUSE- home 799-3970.
kitchen, full bath. Lake access. $2SO/mo. heat and parking. $4751mo. plus deposit. on bUS-line, no dogs. $4251mo. plus de- $650.926-3332.
READY TO BUILD: INTERESTING LOT in
posit, includes all utils. 856-0138.
+112 utils. 892-6017,leave message.
Call 892-3728.
DEERING HIGHLANDS- Large 4 BR Victo- Cape Elizabeth, completewith plans for 3 BR
OLD PORT. ROOMMATE WANTED FOR WESTBRooK- 1 BR APARTMENT in quiet EAST END SUNNY ONE BEDROOM. LR, DR, rian, new kitchen, DIW, WID hookup, hard- house, septic and building permit. Call for
SUNNY 4th floor 2 bedroom condo. Eleva- and beautiful neighborhood, newly deco- china cabinet, hardwood floors, sun porch, woodlloors, fireplace, front and rear porches, appointment. 839-4422.
tor, ~xposed brick and beam, dishwasher, rated, 3rd floor, stove and refrigerator, attic WID avail., off-street parking, great yard. nice yard, full basement, garage. $7oo/mo. OPEN HOUSE- SAT. FEB. 29, 10am-2pml
etc. Parking nearby. $325Jmo. Call 774- storage, parking. S475/mo. includes heat. $SOO/mo. includes heat, hot water. Avail. plus utililies. 773-2696 evenings.
SUN. MAR. 1, lpm-4pm. 20 Falmouth Rd,
April 1st. 773-2191.
5031.
Security deposit, no pets. 854-1441.
Falmo~th. Cape for sale by own~r. 3 BR,
la rge kitchen, walkout basemen t, pnvate ya rd
VERY INEXPENSIVE- GREAT FOR COM- SOUTH PORTLAND- Clean & bright, 2 BR in PORTLAND CONDO- PARK ST. Huge, sunny
with
perrenial gardens, rural setting with
uni~
large
BR,
LR,
lots
of
closet
space,
MUTER. N/Sgroup house in Topsham, near Quietnewbuilding. Appliances, WID hookup
1-95. House privileges limited, keeping rent and parking. $525Imo. No pets. 799-8230 parking, hardwood floors, heat included, WATERFRONT/ OLD PORT- Single offices. quick access 10 highway and Portland. Ask$750/mo. Available April Is\. 799-0697.
Starting at $275. Copier, fax, parking. ing $107.000. Call 781-3493.
low. Under $150/mo. or negotiable daily or 839-3748.
Friendly, quiet atmosphere. All corner ofrate. Call eves. & weekends. 729-8857.
SCARBOROUGH, OAK HILL AREA- Close to WESTBROOK- 2BRAPTS. 1-112 baths,laun- fices with high ceilings and large windows.
ALWAY TIlE BEST!
OOB/SACO- MIF to share beautiful, 2nd floor beaches, 2 BR, living room, dining room, dry room. Excellent condition. Yard & park- Ashmore Realty, 65 Commercial St. 772condo near the beach with professional, kitchen, hardwood floors, sundeck, WID ing. S450-$524Imo. Call 854-4642.
6992.
New Norris 16' wide, #7150,
responsible, NlS, age 27. $325+ phone. fur- hookups, parking, garden. $550/mo. plus FIRST FLOOR 5 ROOM RENT TO LET - $480
2 BR loaded, $29,995 or
nished, clean, parking. Free until March 1st utilities. 773-6383 after 5 pm.
+ security deposit 772-3904.
Fleetwood 70'x14', 3 BR vinyl
Call Dave, 283-8420.
sided, shingled roof, $17,995
SOUTH PORTLAND- Completely renovated MUNJOY HILL- Open, spacious, 2 BR loft in
PROGRESSIVE, NON-PETTY, considerate, and restored. 1st floor, 2 8R, large rooms, quiet brick building. All white, lots of win- ARTIST ONLY BUILDING- Very large, light,
and order now and get a FREE
sharing housemate (MIF, GIS, NIS, 2Os), WID, stove, refrigerator. $525Imo. ls~ last
dishwasher! $1,799 down,
dows and closel space, city views, exposed airy, huge windows overlook downtown
West End apt. by Prom,lots of space, quiet months rent, security deposit plus utilities. chimneys, backyard, gas, HIHW. S4SO/mo. Portland, storerooml darkroom,lots of wall
180 month at $169. Apr 9.5%
street, small yard, garden, pear trees, $2751 All Season Realty, 761-0308.
space. S425Imo. incl. utils. 799-7890.
+ utils. 774-9237.
Homes from Champion,
mo. share utils. 773-3202, Jeff.
BRIGHTON MEDICAL CENTER/DEERING MAINE MED/ USM- Large 3 BR on 1stl1oor. START 1992 OFF RIGHT. Join other artists!
Fleetwood, Henderson,
FALMOUTH- Miftoshare house onFaimouth ~IGHLANDS- Large 2 BR VICtorian, eat-in
Mansion, Norris & Sterling
Hardwood floors;1aundry, storage, parking. craft people in building at 317 Cumberland
Rd. with 2 active bikers, Skiers, sailors, kitchen, hardwood floors, fireplace, large
Quiet responsible tenants desired. $5701 Ave. 400-1200 sq. It Lights and heat inkayakers, canoeists and climbers. Extremely wrap-around front porch, nice yard, garage.
mo. plus utilities. Lease, security deposit, no cluded. Parking available. No lease required .
convenient location. 5 minutes to down- $58O/mo. plus utilities. 773-2696 evenings. pets. 1-363-5544.
Call 772-6527.
town. Bikeand ski trails behind house! $233/
WESTBROOK- Main St, 1 BR apartments, EASTERN PROM AREA- Newly painted, 2 STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All inmo. +utils. Jeff or Uz. 781-7219.
recenUy remodeled, great condition, new . BR with spacious LR, DR and kitchen. Hard- clusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high enIT'S IN SUBURBIA, BUT WE LIKE IT. Two appliances, parking, on busline. $350 to
wood floors, backyard. Nice neighborhood. ergyenvironment. Darkrooms to suites with
active professionals seek third forN. Deering $390/mo. Some include heal No pets. 854views. $115 to $2QO/mo. 799-4759.
$475/mo. plus utilities. 773-2278.
home w/parking, WID, storage, modern 464~.
kitchen, yard/garden. $3oolmo. plus 1/3.
EAST END- Sunny 2 BR with views of city,
WESTBROOK-l BR, 2nd floor, eaHn kitchen, harbor and observatory. Large rooms, big
878-8481.
.
Sell Your
panlly, WIW carpeting, porch, ample doset balhrooms,lots of closet space. Looking for
space, attic storage, parking, near busline. quiet tenants. $450/mo. +utils. and security WEST END NON-PROFIT CHILDCARE CENHouse
$400/mo. heaVHW included. Security de- deposit. 282-3974.
TER has opening for preschool orkindergarin
posit required. 854-5766.
ten age child. Low staff/child ratios, develCasco
Bay
WESTBROOK- 4 rooms and bath,large yard
DEERING- Bright, sunny 2 BR duplex. New opmentally appropriate activities, alternaWeekly
and parking. Nice location. $475/mo. in- WESTBROOK, ON BEAVER POND- Great for building with views of Back Bay in quiet tive kindergarten program. Call 772-9817.
cludesheatand utilities. Dep. req . Please call skaling and canoeing. 3 BR, 1st floor apart- neighborhood with yard, DIW, WID hookup,
ment, hardwood floors, big kitchen, LR, DR, WIW carpeting, storage, parking. $575lmo. ALTERNATIVE CHILD CARE: Positive, warm,
856-6042, leave name and number.
study, deck, backyard. $6251mo. Must see plus utils. 879-0410.
creative interaction with your children. RefMUNJOY HILL- Large sunny 2 BR apts. in to believe! 854-2257.
OUR READERS
erences.Seeking regular daytime hours, also
newly renovated Victorian 3-unil. $SSO/mo.
DEERING OAKS- 213 BRs on 1st Hoor in available odd nights and weekends. Sliding
ARE ON THE
includes heal, water & parking. Available OCEAN AVE- Quiet building, nice neighbor- quiet 2 family house. Large kitchen, small scale $5-7111r., according to abilily to pay.
MOVE
hood, 2 BR, 2nd floor. Heat, HWand parking yard. $6501mo. includes heat, gas stove, HI 775-4959:
immediately..CaIl773-9549 eves.
included. $560/mo. No pets. Security de- W, parking. Section 8 approved, Call 774SPRING STREET-Spacious, beautiful 1 & 2 posit and lease required. 773-8318.
3392.
$40,OOo/yR ..I READ BOOKS and TV scripts
BR apts.available within walking distance of
Fill out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY!
MMC and Mercy hospital. Staring at$3SO/ WILLIAM ST., 68- 3 BR, 2nd floor, DR, LR,
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
mo. Unique style, loft, skylights, on-site storage, back porch, nice backyard with
$40,OOO/yr! READ BOOKS and TV scripts. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour recordgarden, parking, pelOK. $55O/mo. plus utililaundry. SPECTRUM, 828-0500.
Fill out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY! ing 801-379-2925 copyright IME114EB
ties, security deposit and references . SecDEERING OAKS- Sunny, heated 2 BR apt. tion 8. 772-6136.
Fun, relaxinQ at home, beach, vacations.
Hardwood floors. Lots of Windows. Large
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour record- ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income, easy work
living room. Clean,secure building with laun- WESTBROOK- 1-112 BR, 1st floor, big LR,
ing. 801-379-2925. Copyright IME114EB. assembling products at home. 7-day 24-hr.
Soutb Portland, ME
service. Info 504-646-1700, Dept. P5086.
dry. Excellent value at $475Jmo. Call 773- carpeted, on Beaver Pond. 1month free rent.
S200-$500 WEEKLY! Alsemble producls at
$SOO/mo. includes heal, HW, and parking.
7002 or 1-800-640-1899.
home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct. ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME- Earn ex846-5070.
$600
$625
Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording . tra income,lighVeasy work, no special tools
UNIQUE 2 BEDROOMS in a quiet South
required. Send seH-addressed envelope to
801-379-2900 Copyright I ME114DH
• Heat included
Portland neighborhood. You have to be there. WESTERN PROM AREA-l BR apartment in
beautiful brick Victorian building. Clean, carH.
Tracer, P.O. Box 12, Cumbe~and, ME
$SOO/mo. plus heal. 767-5209.
• WIW carpettng, appliances AT LAST- THE MLM YOU'VE BEEN LOOKpeted, Quiet Full bath. S4SO/mo. includes
04021.
ING FOR! Over 250 products you're already
• Laundry room jac1l1t1es
PORTLAND, WEST END -2bedroom, sunny, hea~ HWand off-street parking. 1-568-3683.
using. No breakaway's, OR front-end load- BE ON IV. many needed for commercials.
modern, cathedral ceiling with skylights,
• Patio and walk-In storage
WESTBRooKIWINDHAM2
BR
apartment,
ing.
Lowest monthly Qualifying in industry. Now hiring all ages. For casting info call
off-street parking, lots of storage, deck,
• Close to marina and beach Easily attainable car bonus. 878-8346.
(615)779-7111 ext. T-1265
washer, d'ryer. $500/mo. plus utilities. 666- clean, carpeted, big yard, parking. Country
Ample
parkIng
•
location
on
quiet
private
road,
but
handy.
2
8457.
weeks free rent. $4751mo. plus utilities. Se• No pets, one year lease
SERIOUS' GROWTH 'POTENTIAL
CAPE ELIZABETH - Modem country living, 1 curity deposit, no pets. 1-727-3673.
and 2 bedrooms, decks, tennis, parking,
Experienced Telemarketerneeded to pioneer new accounts
Modern
two
bedroom
dishwasher, disposal, newly carpeted, laun- USMILAW SCHOOL AREA- Nice, spacious,
for Maine's #1 weekly newspaper. Must be an aggressive
apartments
dry on premises. $415 to $550Imo. No pets. recenUy redecorated, 2-3 BR, HUGE master
self-starter with sales ability. Potential to become lead TM in
ttl a quiet vUlage setting
BR, storage, parking, WID hookup, CHEAP
799-5452 or 799-2853.
expanding department Base plus commission.
Send resume and cover letter to:
BRIGHTON MEDI USM AREA- 2 BR re- ~~t~e:~::~:~~~ts allowed, other
served parking, laundry on premises. $5601
SSlA Congress St,. Portland, ME 04101
mo. inciudes heat & HW. References re- SOUTH PORTLAND-1st months rent FREE!
Sunny 1 BR, LR, large eat~n kitchen. $475/
quired. 892-6899.
~
Attn:
Telema~keter
.
Recycle tbis Paper
mo. plus utilities. No pets. 767-4320 or 799ClIsco Ba!l WukI!lIS"" E~WIl Opporl~"'t!l Employ.,.
5995.
LARGE NICE HOUSE ON PEAKS ISLAND.
Porches, large yard, oil heat, WID, etc. Prefer responsible, fun, solvent, 25+, NlS. Child
welcome. $245/mo. + utilities. 766-9774.
Available now.

houses/rent

onices/rent

studios/rent

LUV

HOMES

child care

apts/rent

help wanted

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS
to

o computere

FINE PRINT

typographical eno/'l,

CHANNELING

. ""'"'207:772:S2Sg:, ,.,. ,"

Ann Foster Tabbutt. ,",OIITA
799-9258

• No Drugs
• 100% Natural
• Doctor Recommended

CATEGORIES

1 week

Eight wuk cou,,,
btgi nJ MARCH 17

KEEP IT OFF!

These workshops are educational and experiential. Some topiCS include:
Listening to our bodies, Wolys to nurture ourselves, Eating as a metaphor.
LED BY. Lisa Bussey, MA., Cenified Eating Disorders Therapist
WHEN: Saturday mornings, 9am - Noon
Feb. 29, Mar. 7 & 21, Apr. 4
COST: $30 per workshop or $100 in advance for all 4
Advance registration required. Send check by 2.24.92 to Lisa Bussey,
232 St. John St., Portland, ME 04102. For more informatin, caU 775-7927.

RATES

self-shiatsu

lose up to 29 Ibs. in
the next 30 days ...
and

DISCOVER RUBENFElD SYNERGY

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

I. ~ ;

Ann rooster Tabbutt, AOITA
799-9258

LOSING

4-PART WORKSHOP ON
WOMEN, EATING AND BODY IMAGE

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE FOR WOMENRelax and rejwenate in a comfortable environment. Special $20.00. Melissa Oliphant,
licensed massage therapis~ 879-1572.

/~\

Gentl" "wing. htR/ing \,: .... ___ . ~ .../
An txperic,." of JUI bllUznct

BY

Demonstration / Discussion Workshop
presenting this profound method of psychotherapy.
March 8 at The Yoga Center, 2-4 pm .
Building lA, Thompson's Point
Limited enrollment, $5 fee, Call now for reservations.
871-8163 in Portland
CAROL V.jENKINS, M.A., C.R.S.
363-8939 in York

JUICE
JUICE
JUICE
We have every make and model available
with lowest prices. 967 -5322.

shiatsu
acupressure

MUNJOY HILL - Sunny 2 bedroom, lots of PORTLAND- 2-3 BEDROOM, hardwood
space, hardwood floors, big ctosets, quiet floors, decks, WID, fully applianced, firestree~ panoramic city and harbor views, place,S minute walk to MMC & USM. $600/
parking,laundry. $585lmo. plus utilities. No mo. + utilities. Security deposit. Call 874dogs. Call 775-oG19.
2448.
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799-3475
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business serVIces

FINALLY...AFFORDABLE

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE to
do odd jobs and moving. I'll move you
locally or long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call for my low
rates, 774-2159 anytime.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia M.
Johnson, Certified Public Accountan~ 686
Brighton Ave., Portland, ME 04102-1012.
207-772-2322.
ATTRACTIVE COUPLE WANT TO PERFORM
the music for your wedding ceremony and
reception. Keyboard and woman vocalist
JaIrf, rhythmic, upbeat, fun. For references
and rates call Andrea, 878-5362.
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DREAD SPRING ClEANING'! Call KAREN'S
ClEANING NOWfor afree estimate on home
or office cleaning. We are honest, experienced, and efficient! 878-5127.
ELECTRICAL WORK. Excellent rates. Free
estimates. Replace old fuses with breakers.
No job too small. Call Joe Hayes 727-3939.

COM PU L81ve l CLEANIN G
. .. and other I~e aupport aervices

commercial

Reasonable
Experienced
Prompt
Confidential

For estimate or appointm£nt,
call John Hudson at

772-1199
7 am to 10 pm • 7 days a week
~lECTllONIC

I!JIITAX FlUNG
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EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
SOl Cumberland Ave.
Portland 775-6301

MOVING?
Experienced
Professional Movers.

uta or small Jobs,

localor IonK distance.
Lo'Wnttes.
Call Scott at 878-37S1

Respond to any
ersonal d
P
a
by calling

900 370 2041
-

-

Call costs $1.49 a minute,

By

DO/I

RlIbln

'I1ie '1{g.w 'Way
:Meet in the 90s

How do single adults meet,
really? The best way to meet is
Compatibles. At Compatibles,
we know singles just like you,
Call us. We may know

$92
STUFF
FOR SALE
JENNY LIND BABY CRADLE, white, solid
wood with matress,like new, and teddy bear
curtains for baby's nursery, brand new, both
for $92! Call 797-8722.
OAK Rocking Chair $32, Telephone Table
Chair Combo $30, Oak Chair, $92 takes ALL,
282-9202.
Four 7SOR t6' retreads, new condition $92,
774-2159.
MISCelLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD STUFF: 16
drop-ceiling tiles, babY items, books, 7973845.

someone special

Glad?

wanted

Can you identify the flowers below?

SOUND ALTERNATIVES buys, sells & trades
new & used records, tapes, and CDs. Call
774-4446 (11~).

Forsythia
Honeysuckle
Tulip
Dahlia
Fuchsia
Tiger lily
Morning-glory
Sunflower
Aster
Pansy
Iris
Peony
Gladiola
Narcissus
Orchid
Buttercup
-4- Rhododendron
- - Foxglove

PORTLAND RESIDENT WISHES to form
study group to study Western philosophy.
Only those who are intellectually serious
need respond. Outline educational background and interests in response. CBW Box
982.
GUARANTEED: BEST PRICES PAID FOR
RIFLES, hand guns, shot guns. 729-8419.
COASTAL TRADING POST, Cooks Corner,
Brumswick, ME.
FREQUENT FlYERS- I will buy your miles.
Need airline tickets by April 1st Call Michael,
772-7317.

music
SINGERS! SONGWRITERS! Digital quality
recording now available at a price you can
afford. Pro quality sampling, sequencing,
and OAT mastering for only $151hr. You
won't belive your ears! 775-2159.

REFRIGERATORIFREEZER, Kelvinator, nofrost, white; cobbler's bench coffee table,
$92, 797-3845.

wheels

Weights (complete set) $30; HooverVacuum
Cleaner $27; Antique Dress Form $35; $92
takes ALL 772-2029.

CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
'89
Mercedes ... $200; '86 VW ... $50; '87
Mercedes...$I00;'65 Mustang ...$50. Choose
from thousands starting at $25. FREE 24
hour recording reveals details. 801-3792929. Copyright IMEI14JC.
$$CASH CASH CASH$$-WEHAULAWAY
JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any condition,
seven days a week, 9·9. 773~878
WI GTl1984- 75 K, new sticker, looks and
runs excellent Kenwood stereo. $2900 or
B.O. 871-8684 or 772-2008.
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER WAGON, 1974- 4
WD, 4 dr., elec. rear window, tr. hitch. West
coast vehicle, minimal rust. $1000 or B.O.
Call Mall, 871-7028.
1986 PLYMOUTH COLT (MITSUBISHI).
57,000 miles, well-maintained. Reliablewinter car. One owner. $900 or best offer. 8710473.
NISSAN SENTRA SE- 1987 Sport Coupe
Automatic, red & black, sunroof, AMlFM
cassene, looks, runsexcellen~ 38,000 miles.
$4,850, B.O. 767-5817.

CREATING COUPLES

2 SAXOPHONES, 1 E-ALTO, 1 CONN CMelody, $92 each. Call 934-7511 .

A DATING SERVICE
Designed for discriminating
people Over 40.

2 NEW PAIR HIGH-CLASS BOOTS,.size 9 1/
2, one pro fleece-lined suede, $92 both. 9347511.

• Affordable
• Confidential
• Supportive &
Individualized Attention

MEN'S 27 in. SCHWINN, $92 or B.O.; alsoGay male mOVies, 2@$920r B.O. Call Roy,
774-9484.
DAVE Del DOTTO'S CASH FLOW COURSE.
$550 value lor $92. Call Gerry, 772-7464.

Includes Myers-Briggs
Personaltty Inventory.
1-800-870-3318

MOVING SALE- 2122; 9-3; 26 WOODLAWN
Ave. Household items; lawn mower, $92.
" ' - - - - - - - - - - - - ' " Call 797-3845.

-----------------TUTOR, GET ONE FOR 10 HOURS at $92.

stuff for sale

learning doesn't have to be painful. 7754959.

ARE YOU lOOKING FOR TOP QUAUlY USED
household items at great prices? We con- STUNNING 1930'S LONG VELVET OPERA
sign, buy & sell: Furniture, rugs, dishes, COAT. Ermine hood/cape. leg-o-munon
paintings, jewelry, etc. Please visit us and sleeves. $92. Belfast 338-5490.
compareforvalue. YESTERDAY'S, 106Main
St., Yarmouth, Wed.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-4. BASEBALL CARDS. FIVE MINT COMPLETE
Topps sets from 1988. Burks, McGriff, Cone
Tel. 846-5776.
rookies. $92. 283-8420.
SO UNO STUDIO RECORDING GEAR- Ampex
AG600 recorders, need work $75-95 each. FREEZEAlKELVINATORlWHITE UPRIGHT,
SHURE mixer $199, mikes $34 up, record 560 lb. capacity, used 7-8 years, excellent
condition. $92. 854-5966.
changer 535, 16 volume sound effects library $134, music stand $29, tape timers ANTIQUE CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE,
$S8 each. For list call 761-4397.
$92, also misc. fum. and baby items, $92 lor
all. 87H981.
COMPUTER/OFFICE EQUIPMENT- Macintosh Plus, 4 meg RAM $8SO, 20 meg hard QUEEN-SIZEWATERBED WITH DRAWERS,
drive $175, together $925. Computer carry $92 or 8.0. Solid -oak end tables $92. 797case 535, heavydutylilecabinet$I45, round 7631.
conference table $175, dictation system
$545, desk calculator$45, more. For list call WOMEN'S 10 SPEED BICYCLE (huffy). Excellent condition. $92. 871-1217.
761-4397.
KAYAK/CAMPING GEAR- Nautiraid II, 2 per- POWERFUL SUN PACK 511 AUTOMATIC
son or solo, folding kayak $2400. Dry bags FLASH with side-mounting brackel. Versa$7-$24, paddle $75, PFDs $40 each, 2 per- tile features for amateur/professional. $92.
son tent$84, sleeping mats $9-$46, weather 967-5607.
gear $34-$59, Coleman lantern $35, back- ACOUSTICGUITAR.ExceI:",J,condition.$92.
pack $34, binoculars $69, cooking gear and Call Paul 871-1217.
more. For list call 761-4397.
MENS 210 cm X-C SKIS with bindings and
1 WAY PLANETICKETTO LOS ANGELES, boots (size 8). $92. 871-1217.
March 13, $220 or B.O. 721-3032.
WOMENS 190 em X-C SKIS with bindings,
GUITARS- Fender Stratocaster (Japanese) poles and boots (size7112).$92.871-1217.
EMG, locking tremolo, hardshell case, $2SO.
YAMAHA RGX 110 electric, $125. CLARI- ONKYO SERVO LOCKED STEREO
NETS- Artley, $100; Bundy, $50. Both wilh RECIEVER-70 wat~ many features. like new!
hardshell cases. 773-7701 .
$92. Call after 5pm. 774-4268.
AUDIO, VIDEO&PHOTO-VCR$299,Stereo
receiver and AV control center $175, 2
Electro-Voice Sentry IIA studio speakers at
$224, harmonicas $14-$60, Gossen luna- STAINED GLASS SUPPLIES AND LESSONS
Pro ~ Spectra Pro light meters $125 each. available at J & P Craft Gallery. Creative
rfu~r~h=st~7~61~-43~9~7.~__________~ items lrom Maine's craftspeople noted for
quality also featured . Southgate, Rt. 1,
Recycle tbis Paper
Scarborough. Monday thru Friday, 9 :30~,
Saturday 10'5:30. 883-4556.

arts & crafts

I

I

arts Sa cralts
CRAFT FAIR- SPONSORED BY HQ. 133rd
Engr. Stevens Ave, Armory, Portland. Sat.
Feb. 29, and Mar. 1st.

~~~~~~~~~~~~ GE MICROWAVE-like new. $92. 772-8256.

2-3 day check with
Refund Anticipation Loan
Many Returns Completed
While You Wait

! I.

dating services

Compatibles

• QUICK REFUNDS.

•
•
•
•

real uzzle

PORTLAND

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

t '.
I r'
I I '

FREQUENT FlYERS- I will buy your miles.
Needairlinetickets by April 1st Call Michael,
772-7317.

883-1066

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning pelSon ~.. or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

residential

MOVING SALE- Folson's Comer Cabinet,
excellent condition, best offer; E-Z Glider,
F1ichard Simmon's Deal-A-Meal program,
furniture, stereos, 25'Zenith console (needs
part), bedding, toys,clothing, EVERYTHING!!
Fri. 2128 & Sat 2129, 11 :OOam-7:00pm. 42
Glenwood Ave, Saco, ME (off Beach Street)

February 27, 1992

284~677.

know you,

772-8784

,

Call Doualas Strout.
1-800-499-7609
207-871-7609

wailing to

NASTY~NEAT

Katherine Clark

I

Undrwritten by
PFL Life Insurance Company

MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, MarriageSTRIVING ARTISTS CLEANING SERVICE ·Supporting the Arts"! Residential & Com- minded ladies from Asia, Russia, Europe,
mercial cleaning. Reasonable rates/cleaning North & South America. For FREE photo
supplies provided. Many years of experi- brochure and complete details call 702-4513070 anytime and leave mailing address.
ence. Please contact Sarah Spalding 7752557.
KITCHEN & BATH REMODELING ·and Interior Painting. leo Loisel, 892-6899.

.".

Cost-Effective
Health Insurance for
Self-Employed Individuals

100 ft I' NYlON LINE- $50; Reginald 101
Woodstove, excellent condition, $150; Atlantic End heater, $50; weight bench bars
125# weigh~ $75. 799-<l697.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate
from Alberta's for the first-prize Winner. The second-prize
winner receives two free passes to The Movies at Exchange
Street. Winners will receive their prizes in the mail. Drawings
are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more
than one prize in a four-week span. Only one entry is allOWed
per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by
Wednesday, March 4. The solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the March 12 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your
best guess to:

Real Puzzle #111
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE, 10 weeks
1989 KAWASAKI NINJA 250, black and red,
beg'ng April 6 & 8; 3 hour classes, Mon.6S00 original miles, immaculate condition.
Wed. eves; tuition $250. Call 799-5728/
52,150 or best offer. Possible trade. 856·
write K. Bold~ 19 Birch Knoll, Cape Eliz., ME
73t5, Susan.
2434.
IMAGING YOUR FUTURE- Workshop for lile
04107 for brochure.
CORVETTE 1981- Glass tops, 37k miles, all MAZDA 3231989- 3 dr. hatchback, 40,000 planning from the heart, offering tools lor
options, looks and runs like new. $12,000 miles. Excellentcondition.$4,300. 774·7252. career decision making by tapping your in- CREATIVE DRAWING WORKSHOP taught
ner resources. $45. March 7, 9-4. Friends by Bonnie Spiegel, based on "Drawing on
firm. 84H970.
FORD T-BIRD 1984, 2 dr., loaded, good Meeting House . To enroll call Debbie the Right Side of the Brain' at her studio. 10
JAGUAR XJ6 1987- Dorchester Gray, 58K condition, must see to appreciate. High mile-' Leighton, 442-7260.
weeks, Wednesday mornings, beginning
miles, great condition, leather interior, 1 age, mustsell, 52000 or best offer. Call 799March 4, $95, call 774-4160.
driver, garaged. $17,500. Call 1-282-5680 2771 after 6 pm or leave message.
after 7 p.m.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89 Mercedes ...
WI GO LF 1986-4 door, au tomatic, NC, AMI 5200; '86 WI ... $50; '87 Mercedes ... 5100;
FM cassene, cloth interior, 66,000 miles, 1 '65 Mustang ... $50; Choose from thousands
starting at $25. FREE 24 hour recording
owner. $4,100.1-247-3000.
reveals details, 801-379-2929 copyright
OLDS CUTLASS 1978 - 4dr, automatic, no #ME114JC
rust, runs excellent, new motor, till steering,
CORVETIE ... $400; BRONCO ... $50; '89
rally sport rims. $650 or B.O. 797-7836.
&
Mercedes ... $200; '87 B,",W... $100; '65
BRONCO XLT 1990- Loaded. NC, cruise, Mustang ... S50. U.S. Public auction, druglord
AMlFM stereo cas sene, 302-V8, automatic. properties. Choose from thousands starting
$14,000. Call 797-2227.
at $25. FREE 24 hour recording reveals
Pre-ballet for children ... 2-3pm
VOLVO 242 DLI977- ?dr., white, new paint, giveaway prices. 801-379-2930 copyright
Children's Ballet ages 9-11 ... 3-4pm
standard, 4 cyl., 4 spd. 87,000 miles, AMIFM IME114RC
Adult & Beginner Ballet & Modern Dance ... 5:30-6:30pm
casselle, good sticker, must be seen to WlVANAGAN 1984- Red & white, 133,000
Call to register.
appreciate. $2400. 774-4336.
highway miles, great body, runs good.
TIlOMPSON'S POINT, BUILDING lA
WI JETTA, 1985- 2 door, red, automatic $2,700. 871-<l291 .
with NC. Exceptionallyclean. Asking $3, 195. FORD PROBE LX 1991- V6, white, standard,
Call 207-247 -3000, or 793-8852 evenings. loaded, low mileage, asking $13,000/reaWI GOLF, 1986- 4 door, automatic with N sonable offer. 892-5123 or 829·2204. Ask
C. 67,000 miles. White with blue cloth inte- for Paula.
rior. Asking $4,100. Call 207-247-3000 or FORD TEMPO LX 1987- 4 dr., 4 cyl., black,
793-8852 evenings.
new tires, automatic, NC, mint condition.
Hill School may be the answer
MITSUBISHI CONQUEST1987- Turbo,black, One owner. 53,200. Call 767-8144, 5-8pm.
you've been looking for.
stereo/cassene,leather interior, loaded, 51 K ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKL Y'S
~i<-_-==>""""~·I OUr home school envirorvnent will nurtlR and
miles, excellent condition, no rust, one owner. WHEELS DEAL! 775~601
challenge your child, kindergarten through Grade 5•
$6,900. 797-9568.
CHEVY BONANZA, '79· AMIFM cassene, till
steering, new windshield, brakes, ignition,
under SOK. $1350 or B.O. 879-0478 or 283-

learning

Ballet Modern Dance Classes
Beginning Wed" March 4th 2-3pm

773-3558

Is Your Child
Bored or Ignored?

BMW 2002, 1976-Rebuiltengine, new clutch,
excellent interior. Best offer. Call Phil, 8544525.

publications

MERCURY COMET 1976- 42,000 easy miles,
no rust, exceptionally clean, $1,100 in recent improvements. $2,500, B.O. 657-3580
eves., 773-8179 days.

CASH IN ON THE BANKING CRISI S! My 65
page dossier has been developed for the
benefit 01 the average person. Send $25 to
l.P.l., P.O. Box 9715-143, Portland, ME
04104.

CHEVY BlAZER 4x4, 1979- Power everything, automatic transmission, new motor,
paint and sticker. lock inllock out hubs.
$3,200.773-7701.
VOLVO 245 Dl WAGON 1991- 23,000 miles,
excellent condition, air, heated seats, AMI
FM cassene. $18,000 or 8.0. 677-3554,
677-2987.
TOYOTA CAMRY OX 1990-lndigo blue, 5speed 27K miles, AIC, power accessories,
AMIFM cassette. Showroom condition!
$10,750. 646-4094.
VOLVO WAGON, 1976- Snowtires, excellent
body, cassene. $7SO. 773~779 after 6.

I

H '11/
Sc h00 I

L ____________- '

Certified, professional teacher/atste accredited
Now enrolling ages 4~.
Please call or write.

62 Monument St •• Portland, ME 04101 • 879-1921

1RYOUR
WHEELS DEALt

animals
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS- Bred for
temperment, obedience and protectio.n,
champion pedigreeshotsand wormed, wntten hip & health guarantee, 4 generation
pedigree, no in-breeding. Call Auburn, 3459796.
IT'S THE CATS PAJAMAS- Bed & Breakfast
for cats offering NO-CAGE accomodations,
large s~nny play area, bird watching, sunbathi~ and TlC lor your cat while you're
away. Call 883-96t 1.

FAX FREE THURSDAY!
For a FREE Personal Ad with PERSONAL CALL fax your ad on Thursday

775-1615

Solution to Real Puzzle # 109

lost Sa found

bulletin board
DATELINE N.E. ADULTS SINGLES DANCE
every Friday night at 8 p.m. at the Portland
Marrion Sable's Lounge, exit 7.off Rt. 95.
Dateline D.J., great buffet, door prizes, cover
charge, no jeans. 871-8000 .

AMATUER VARIElY SHOW SEEKS D~nc
LOST CAT MOSTlY WHITE with dark tiger ers, singers, magicians, musicians, comi~s,
patches and tiger tail. Male named Willy. vaudevillians. Interested? Call for details,
Lost in USM area Feb. 5th. 773-9022.
773-3558.
LOST: BLACK SIAMESE CAT Feb 19th , •• DO IT YOURSELF DIVORCE'" Save
Thornton HeightsareaofSo. Portland. White hundredS. Sample forms and instructions to
fluff on chest. Name is Andrea, answers to doyour own uncontested divorce without a
Andy-girl. Reward offered. C311774-3140. lawyer. $5 ppd. Do II Yourself, P.O. Box
6484-C, Portland, 04102

bulletin board

CARPOOL WANTED TO PORTlAND Irom
Augusta/Gardiner/Bowdoinham area. Call
EUROPE- only $160. Hitch a ride on a com- 623-2145.
mercialjel CARRIBBEAN-only$189! Roundtrip air to somewhere warm & sunny! A VOICEMAIL BOX IS YOUR OWN 24 HOUR
AIRHITCH(r)- 212-864-2000.
answering service. Free recorded message
gives details. 772-1209, ext. SO.

Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment Center!

(Paper-plates)

MONEY LOANED
on
• Jewelry • Cemeras
• Stereo equipment. lV'a
• Guns. Antique Jewelry

~OA~TAL

3 Japan (LEDs)
5 Switzerland (bank-check numbers)
7 Hawaii (islands)
1 California (fault line)
13 Rhode Island (tiny)
14 Italy (Roman numerals)
11 Lebanon (bullet holes)
2 Nevada (playing cards)
9 Devil's Island (marking time)
4 South Africa (black & white)
6 Australia (upside down)
12 District of Columbia (shredded)
10 France (arch)
8 Alaska (frozen)

V\DEOoe!u?election of videos,
magazines and toys
for the discriminating adult.. ,

-TRADING POST
Cooks Comer, Brunswick
LIcensed Pawn Brokers

729-8419
Open Mon. - Sat. 9am - 5pm

''If/e lIm:e IV/WI l'oll 're
Se(lrchillg For ... Ami Tllell Some!"

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!
This week, Linda Dudley and a friend will dine at Alberta's.
Alden W. Hudson and a friend will take in a movie at The
Movies at Exchange Street.

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, W<lS recmlly published by Harper
and Row.)

33

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO •
666 Congress St • 77
Open M-Sat. 10-10 •

Also in KITIERY

• VIDEO EXPO •
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat_ 10-10 • Sun_ 12-7

STO P WASlll"G l\lO :'<\E'\'
You are spending way too
much on groceries, and
services. I invite you to look at
the consumerist buying system
that has raised the standard of
living of over 4 million
American families so far.

Become a
SMART CONSUMER,

learn how to buy more for less.

Call 207-865-4549
for more information.
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going out to the movies ... If you would
liketotryltsometime, I'mlooking for an
attractive blonde. tr 5284

PROFESSIONAL, ATTRACTIVE SWM
who has recently turned 30 looks to deemphasize successful career to spend
quality time with a quality woman. tam
financially (and mentally) secure, educated, physically fit, and enjoy working
hard to become a better person each
llay .P.O. Box4571, Portland, ME04112.
tr 5859

WARM, EDUCATED, SLIM, GOODLOOKING DWM, 51, looking for same in
female, 40-48. If you like to laugh, to
dance, to share, and are emotionally
available, it would be great to hear from
you. tr 5286

SWM, 30, STRUGGLING in acommitted
relationship, wishesto meet understanding female for no strings, fun, friendship, romance. Neat clean, open, honest only. Please write, discretion assured. CBW Box 977. 'Zt 5856

ENERGETICYOUNG MAN LOOKING FOR
abeautiful young woman who is healthy
in mind and body. I'm a semi-cultured,
semi-wild, fun-loving person. Don't hesitate, call tr 5289

DWM SEEKING D/SF for friendship.
Honest, trustworthy, with good sense of
humor. I like books, classical rock and
country music, movies, and quiet talks.
I would like to meet female w~h same
general interests. For agood time, write
or call. CBW Box 978. tr 5855

LOOKING FOR ACTIVE, ENERGETIC 1935 y.o. I am 6'3' tall and very active. I
love volleyball (beach). I'm very much
like Mickey Rourke in '9 112 Weeks'.

SWM, 22, DANCING, SKIING, SPORTS,

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

HI! YES, YOU FROM FLORIDA- I'M 5'6",
145. I love the beach butthis timeofyear
it's too cold for me. I also workoulLet's
meet & work-out together? Maybe I can
koop your cold blood warm? tr 5170

I'M SEEKING A SINCERE MAN, who is
nice, loving, between 40-SO yrs. old,
that enjoys going out dancing, cou ntry/
western bands, rock & roll hits of 50s &
60s, soon! I have children and pets. I
also enjoy cooking, walking, swimming,
golngto mOYiesorouttoeat. I have dark
chestnut hair and brown eyes, height
5'5'. tr 5210

DIVORCEDFEMAlEHUMAN,RESIDENT
of earth for 36 yeais. Wholesome background, aven temperament sunny disposition, two "older· offspring. Smoker,
light brown hair, blue-eyed and fair.
5'9", 1251bs. well proportioned.AvoidIng bars, wishing on stars for tall, kind,
articulate human male for friendship!
companion.
Box 938. tr 5162

SWF, 34, NlS, ATTRACTIVE 5'6", 135
Ibs., work out at Bay Club, seeks SfOM
who likes big farrilies (I'm from one), YOUNG, SINGLE WOMAN LOOKING
children (I have one), weekends away FOR a young healthy man who enjoys
and time at home, ice-skating with my dancing, children. He should be intellidaughter, most types of music (espe- gent and atiractive. tr 5819
ciallycountry, no heoNy metal)anddancIng. P.O. Box m2, Portland 04112. tr FUN-LOVING, PROFESSIONAl, attractive woman seeks same. tr 5818
5213

SWF, 24, SEEKS BlOND, BLUE-EYEDJ.
Crew-styled intellectual humanist, 2528. Ideal man enjoys working through
the process both physically and mentally. Perfect man shall have the mind of
a lawyer and the spirit of a preacher.
Call, I know you exist tr 5173

YOUTH SEEKS STRANGER- Interests
Include writing, A SpIH Second, Cohen,
4AD folks, Coil, soundmon with duct
tape, fresh fruH, good movies, visiting
NYC. You know if you're interested in
coffee shop conversation or something
altogether different Write: Attractive
SWF21 ,P.0.Box5200,Portland,041 01.
tr 5214

women ... men

.
I

caw

SWF, 30s, PROFESSIONAL, ACTIVE,
Christian,open-mlnded, wih passion for
books, animals, and enjoying naturo,
desiresto meet sensitive, honest single
man. tr 5158
I'll SHOW YOU MINE IF you'll show
me yours! Mine is an early 40s, good
looking, trim, blonde Portland professlonal who likes to have fun and is ready
totakesomechances. Whafsyours?tr
5155
TIiEMARINESARE LOOKING FOR afew
good men, I just need one. Basic training Includes movies, long walks, Red
Sox. horsebackriding,yogaand candlelight dinners. An extended tour of duty
inMainew~hacuteSWF,33, 5'2, 1101bs.
follows graduation. tr 5175
SW MOM- 35, 5'6', ATIRACTlVE,
heelthy, active, adventurous, educated
and independent I enjoy travel, music,
hiking, skiing and camping, I'ma hopeless romantic who loves to laugh. Are
you mature, attractive, intelligent 5'9'
or over, trim, NlS, sensitive, sincere,
passionate? Let's get together. Letters
preferrad. CBW Box 943. tI' 5178
SHARING, CARING, LOVING, LAUGHING and learning are the values; hiking,
biking, dancing & conversingareamong
the interests of this rTid-4Os SWF looking for male with similar values and
interests. tr 5177
Respond to any personal ad

bycaJling

900-370-2041
Call. cost $1.49 a minute.

IF OPUS WERE HUMAN, I'D ASK HIM
OUT. I'm 24, NlS, university grad, slim;
into conversation, coilege radio, dancing, and puns. 11 you're NlS. in 20s,
honest open-minded, and don't have
herring breath, call me! tr 5182
T.V. DATING IS OUT, bars are meat
markets, did OK with an ad, trying again
for better.SWF,5'4', Il00bs" blue eyes.
Pretty and attractive I am Drinker and
druggerl am not. Lady, tomboy, honest
is me. Call to find out moreabout me. tr
5179
CELTICS ANYONE? SWF, 30, TALl,
SLIM, attractive, seeks SWM with love
of sports, music & Sunday brunch. Lers
meet for a Bloody Mary and compare
notes. Lakers' fans need not reply. tr
5195

.

. 1

,

I

DARE YOU TO TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT, have some fun! SWF, 28, tall
and attractive, looking to meet exCiting
new friends. Maybe that someone special. Why not try something different, t
am Photo. CBW Box 950. tr 5196
SWF, 32, NOT LOVESICK, just looking
for a buddy. Classical music, hiking and
cooking Is my remedy for those
occasslonal empty nights and weekends.1f you are NlS, 35-45, and apractical romantic, I'd like to hear from you.
tI' 5225
OF, 42, GENUINE, COMPASSIONATE,
forthright frt and fun professional with
city and country Interests seeks educated, honest, sensitive and cari ng man
for long-term, monogamous relationship. tr 5207

SWF PROFESSIONAl, 47, looking for
SWM professional interested in friendship (1) and romance (2). If you enjoy
relaxing over dinner, the theatre and
good conversation, give me acall. What
do we have to lose? tr 5219
SWF, 19, LOOKING FOR RIGHT MAN to
hold hands, cuddle and just have plain
fun with. Ifyou're21-26, tall and looking
for the same, plus have agood sense of
humor, here I am, waiting. tr 5233
DWF LOOKING FOR AN OLD-FASHIONED type guy to be my one and only.
No more running around. Ifyou're average looking, 35 or older and have ~wn
all your wild oats and are sure you can
betrue-... Photo please. or ;226
SWF, 33, ATTRACTIVE, CREATIVE. Enjoys keeping fit hiking, movies, camping, trying new stuff- simple, honest
living, would like to eventually have a
family- not psyched about pets. Wanna
meet a guy- early to mid 3Os, NlS,
drinking or drugging with some sirrilar
interests. CBW Box 966. tr 5268
SWF, 32, SEEKS NIS,SM (28-42) with a
little bit of soul (race not irT1lortant),
who enjoys good food, dancing, singing, movies, car trips and can tolerate
occasslonal olympic shopping sprees.
Do you have good sense of humor and
enjoy listening to Luther Van Drossl
Harry Connick? tr 5271
SWF- CABIN FEVER? Me, too! Got any
ideas? Slowing down- settling down,
you're 35 or over and want to live me in
the slow lane then we should meet. I
want a man with faults- I've got some.
My wild side is behind me. How about
you? Call orwrne. P.O. Box 5165, Po~
land, ME 04101. tr 5276

n

21 Y.O. SWF, SICK OF GAMES, wants to
know what love is. Adores animals,
camping, skiing, cooking, traveling,
roses, chocolate and peppermi nt.LookIngforthat so meone special to make my
heart smile. If you're open-minded, enjoy life's lit1Ie pleasures and have a great
sense of humor, wrne me and send a
photo to: P.O. Box 162, Topsham, ME
04086. tr 5278
SWF, YOUNG 45, HONEST, CARING, NI
S, NID, average weight and looks. I love
to dance, walks in the woods, bowling,
quiet times, etc. I'm seeking an hones~
caring, gentle man, 38-SO, with a good
sense of humor. P.O. Box 442.Westbrook, ME 04092. ~ 5280

SWF, 19, SEEKS GUY-WITH-AN-ATTITUDE to save me from life in aconvent
"Toad the Wet Sprocket" fans get
brownie points. Ploten verboten. P.O.
Box 8758, Portland 04104 tr 5282
HELP! I'M A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS!
The castle is cold this time of year,
where are you, Prince Aliuring?This31
y.o. Princesslssearchingforfun things
to do, enlightening conversations, cribbage In the East tower? The handsome
prince must have sense of humor, IntelIIgenco, and sensitivity. (Royal blood
not required). tr 5828
Roopand to...., pononoI.-1 by callng
90()..37()..2041

c.-. co.t

S1,49 • minute.

INDEPENDENT, PROFESSIONAL,
bibliophilic, artistic Artemis archetype,
30, optimistically entOurages intelligent
articulate Apollos, humanistic, humoristic Renaissance men, and smoke-froo
sensitive New Ageguys, 30ish, to write
intriguing letters and join me for skiing,
movies, museums, biking, sea kayaking,
rafting, lunch or afternoon tea. Carpe
Diem P.O. Box 373, South Harpswell,
ME 04079. tr 5829

YOUNG, ATTRACTIVE FEMALE looking
for older, sensitive man that likesto take
walks on thebeachand likes candlelight
dinners. tr 5816
PETITE, FUN-LOVING BLONDE, likes
dancing, skiing, a good time, seeks eager male who is honest sincere, and
great in bed. 'Zt 5812
PETITE LIGHT BROWN GIRL LOVES
dancing, walks on the beach and cuddling seeks male, 25-30, who likes same.
tr 58tl
WOMAN LOOKING FOR SAFE MANMust have good sense of humor, professional, likekids.lovesex. enjoydancing. Nice physique, 30-40, looking fora
fun time.
HOTHARLEYWOMANSEEKINGahandsome Harley man who also enjoys co untry & western, dancing, and long walks
on the beach. tr 5805

MID 30s- SWF SEEKS TALL, NICE GUY.
Nerd of the 1970s. You know who JFK
was. I'm NlS, 5'8', blonde, size 16, college educated, love adventu res, movies,
outdoors. I was silly and immature 20
years ago. and let you go. Capture my
heart now!!· 'Zt 5852
DELECTABLE SWF, with long blonde
curly hair as soft as my skin and eyes as
blue as the ocean in winter. You must be
35-40, well over 6 fee~ handsome, professional, financially secure. You must
also be open to sensuous, paSsionate
days and nights. Don't be intimidated,
what you seek is what you get. tr 5848

caw

PERSONAL (Calls cost 1.49/min)

NewlY FORTY, LIVELY, LOVING LADY
looking for fun & romance, seeks gregarious, genuine, gentle,generousgenl
I Jove to dance, walk on the beach in the
moonlight & talkaboutthings that really
matter... feetings, fears, friends, let's
have some fun! Race unirT1Jortanl tr
5867

men ... women

ATTRACTIVE. UNFULFILLED MWM,36,
6'0', 180lb. seeks physically fit NlS, MI
SWF, 25-45 for friendship, funillment
fantasy aIld fun. Shed your inhibitions
SNOOZE YOU LOSE! NlS SWF, 40, go- and lers spend some discreet time toIng places, shaking things up. Having a gether. tr 5192
good time on this swing through life. SUCCESSFUL SWM, 32, 5'10', 150Ibs.,
Dare to come along? 'Zt 5847
black hair, blue eyes. College educated,
DWF, 56 AND STILL GOING STRONG. witty and good looking. Seeks attrac5'3" 160lb. spring chicken is looking for tive, slim SWF, 22-30. Enjoy art, music,
a friend to dance around the barnyard sailing, and all that New England has to
with. Good sense of humor a musl offer. Personal growth, romance, planRomance? Maybe. Let's take one fence ning your life, and living your dreams
should all beimportant. Compose a few
post at a time. tr 5846
lines on your world and let's share. All
DWF, SO, NlS CHEM-FREE LADY enjoys responses answered. CBW Box 953.
dancing, movies, dining, flowers, animals, walks, talks, grandchildren and SWM, 27, INMATE TO BE RELEASED 4/
spirituality. Looking for gentleman with 92, brown hair, blue eyes, 160 Ibs.,
same for companionship. No couch motorcycles and camping are fine with
potatoes. Please write letters first. P.O. me, seek woman to correspond with
and possible relationship. 'Zt 5228
Box 1422, Westbrook, ME 04098.
ADVENTUROUS SWF SEEKING NlS DIANE, I SEE YOU WHEREVER I GO. We
playmate/soulmate, educated profes- met briefly aHeryou came out of Loring,
sional 35-40ish, approx. 5'S- or taller. Short &Harmon on Saturday, Feb. 8th
Must have passion for spice In life. Do around 3:40. Let's meet each other on
treking in Nepal, biking in France, cruis- purpose this time. CBW Box 962. tr
ing the Maine coast interest you? Must 5235
enjoy outdoor activities, the arts, and
want to start a family. 'ZI' 5844

person of the week
NEWLY FORTY, LIVELY, LOVING LADY looking for
fun & romance, seeks gregarious, gentle, generous gent. I love to dance, walk on the beach in the
moonlight & talk about things that really
matter••• feelings, fears, friends, letls have some
fun! Race unimportant. 'Zr 5867

Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as CBWs "Person of the Week' and is awarded two
free mollie tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. All personal ads are entered in the drawing.
LOOKING FOR A SINGLE MAlE, 25-30,
who likes sports & quiet times. tr 5290
LOOKING FOR SWEET EYES- Must have
incredible zest for life, honesty, sincerity, and pilots license. Call if you can
keep the pace. NlS, SWM, 27-33. 'Zt
5292
AlL YEE,AlL YEE, IN COME FREE! This
SWF, 28, professional, gives up! You
are exceptional SWM, 26-33, NlS professional whose hiding on me. Please
call with thewhereabouts! tr 5291
SWFSEEKSAMIABLE COMPANION for
skiing, dancing. I am 44, you should be
38-42 so you can keep up with me. tr
5293
THIS HONEST, OPEN-MINDED/
HEARTED SF is searching for a heart of
gold. Would like to share movies, outdoor activities, hugs, laughs and playfut
times. If you are happy, healthy and
emotionally available, please respond.
tr 5797
DWF LOOKING FOR CONAN. Must be
Into bar lifo, late nights and hockey. No
WUSS9S please, or hunchbacks. Goodtime pretty boys only. 'Zt 5798
SOON TO BE DWF WHO WALKS IN THE
LIGHT gracefully has cabin fever! Are
you Lancelot, or maybe Robin Hood,
thirtysomething, looking for good times?
tr 5801
ATIRACTlVE, SLENDER. FIT 44 SWF
seeking attractive man who is intelligent nice, normal, personable, fun. Must
by definition be attractive- nice looking.
tr 5857

BALLROOM DANCE PARTNER
WANTED, especially for Latin Ballroom
dance, forclassesand occassionalweekend dances. I'm fai~y new to Ballroom,
but llearnveryquickly, so no beginners,
please. A1so- no romantic intentions involved. I'm 5'2', so don't worry if you're
short tr 5842
VERY ATHLETIC SWF, NlS, 36, 125Ibs.,
willing to relocate to Maine soon. Seeking correspondence, leading to meaningful relationship- possible marriage.
I'm versatile, look good in jeans or
gowns, enjoy all activities, deep lovefor
animals, honest, sincere, with old-fashioned manners. My ideal man would be
25-36, SWM, NlS that shares similar
qualities and is not afraid of
committment For more details send
letter to: C,J., P.O. Box 70, Union Hill,
N.Y. 14563. tr 5841
THIS BLONDE ADONIS islooking for an
Amazon Oueen worthy of his affections.
If you are tall, stunning and eminate
pure, raw sexual energy, I'd like to be
your love slave. CBW Box 981. tr 5865
IVE MEl TOO MANY MR. WRONGS. "
you're 28-35, NlS, NlD, career-minded
and financially securo, let's do coffee
sometime. No needy men need reply. 'Zt

5862
ARE YOU 54164, OVER S'rTO SIX FT.,
nocherrical dependency?She: dark hair,
5'3', pleasant disposition, easy on the
eyes. Soon into 60s leisure activities.
Call and tell her about your future interests and concerns. Sincerely DOVE. tr
5861

SWM, 36, PROFESSIONAl, NlS, fulltime parent whose interests include
sailing, skati ng, X-C skiing and just about
any other outdoor venture. Callght in
the 'single parent trap" where weekly
excitemontinciudesSesamestreet Care
Bears or little Mermaid viewings. Help!
Seeking educated, physically fit woman
who is not afraid of the outdoors, loves
kids, does not smoke, and simply likes
to do things. Okay, I got the nerve up to
write this ad, so now you put your fears
away and answer n, alright! Rescue me
from the ravages of the Disney channel
and Saturday morning cartoons. CBW
Box 964.

I'M IN LOVE WITH MY DOG, but there's
still room for a good woman in my life.
life is getting interesting now & this
thin, moderately active, moderately attractive, 40 ex-hippy wants to share it
with a special, spicy woman whoenjoys
life. CBW Box 968. tr 5272
DISCREET, FINANCIALLY SECURE, fit
and attractive MWM, late 40s, looking
for semi-sophisticaled, sensuous, attractiVe MWF willing to meet me halfway. Discretion dictates P.O. Box at this
time. Please write with telephone 1 and
a time to call. P.O. Box236, Waldoboro,
ME 04572. tr 5275
SWM, 35, (LOOK 28), TAlL, attractive,
romantic, intelligent Enjoy funny movies, sports, dancing, the beach, dining
out. Interested in meeting SWF, 23-45,
attractive, romantic, slender, for possible relationship. Reply P.O. Box 204,
Hallowell, ME 04347 or tr 5279
SOMEWHERE OUT THERE ... SWM, 27,
NlS, drug-free, extremely huggable,
looking for caring, funfilled individual.
Myriad of interests from skiing to VCRs,
candlelight to dancing, and tons of
cuddles. Personality, honesty tops on
my list how about yours? Age just a
number, NlS. tr 5281
SWM, 5'10',160 Ibs. Blue eyes, brown
hair, physically fit attractive, athletic
and respectable. If you are SIDWF 2238, 5'6' and up physically fit acceptable, enjoy outdoor activities and romance, 22-35yearsold letsgettogether
and enjoy, or maybe sta rt arelationship.
CBW Box 969. 'Zt 5283
SINGLE ALIEN MALE (SIRIUSL y), 31,
seeks comely, NlS terran female who
has not been absorbed by Landru. Likes
include mountains, reading, movies,
ZeniMartial arts, Camper Van Beethoven,
brunettes. Kindred spirits please leave
message at designated coordinates. tr
5823
TAlL, DARK AND HANDSOME, SWM
41, 185 Ibs. NlS, dependable, honest
thoughtful, affectionate with sense of
humor. My forte: skiing, sailing,
watersports, cooking, gardening, etc.
Seeking attractive, slim, SWF, 28-41
who isnl afraid to share her time and
space. Letter and photos will get same.
CBW Box 970. tr 5825
SWM, 34, 5'9", 185/, enjoys hiking,
fishing, camping, canoeing, comedy,
dining in/out, movies, WBLMmMGX.
quiet times and more. Seeking cuto, Sf
DWF, 23-34, honest weight proportionateto height sincere, down to earth,
(prefer no children). CBW Box 973. tr
5831
YOUNG SWiM,32, ATTRACTIVE, 5'r,
1301bs., professional, adventurous, fun,
sensitive, CatholiC, skier,seekscuteSWF
who enjoys most outdoorsportslactivlties and music, dancing, movies, life... tr
5298
DWM, 40s, LIKES JOGGING, Classical
and light rock, travel, conversation, writing. Would like to meet 30-40 y.O. for
friendship. tr 5285
TRIPLE SCORPIO, POLECAT,
ideosyncratic wordsmith, 38, questing
light stepping partner, enamoured of
environment, whose spir~ radiates, help
put my lists in order, in exchange for ".
P.O. Box 4753, Portland, ME 04112. tr
5817

SUBMISSIVE MAN, 39, seeks dominant
woman for long-term, monogomous,
friend or more. I am fairly attractive,
stable, kind, family oriented with wide
range of interests. CBW Box 965. tr
5266

GORGEOUS, ATHLETIC, BODY-BUILDING GUY seeks blonde, blue-eyed normal woman. I'm 6'1', 2251bs, easy-going, fun to bewith, love a good time. tr
5814

NEEDED: A FRIEND~Y SMILE with a
cute, affection. The smile can belnwhite
or black, yellow or brown, red, green or
purple as long as it's real. Color of hair
notimportant (as long as it's not purple).
Call tr 5265

HANDSOME,INTELLIGENT MAlE seeks
blonde, blue-eyed, no head-games
woman. I'm a college (business) student, future millionaire, man of your
dreams. You've gotta be luscious! tr
5813

HAVE YOU SEEN HER? She is 28-36,
5'2'-5'6", 115-1351, attractive, unatlached, degroed professional, NlS. Ethnic backgrou nd uni mportant. Meet handsome professional, 39, 5'9', SBM who
enjoys travel, health, fitness, cultural
events & quality time. Open to new
ideas. Friendship first. Don't iust sit
there! Call tr 5270

SWM SEEKS NICE, ADVENTUROUS,
Down-to-earth woman. I'm a nice guy,
adventurous, down-to-earth & out of
control. tr 5810
SINGLE, MODEST, HANDSOME GUY
looking for SWF, intelligent & fun to be
with. Doesn't have to be pretty. Must be
confident with herself. tr 5809

SWM, LOOKING FOR WOMAN IN HER
30s who Is willing to make a commitment and who enjoys the outdoors as
much as I ~o. 'Zt 5288

TAlL, ATHLETIC PROFESSIONAl, attractive, easy and fun to be w~h gentieman, seeks bright, happy, serious, but
fun lady, 25-32, looking great in abiki ni,
for sailing adventure in British Virgin
Islands on chartered yacht, for vacation
with other experienced sailors in April.
Southern Mai ne person preferred. Loads
of music, sun, fun and rum. Let's meet
to talk over coffoo. tr 5866
YOU WERE LIFEGUARD ING A POOL on
Sat. Feb. 1st between 5-6pm when we
met. Your hair Is brunette and you have
a very pretty smile. I'm a SWM, 25,
attractive, athletic, and very anxious to
meet you again. For a sincere friendship, please write. CBW Box 980. 'Il"
5840
ATTRACTIVE DWM, 42, 5'8', 180 Ibs,
single parent seeking SlDWF single
parent. Must be slim, attractive, 20-40,
live in Portland area. 'Zt 5838

, - - - - - - - - - - , WRITER, SM, 33- COMPLETELY
BROKE, currently making his play for
immortality- seeks just oneorigi nal couI HAVE GIVEN BLOOD REGULARLY,
rageous woman for safe sexwith all the
and they still haven't shut me off. SWM
intellectual trimrrings. Into: androgeny,
diligentiyseekingdiligentbabe. tr 5295
long letters, absolute honesty, cultfilms.
Not into: sexism, power, running your
WILD-EYED, TRANSPLANTED NORTHlife. P.O. Box 1005t ,Portland, ME04104.
ERN MANIAC, 29ish, with a real zest for
tr 5864
living, seeksattractivo, 2O-35y .0. woman
to share skiing, windsurfing, bicycling
SWM, 31, PROFESSIONAl, GENUINE,
and new experiences. tr 5297
intelligent, adventurous, sensitive, passionate. An eternal optimist, the glass is
SWM DESPERATELY SEEKING A
always half-full. I enjoy camping, long
WOMAN who owns gravity boots and
walks, intense conversation, travelling,
knows how to use them 'Zt 5299
collecting music. Seeking SlDWF, 2535, intelligent, assertive, self~onfiden~
D1SABLEDSWM, 40, NlS, social drinker,
able and willing to commit to a longwitty, seeks single woman, any age or
term relationship. CBW Box 983. tr
race, who likes blues music and going to
5868
movies & plays. Letters preferred. CBW
Box 974. tr 5799
WANT TO ADD ATOUCH OF MYSTERY
to your life? Adventurous and slightly
SWM,22,LOOKINGFORSF,agedoesnl
eccentric young writer/musician in
matter, willing to go out on town for an
search of Inspiration seeks to correexciting night, and also enjoy the retreat
spond with interesting females. Under
of the wilderness. life is too short to
30 preferred, all types of personalities
pass up a good time. 'Zt 5800
welcome. P.O. Box 11442, Portland, ME
ENVIRONMENTALLY ALERT- Enjoy
04104. 'Zt 5869
Call costs $1 .49
camping, fishing, gardening, kids, muLOOKING FOR ASWF, 22-28, educated,
sic. Looking for someone with similar
a minute,
free-spirited, fun-loving, environ menInterests. I'm aNIS, occassional drinker,
'-----------~ tally conscious, NlS, notafraidofsnakes,
42 y.o. divorcing big male. ~ 5802
BIG HANDSOME MAN, SWM, 35, 5'9", dips in mountain ponds, motorcycles,
GOOD-LOOKING GUY LOOKING FOR 300+, blue eyes, brown hair. I am a carT1ling, comrTittment.l'm 32, tall, atattractive, intelligent woman. I'm at loving, caring, sincere and honest per- tractive, blue jeanslsneakers type. Call
happy hour looking for a fun-loving son. I like going out, mOVies, aimless or write, all replies answered. P.O. Box
woman. 'Zt 5804
drives, and homelife. I am looking for 2191, South Portland, ME 04116-2191.
that special person who will accept me
SWM, 22, NlS, FIT/ACTIVE. Excellent
for who I am, and I will do the same. IFYOU lIKETRAVEl, TRAVEL, TRAVEL,
sense of humor. tr 5803
Please write or call. P.O. Box 1073, conversation, theater, arts, exercise,
travel,soda I.l'm40ish, unencumbered
Westbrook,
ME 04098. tr 5854
SWM, EDUCATED, SUCCESSFUL PROand looking for friendship. I wear suits
FESSIONAl, well exercised and fi~ 5'11",
SWM, 27, PROFESSIONAl, attractive, but love to laugh. Looking for 30-40 y.o.
46 y.o. emigrant from Europe, childlikes movies, sports, dining out danc- Please send photo and tell me about
froo, well travelled, probably attractive.
ing, fitness-minded, NlS, new in town. yourself. P.O. Box 1694, Portland,
Seeks mate for weekend fun, movies,
Looking for SWF in her twenties, never 04103. tr 5873
dancing, bookstores and art galleries,
married, cute, happy, healthy, career
and more. Letters with aphoto would be
gi~. Are you over past relationships,
appreciated and returned ndesired. CBW
want to meet a nice, normal, average,
Box 975.
sane person? Me too! tr 5853
SWF,35, WELL-EDUCATED,ATHLETlC,
WARM CUDDLY BEAR, 41, 5'r, 200
Ibs., seeks woman for fun, friendship & ENERGETIC, ENTHUSIASTIC, ACTIVE, who enjoys laug hing. i ntell igent converthoughtful, honest, likes kids and cute, sation' CNN, outdoors activities, pizza,
sensuous pteasure. tr 5834
too!Wow,lwish IwasaWF, 30-45, with movies, plays, music, dancing, dining
21 Y.O. SWM, NlD, NlS , OR DRUG a trim figure, pretty face, senses of out walking the beach! Back Bay.LookUSER. Interests: writing, Star Trek, humor and adventure, looking foragood ing for someone who loves to have fun,
movies, aviation, good conversation (any guy who really likes women, so I could analyze the world, and challenges me to
subject), walking on the beach. 6' 180, call me! 'Zt 5849
grow. How about you? tr 5167
blonde; offering trust, monogamy and a
I'M SERIOUS! PROFESSIONAL, 40, BI-CURIOUS WF, 26, seeks Bi or GWF
big heart to someone 20-25 with the
DWM, (6' sharp) actually- prefers nondesireto form long-term, close relation- yuppie ladies, possibly CW type, foxy for first time experience to fulfill longtime fantasy. Photo appreciated. Disship. tr 5835.
dresser, smoking/cocktails welcomed. cretionassured. WriteSuitel2141, P.O.
WF, 24-45, any status, who likes step- Box 1480, Saco, ME 04072 or call 'ZI'
Reopond to any personal ad
ping out and stepping up with nice, 5208
by calling
sensuous, romantic guy. Commitment
Reopond to """ pononoI.-1 by nling
900-370-2041
not required. Calls returned, photos ex900-370-2041
Calla cost $1.49 a minute.
changed. Box 4693, Portland, 04112.
C".
$1.49. minute.
tr 5845

Respond
to any
personal
ad
on this
page.

Call

900-J70-2041

women ... women

co.

MBiF, 31, SLIM, LOOKING FOR SLIM,
BiF for friendship, fun, and special sensuous times. Sometimes shy, sometimes sizzling. Will answerall! NlO, light
drinkO.K.. verydiscroot Lefs meet! tr
5231
ME: JoBeth Williams look-alike, 36 and
a law professional, 'plenipotentiary".
YOU: 22-40, single or married, feminine, pretty to beautiful, adventurous,
and willing to give in to my strong personality. Stop wondering and take that
step. P.O. Box 1785, Portland, ME04104.
tr 5267
SWF (Bi-probably), 28, attractive, full of
life &loves adventure, searching for Bi
or GWF, feminine, attractive & takecharge kind of woman to help guide me
on a wonderful, special and adventurousjourneyintoaworid of the unknown
to me. tr 5858
LESBIAN, 41, ATTRACTIVE, EVOLVED,
great sense of humor, eclectic taste in
music and the arts; seeks similar lesbians who are not afraid of being themselves. Honesty and personal integrity a
musl CBW BOx 979.
MWF SEEKING Bi FEMALE for friendship, conversation and special times.
Interests include adult games, lingerie,
photography, good movies: Discree~
confidential. Will answer all. CBW Box
967. 'Zt 5269

RESPOND TO
ANY PERSONAL
AD BY CALLING

900·370·2041

BiWMM, 42, PROFESSIONAl wishes to
meet other men to shareilearn bodybuildi ng.l'm in moderate physical shapo,
trying to improve fitness and health.
Open to discussion &support sharing
for coping and more. P.O. Box 9715172, Portland, ME 04104. tr 5839
IF YOU THINK YOU ARE 'STRAIGHT
ACTING", get some therapy (get adress
or get a woman). GWM, 29, attractive
Italian seeks fair-blonde, NlS professional, late 2Os-30s, open, fun, with
Rhoda/Brenda sensibilities a plus. 'Zt
5860
GWM, 33, CHEM-FREE, NlS, I am tall,
thin and neatly trimmed. I have a positive outlook on life and appreciate simplicity. Not afraid to be close & intimate
without sex. like nature and outdoors,
quiet times and more. You~thin to average build, 25-40, honest, open & caring.
'Zt 5863
WGM, RETIREE, HEALTHY 70s, seeks
friend (intellectual leftist) any age;
occassional cuddling, travel partner.
Elderhostels? Possible future
house mate. CBW Box 984. tr 5870

GWF, 32, BIG HEART, SMALL BONES GAY MASCULINE BOYISH WM, seeks
seeks cool neat little package of firm companion of firm body and mind. Efbody and mind who laughs much, is fected, but affected by life with a rekind to most is creative and perceptive, sponse of humor and kindness. Please
of life's weird details, who sets vertical include photo. CBW Box 985. 'Zt 5875
goals. Please include photo. CBW Box
986. tr 5874

men .. men
GWM, 33, ATIRACTIVE, BOYISH, 6'1',
170Ibs. Down to earth, outdoorsy, not
effeminate, kinda quiet, not Introverted,
smart not intellectual, open, caring.
Cuddling means as much to me as sex,
but I am not promiscuous. Please be:
straight acting, (with feelings), normal
weight, like nature, walks in the woods.
Not aneccessity, but somewhat younger
guys and nice hair (head) do something
for me. You and I might be just right for
each other. CBW Box 963. 'Il" 5236

3S

others

FIESTY, BLONDE AND BRUNmE looking for devilish pleasure from tall, dark,
handsome young male, 18-25, no narT)9
required, photo please! 'ZI' 5157
MALE MODel LOOKING FOR a female
photographerto model for. I'mtall, good
looking, 30, Iworkout, and I'm ready to
please. tr 5215

TIRED OF THE DARK SIDE ERUPTING
with fantasies only to find yourselfwithout friends of the same sensual, adventurous mode to call on? So are we. Write
usof your likes, dislikes, please be honGWM, 40ish PROFESSIONAl, NlS, Into ,est Descriptions or pictures. All replies
having a good time, like quiet home will be answered. P.O. Box 9715-190,
time, cooking, movies. Seek same, 30- Portland, ME 04104: 'Ir 5273
45, who is honest & who hates the bar
scene & games. Looking for friendship EASY-GOING, SPONTANEOUS, NORand more. Portland south to York county MAL and healthy SM of 32 wishes for a
area only. tr 5274
week or two of clothing-optional relaxation in the Caribbean beginning 'Iate
GM SEEKS 100% GM WHO is SECURE March or so. It would be more fun to go
with their own lifestyle, proud to begay, with someone and am seeking advenopen, enjoy 'The club's", films, conver- turous SF with wit and spirit to go with
sation. Substance free, not involved at me. Write with your idea of an exciting
present. Enjoy dance and want to expe- vacation. CBW Box 97t.
rience viboology. Write, include name,
phone. P.O. Box 6101, Falmouth, ME SWM, 45, TALL, ATTRACTIVE, athletic,
04105. tr 5832
seeks couples or select singles to share
new experiences with. CBW Box 972. tr
GM, 26, 5'9", ISO Ibs.;NlS, interested in 5826
meeting same. I enjoy dancing, sports,
travel, and concerts. Doyou share same 'HANKY PANKY" - Like the song? "9 1/
or similar interests, are straight acting 2 Weeks"- Like the story? I am that guy!
. and 22-32? Please call soon. 'Il" 5833 And, I'm waiting foryour call. Singles or
HIV AND HEAlTHY! I want to meet couples welcome. tr 5827
other men like me: Honest open, out
living well, enjoying life, busy. Choosing IFYOU DARETO DREAM IT, then write
no drugs, no interventions, BUT bright it. We're late 20s, early 3Os, attractive
outlook, good-living, expanding new in- and looking for fantasies to share with
terests, growing, learning. Full emo- new friends. Maybe dreams can come
tions, spirituality, laughter, sunshine, true. Picture if pOSsible, descriptive letexercise! Alex, Box 1573, Portland, terplease. Discretion assured. P.O. Box
9715-190, Portland, ME 04104. 'ZI' 5830
04104. 'Zt 5851

CALLS
OOST$1,49
A MINUTE,

WANTED: MASSAGE SWAP- WM, 27,
180lbs., athletic, muscular build, lookIng to trade therapeutic spo rts massage
with othersimilarWM's-Nothing More!
Let's help each other alleviate muscle
tension, reduce stress, improve athletic
performance and agility. No experience
.necessary- give it ashot! CBW Box976.
tr 5836
2 SWMs, STRAIGHT, SEEKING GORGEOUS, slim, illiterate female, 18-55, to
pay for college education, to paint house,
to babysit 12 year old Sister, perform
appendectomy on same, and watch Ren
& Stimpy. Send photo and drawing of
yourself. Artistic ability does not matter.
tr 5837
SPRING STIRS THE LOINS of this
moody, bloated bitch, seeking others
like myself. You: hatewalkson the beach,
gag at romantic fireside evenings, crave
chocolate at that special time of the
month. Me: Hysterical Angry Girl. ~
5850
YOU (5'5', 116Ibs.) answered my "Female tag team" ad but were reluctant to
make contact. Please try again! Discretion guaranteed. It sounded like our
ideas will match up. Let's discuss it (at
least!) tr 5843
HELP! ARE YOU A SENSUAL WOMAN
who can assist me in fulfilling my
husband's fantasies? I'm looking for an
experienced woman with lots to give,
for a safe discreet experience. Call or
write so wecan meet for planning. P.O.
Box 9715-316, Portland, ME 04104. 'Zt
5871

companions
IF YOU'RE STRAIGHT, 55+, staying
home, not going out to social activities
in state or out because you don'twantto
go alone, let's get together, M or F. I'm
F in the same boat! Write: P.O. Box
10233, Portland, ME. Can phone later
after letter. 'Zt 5152
CREATE A MIRACLE IN YOUR LIFE AND
OURS- Male part-time co-parent of nonverbal, autistic child asks for N/S, N/D,
no drugs, self-assured volunteers to
learn to interact with child at my house
and on outings. Must have car. 'Il" 5824

Respond to
any
personal ad
on this
page,
Call

900·370·2041
Call costs $1.49
a minute,

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ACBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min)
How to respond to a personal ad
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal CallI!!> answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit tf number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enter another tf number or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 1.49 aminute.)
To respond to an ad without a tf number, write to the P.O.
box or CBW box indicated. Whenacidressing mail toa CBW
box, be sure to print the box number clearfy on the lower left
hand comer of your envelope.

How to place a CBW personal ad
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A Congress St in downtown Portland.
Call n5-6601 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal CallI!!>" number. When you place your ad,
you'l be you'l be given a ,. number and an easy-to-follow
instruction sheellrs important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that way you won't miss any of your responses.
When recording your 90-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but donl leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

You can change your tf message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right aWa:j.

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:

Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25¢ each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal CallI!!> tf number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CBWboxw/o a tf number costs $9 a week. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are .welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Owomen ... men

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m, on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
Phone: n5-6601. FAX: n5-1615

Omen "'women

o women'" women
Omen .. men

o others

o companions
Confidential infonnation:
(We cannot print your ad without it.)
phone

/I of words: - - - (n more than (5)

CoSVweek:-------See rat.. at 1011

/I of weeks: _ _ __
namo

2-woek /Tinlmum

CBW box: ______
address

ciry. stale. zip

Add $5 or S9lweek
Soerateo at loft

Total due: ________
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Take Public Cable's

:

•

66~

*~

I)
,

Challengel

Here's How It Works:
Complete the information below, place in an
envelope and mail to: Home Entertainment
Sweepstakes, Public Cable, P.O. Box 8180,
Portland, ME 04 104.

[]l

Have Public Cable's standard service
installed FREE in your home (Save $29.95).

00

Try our standard service, and if after 30
days you don't agree that it is worth 66~ a
day, we'll remove it and charge you nothing.
As a thank you for taking the 66~ challenge,
we will enter you in our ...

Send in the card below and

YOU COULD WIN:
A 27" Stereo TV, a 19" Stereo TV
or one of two Stereo VCR's.

Home
.........._ Entertainment
~... Sweepstakes ~. . . .

Call Public Cable Today!
775-3431 1-800-833-2253
• OUer available In PublIC Cable 5 Veal round resldent.al set'\llCe area only. as-dehned by Iranchrse Some restrictIOns apply 'You musl menTIOn th~ mallcr to receive out special discoun! Olfer ends March 6 1992
No pUfchasp necessary 10 enter sweepstakes One enlry per household Sweepslakes open to reSidents 01 Public Cable s ser.olce area 16 yt:an. 01 age 01 Older as 0' Feb 24 1992 except employees at PublK; Cable or the"
altlhates AM Winners will be selected II) a random drawIng from enlrles received by 3 12 92 Sweepstakes .... Inners may be leqUlted \0 slg" an A!lIdavl! of Eligibility VoI'lhin 30 davs of no"IIcalion Any applicable la)(es drl' Ihe
sole responsIbility of prize winners 8y acceptance 01 .) pnze Winners consenllO the use 01 hiS her name an(! (II likeness lor the purpose 01 advcn.smg without additional compensation
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Rccept the
66~ Challengel

r--------------------D YES •

I accept the challenge.
• Call me to set up an installation appointment.

D

Please enter me in Publ ic Cable's Home Entertainment
Sweepstakes.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Call Public Cable
Todal}
775-3437

7-800-833-1153

City _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip - - Telephone: Day _ _ _ _ Evening - - - Best time to call : Day _ _ _ Evening - - -

----d[8
Public Cable

cIIll the tluI1B!i
we a'te
L __________
_______________
J
~

